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Overview
One of the most significant changes in the court system in recent years
is the growing number of self-represented litigants. The caseload of
most California judges now consists primarily of cases in which at least
one party is self-represented.
This change offers both opportunities and challenges for judicial
officers, highlighting the crucial role that they play in making sure that
the self-represented obtain access to justice.
Many judges report that they like handling cases with self-represented
litigants because these litigants do not generally engage in legal
gamesmanship. These judges find it easier to get quickly to the crux of
a matter and to craft creative problem-solving orders for litigants.
However, self-represented litigants often have difficulty preparing
complete pleadings, meeting procedural requirements, and clearly
articulating their cases to the judicial officer. These difficulties produce
both obvious and subtle challenges.
Many innovative solutions exist to help litigants draft adequate
pleadings and prepare for hearings. Yet, these solutions cannot
completely substitute for the three years of law school and the
experience that lawyers bring to the courtroom. Until recently, there
has been little guidance for judges on how to meet the challenges of
ensuring access to justice for all litigants while running an efficient
calendar.
This benchguide is designed to help judicial officers handle the growing
self-represented litigant portion of their caseload. Based on the
perspectives, ideas and suggestions of hundreds of judicial officers this
guide includes tools and techniques to help judges run their
courtrooms effectively, comply with the law, maintain neutrality, and
increase access to justice.
The benchguide starts with a general discussion of the characteristics
and needs of the self-represented and offers guidance on how to
handle cases with self-represented litigants, including a review of the
case law on this issue. It discusses caseflow and calendar management
and provides scripts and suggestions on managing a courtroom with
self-represented litigants to ensure that it runs smoothly.

ix

Because self-represented litigants do not have attorneys to interpret
the “foreign” language of the courtroom, to explain the process and to
screen for and remedy problems that may occur, judges are faced with
special challenges. This benchguide therefore provides specific
information and tools on enhancing communication skills and on
recognizing and dealing with unintended bias.
Historically, limited resources have been allocated to family, small
claims, misdemeanor, traffic and eviction cases, resulting in highvolume dockets. These dockets in turn create heavy workloads for
judges allowing little time for litigants to present their cases. When
judges feel that they have insufficient time to listen and get the facts
they need to make a decision, their jobs become more stressful. This
stress, in turn, leads to job dissatisfaction and potentially less than
optimum case outcomes.
This guide provides suggestions for ways to make such assignments
more satisfying and manageable and concludes by discussing the
crucial role of judicial leadership in building the innovations that
enhance access to justice.
The guide is intended to provide a framework for analyzing the ethical,
legal, and practical issues that judges face in handling a courtroom
with self-represented litigants. It assumes that judges are most
effective when they develop a style that works with their
personalities—but encourages them to reflect on that style and share
ideas that other jurists have found helpful. Many judges report that
incorporating these techniques makes them more effective jurists in all
cases, including those in which lawyers participate.
The benchguide is designed to help judicial officers in all parts of their
careers—from the first day on the bench to veteran status—to think
through these issues and find ways to make handling cases involving
self-represented litigants rewarding.
This is a rapidly evolving area of law and practice. This benchguide will
therefore be updated and modified over time. Judges are encouraged
to send suggestions, ideas, questions, and comments to
equalaccess@jud.ca.gov.
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1
Self-Represented Litigants: Who Are They
and What Do They Face When They Come
to Court?
Introduction
Many judges have expectations about who self-represented litigants
are, why they do not have lawyers, what they want from the court,
and how they will behave. These expectations play a powerful role in
how the courts treat people who represent themselves.
While many of these expectations come from experience, some may
result from particularly dramatic or intense cases and may not reflect
the complex reality of the millions who represent themselves in court
each year. This chapter provides judges context on the reasons
litigants self-represent as well as the difficulties self-represented
litigants face in court.

I.

Why Do Litigants Represent Themselves?

Most self-represented litigants in civil cases give the following answers
when asked why they do not have a lawyer: 1

Little systematic data is available for litigants who represent themselves in criminal
court. Anecdotal information suggests that as many as 40 percent of misdemeanor
defendants represent themselves in California—often to enter a plea. This is likely to
vary depending on the availability of public defender services, and many of the
suggestions in this guide will pertain to that group. However, the issues of felony or
even misdemeanor cases where litigants are affirmatively choosing to represent
themselves, rather than have a public defender, are beyond the scope of this
benchguide. Nevertheless, once a criminal defendant has been allowed selfrepresentation, the issues discussed herein apply. Special care must be taken,
however in a jury trial setting.
1

For additional assistance with these difficult cases, judicial officers are encouraged to
review California Judges Benchguide 54: Faretta and Marsden Issues (CJER rev.
2017) and “Principles for Dealing With Self-Represented Litigants in Felony and
Misdemeanor Cases” in Developing Effective Practices in Criminal Caseflow
Management (rev. 2005), www.courts.ca.gov/documents/feltrial-rfp-
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•
•
•

“I can’t afford a lawyer”;
“Lawyers will make it worse”; or
“My case is simple enough to handle on my own.”

These reasons for not having a lawyer reflect economic and social
trends and are not likely to change anytime soon.
Nearly 70 percent of the 450,000 people each year who use self-help
programs in California earn less than $2,000 per month and nearly 85
percent make less than $3,000 per month. The majority are working
and raising families. Given the high price of hiring a lawyer, even
individuals with large incomes are likely to find that the cost of counsel
represents a substantial burden that can have long-term impacts on
family financial stability.
For example, four in 10 adults, if faced with an unexpected expense of
$400, would either not be able to cover it or would cover it by selling
something or borrowing money. Over one-fourth of adults skipped
necessary medical care in 2017 because they were unable to afford the
cost. 2
Through 2024, the largest number of job openings will be primarily in
low-wage occupations, such as personal care and home health aides,
nursing assistants, retail salespersons, and food preparation and
service workers. In fact, 5 of the top 10 occupations expected to add
the most jobs during this period pay a median hourly wage of less than
$12, equivalent to an annual salary of $24,960 for full-time, yearround work 3. This will likely result in more, rather than fewer, selfrepresented litigants.
Legal services programs are unable to meet the need for
representation. The State Bar of California reports that the ratio of
potential low-income clients to legal aid attorneys in California is more

supfinalreport.pdf, a manual prepared by John. M. Greacen, Greacen Associates, LLC,
for the Administrative Office of the Courts.
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Report on the Economic WellBeing of U.S. Households in 2017 (May 2018)
https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/files/2017-report-economic-well-beingus-households-201805.pdf
2

3
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Outlook Handbook (Dec. 2015),
www.bls.gov/ooh/most-new-jobs.htm.
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than 7,500 to 1. 4 Legal needs studies indicate that 86 percent of civil
legal problems reported by people with low income received
inadequate or no legal help.
Dr. Rebecca Sandefur has conducted extensive research into how and
if individuals address legal challenges. In a study for the American Bar
Foundation; she found that only 11 percent of civil legal issues she
identified ever came to the attention of a court or lawyer. 5
Interestingly, she determined that the vast majority of civil legal
problems are attributed to “bad luck” and the individual never seeks
legal assistance.
There are a small number of self-represented litigants who could afford
an attorney (possibly by making some significant sacrifice) but still
choose not to hire one. They are part of a larger do-it-yourself social
movement to forgo various professional services, including real estate
brokers, investment advisors, doctors, and lawyers. However, finances
often play a major part in this decision. Many attorneys report that
they would not be able to afford themselves if they had a serious legal
problem – even judges report that they could not afford many of the
attorneys who appear before them.
Judges must be aware that the “choice” not to have a lawyer is
generally not a choice that litigants wish to make, but that litigants are
simply trying to take care of problems in their lives in the best way
that they can. Most likely, an attorney is simply not available to them
as they fall into the “gap” between legal aid financial eligibility and not
making enough to afford a private attorney.
I am handling a case where the parties really need an attorney to help
them out. They keep coming to court, and I keep telling them that they
need a lawyer. I finally realized that the only way they’ll be able to get a
lawyer is if I come up with the $5,000 retainer.
—Family law judge

The State Bar of California, California Justice Gap Study (Feb. 2019),
http://www.calbar.ca.gov/Portals/0/documents/accessJustice/Justice-Gap-Studyfact-sheet-final.pdf.
4

5
Rebecca L. Sandefur, Accessing Justice in the Contemporary USA: Findings from the
Community Needs and Services Study (American Bar Foundation, 2014),
www.americanbarfoundation.org/uploads/cms/documents/sandefur_accessing_justic
e_in_the_contemporary_usa._aug._2014.pdf.
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II.

Barriers to Self-Represented Litigants in the Court
System

Despite the many successful efforts at improving access to the courts
for the self-represented, they still face many barriers, not all of which
are obvious to those who work in the courts.
In 2009, the Elkins Family Law Task Force held hearings to obtain the
points of view of many Californians, including self-represented
litigants, about the functioning of the family law courts in this state.
Many of the people who provided comments to the task force talked
about the barriers they faced in accessing justice in the family courts.
The task force issued its final report in April 2010, summarizing its
findings and recommendations based on the input it received. 6
Two more generalized studies based on detailed interviews with selfrepresented litigants in Canada and the United States contain helpful
observations from the litigants themselves about their experiences—
with both lawyers and courts. They show that the nature of these
experiences varies with the level of sophistication and the personal
characteristics of each litigant. But reading these reports can provide a
judge with a rich sense of the barriers encountered, the general
perceptions of litigants of their court experience, and the impact of this
experience on their lives. 7
A number of the most frequently occurring barriers are summarized
below.
A.

The Barrier of Legal Language

As with all areas of human endeavor, the law developed a specialized
language all its own: a mash up of Latin and French that results in
“legalese”. Not surprisingly, this specialized language acts as a barrier
to litigants, both represented and self-represented. To understand the

Administrative Office of the Courts, Elkins Family Law Task Force: Final Report and
Recommendations (April 2010), www.courts.ca.gov/documents/elkins-finalreport.pdf.
6

Dr. Julie MacFarlane, The National Self-Represented Litigants Project: Identifying
and Meeting the Needs of Self-Represented Litigants: Final Report (May 2013),
https://representingyourselfcanada.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/09
/srlreportfinal.pdf; Knowlton, Cornett, Gerety, and Drobinski, Cases Without Counsel:
Research on Experiences of Self-Representation in U.S. Family Court (Institute for
the Advancement of the American Legal System, May 2016),
http://iaals.du.edu/sites/default/files/documents/publications/cases_without_counsel
_research_report.pdf.
7
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impact of this barrier, it is useful to reflect on hospital user’s
experiences.
The many specialized terms that hospital staff use as shorthand often
confuse and intimidate hospital patients. When used without
explanation, these terms can be frightening to patients who are at the
mercy of the institution’s procedures. This is heightened by the fact
that the underlying problem bringing them to the hospital is usually
deeply personal and emotionally charged. Patients are often fearful
about their condition and concerned about the cost of hospitalization.
Even when patients believe that they understand what they are being
told at the time, it’s easy to be confused later when they try to
remember what their doctor said or what actions they were supposed
to take.
The experience of self-represented litigants in our courthouses and
courtrooms is often similar. People representing themselves often find
it extremely difficult to understand the words used in the courtroom,
particularly when the judge and staff use Latin or French terms that
lawyers and others such as experts rely on as legal shorthand. This is
even more complicated for those who do not speak English as their
first language and who come from different cultures.
An obvious example is “pro per,” an abbreviation for the Latin phrase
“in propria persona,” meaning appearing on one’s own behalf, which is
often used in California trial courts. In fact, it has been said that “many
pro pers do not even know that that is what they are.”
B.

The Complexity of the Clerk’s Office

Litigants often find themselves in court clerks’ offices that are
confusing and crowded with lawyers and litigants wanting information
and assistance with filling out forms, as well as performing the
traditional filing tasks.
Self-represented litigants often pose challenges for court clerks. When
filing their case, required forms are often missing or incomplete. They
often do not know that filing fees are required or that there is a
process to seek a fee waiver if the litigant cannot afford the filing fees.
The litigants often need more help than the clerks are able to give
them due to the time pressures that clerks face to keep the lines
moving in order to serve other litigants and attorneys within a
reasonable period of time.
Also, in the past, clerks were explicitly trained to never answer any
questions from the public. Such assistance was perceived as violating
1-5

the court’s neutrality or as the unauthorized practice of law. Litigants
therefore frequently find their paperwork being refused as
“inappropriate” or “incomplete”, but are given no help to correct it, no
explanation of the problem or how to fix it, and no referral to someone
who could help. Often litigants must return to the clerk’s office multiple
times before their forms are finally completed correctly and accepted
for filing. These multiple visits to the clerk’s office are not only
frustrating for the litigants, but they also create added burdens for
already overworked court staff.
In an effort to address this frustration, today court staff is educated on
what assistance court staff can and cannot provide to the public. 8
C.

Problems With Service

As every judge and attorney knows, to obtain a court order not only
must the litigant file a request of the court, but the litigant—not the
court—is also responsible for seeing that the papers are properly
served on the opposing party. When litigants appear for their hearing
without having successfully accomplished effective service or without a
completed proof of service, the case may be postponed, or worse,
dismissed. This causes distress and hardship to litigants, delays their
ability to enforce important rights, and wastes valuable time for both
the litigants and the court.
The often-complex set of service requirements has been a major
obstacle to self-represented litigants and a major source of delay for
the courts for several reasons:
1.

Litigants may not understand that they cannot serve the
papers themselves on the opposing party.

3.

Litigants may not be able to physically locate the other
party that they are required to serve.

4.

Litigants may not know that person that effected service
must fully fill out the proof of service form and that the
written proof must be presented to the court before most
orders can be made.

8
See Judicial Council of Cal., May I Help You? Legal Advice vs. Legal Information: A
Resource Guide for Court Clerks (2003), www.courts.ca.gov/documents
/mayihelpyou.pdf.
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D.

5.

Litigants, or the individual that performed the service, may
have filled out the required proof of service form
incorrectly.

6.

Litigants are often unaware of the alternative service
methods available, what those complex alternatives
require, or how to make use of them. (How many judges
or lawyers have tried to summarize the laws governing
service in a few simple sentences?)

Legal Requirements That Are Unfamiliar and Confusing

Most legal cases involve technical and sometimes superficially
counterintuitive requirements that are confusing—even to lawyers with
limited experience in a subject matter. Notice and service
requirements are a good example. In family law, if a party wants ex
parte temporary orders such as restraining orders, the motion is filed
first, the judge signs the temporary orders, and the orders are then
served on the other party. However, if non-emergency orders are
sought, the other party can be served before or after the request for
order is filed as long as the party gets adequate notice of the hearing
date. Self-represented litigants are often not aware of the service
distinction between requests for emergency and non-emergency
orders.
There are many examples of court procedures that confuse selfrepresented litigants. As a result, litigants often fail to complete and
file the proper documents or follow proper procedures. Failure to fully
complete or file documents or follow procedure results in additional
delays and frustration for both the litigants and the court.
In a San Diego study on why self-represented litigants hadn’t finished
their divorce cases after five months, 60 percent of such litigants
either did not realize that there was anything more that they had to do
or just did not know what to do. Nearly 20 percent were waiting to
hear from the court before taking any further action. 9 These statistics
highlight the importance of case management to assist the litigant in
finalizing their case.

9
Greacen Associates, LLC, Developing Effective Practices in Family Law Caseflow
Management (Administrative Office of the Courts, Center for Families, Children & the
Courts, Oct 2005), p. 25.
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E.
Procedural Rules That Vary Between Types of Cases and
By Location
California procedural rules in family cases require the parties to
request a hearing in order for the case to move forward. The court
does not routinely schedule such hearings on its own initiative. Many
self-represented litigants are completely unaware of this requirement,
which is inconsistent with other types of cases, such as those in traffic
court where the court or law enforcement schedules the hearing date.
This can be particularly confusing if litigants have had experience in
other types of cases, such as traffic, small claims, juvenile
dependency, or domestic violence, in which the court takes a more
active role in setting hearings and managing the cases.
Additionally, each separate county’s procedures may be slightly
different. Thus, a litigant’s experience or information from one county
may, or may not be accurate in a different county. Many attorneys
have been caught by these differences as in this as well. Each county
has procedural rules that were developed over time. Further, each
county may have unwritten cultural norms that are followed by the
bench and bar but are not easily discernable from the written rules.
Finally, the expectations and procedures for the litigants may vary
from courtroom to courtroom within each county. Each of these
differences cause uncertainty in litigants as they prepare their
presentations for court.
F.

Overcrowded Dockets

All too often, cases with self-represented litigants are handled on
highly crowded dockets. Time constraints and evidentiary issues can
prevent litigants from communicating sufficiently, clearly, and
comprehensively with the judge. Litigants often do not understand
what information the judge needs to make a decision on a given issue
and therefore often take court time asking judges and courtroom staff
to explain legal terms and procedures. Frustration for both litigant and
judge occurs when a self-represented party insists, often in good faith,
on giving lengthy explanations about matters that the litigant does not
realize are irrelevant as a matter of law to the issue at hand.
G.

Courts Often Do Not Prepare an Order After a Hearing

Each time there is a hearing in a case where the judge makes an
order, the order needs to be memorialized in writing. It is usually the
attorney’s responsibility to prepare the written order after hearing.
Self-represented litigants often do not know that this is required, let
alone how to prepare such orders in a manner acceptable to the court
1-8

and to law enforcement. As a result, they leave without written orders
and the court’s order is left to unreliable memory rendering it
effectively unenforceable. If a court order is unenforceable, not only is
the legitimacy of and confidence in the legal system severely damaged,
even more controversy can arise between the litigants because they
are uncertain what the orders are.
Without a written order, it is extremely difficult for litigants to be fully
aware of their rights and responsibilities arising from the court’s
decision. Additionally, lack of a written order leaves the court file with
only an abbreviated minute order for the judge to refer to when
reviewing the file for future hearings.
Because self-represented litigants do not realize that they are
generally required to prepare a proposed order or judgment for the
court’s review and signature, a written order may never exist.
Alternatively, the judgment paperwork will be inaccurate or incomplete
and returned to the submitting litigant repeatedly before final
judgment is eventually, if ever, entered. Often, the lack of an order
does not come to the court’s attention until there is a crisis and the
order must be enforced. Alternatively, the court may be forced to
modify a prior order without the benefit of agreement as to what the
prior order actually was.
H.
Cases Can Be Dismissed Because Litigants Did Not Know
They Had to Take Additional Steps to Finalize the Case
When self-represented litigants fail to take the necessary steps to
complete their cases, the law deems them abandoned and the court
must dismiss such cases on the grounds of “lack of prosecution.” As
many as one-third of all family law files from the 1980s prepared for
archiving in one California trial court lack a final judgment, 10 which can
obviously have serious consequences for the litigants and their
children.
I.
Lack of Understanding of Orders and Judgments and How
to Enforce Them
Litigants often do not understand the terms of the court’s orders and
judgments. Without an attorney, they have no one to help them
interpret those terms or their implications. Moreover, litigants often
lack an understanding of the legal mechanisms for enforcing the terms
of a court’s judgment. Many expect the court to enforce its orders on
10

Ibid.
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its own. If the other party does not comply voluntarily, they are at a
loss as to how to proceed.
Frequently the sole method of enforcement is through a contempt
action. Even the most seasoned attorney may have difficulty proving a
contempt action. Absent a clear, written order, a self-represented
litigant has a virtually impossible task in enforcing the order that they
sought and undoubtedly rely on.
J.

Language Barriers

California is home to millions of residents who speak English “less than
very well.” While the majority of non-English speakers in California
speak Spanish, there are at least 200 distinct languages spoken in the
state. Most courts are now able to offer an interpreter in civil cases;
however, that assistance is often limited to the courtroom, and most
signage, instructions, and self-help guidance is still in English.
Limited English proficiency can pose barriers to communication in the
courtroom and to a full understanding of legal rights and procedures.
Litigants with limited English proficiency often struggle to navigate and
understand the court system and cannot fully participate in hearings
and trials. Family members and friends who may be enlisted to assist
might or might not have adequate language skills, especially when it
comes to legal terminology, or may have conflicts of interest that make
the translation unreliable. Litigants who do not know what they or the
other parties were ordered to do, or why they were ordered to do it,
are likely to fail to comply with the order. They could then be violating
a court order without intending to do so, with serious consequences.
K.

Disabilities

Approximately 10 percent of the state population reports having a
disability that negatively impacts court participation. In addition to
disabilities making physical access to the courtroom a challenge, some
litigants also have auditory or visual impairments, developmental
disabilities, communication disabilities or processing issues. All of
these may cause challenges for self-represented litigants who may not
seek ADA or other accommodations. The judicial officer must be
mindful of these various disabilities in handling the calendar.

Conclusion
Generally, self-represented litigants do not desire to be without
lawyers. They want to comply with court rules and procedures but they
face a wide and complicated variety of barriers to access.
1-10

The information in this chapter should guide the approach of the
courts, judges, and court staff as they seek to make sure that the
system as a whole is accessible. The remaining chapters of this
benchguide seek to serve that goal.
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2
Expanding Access to the Court Without
Compromising Neutrality
Introduction
Judges traditionally have a passive role in court proceedings. Our
adversary court system envisioned that counsel for both sides to a
dispute would frame the issues, present evidence and apply the law,
on behalf of their client. The traditional passive role for judges works
well when well-prepared attorneys represent both parties to a dispute.
It doesn’t work as well when there is a full calendar of self-represented
litigants who are unfamiliar with court rules, processes and evidence
while trying to present their cases.
In light of the growing number of self-represented litigants, judges
throughout the United States and abroad are reviewing their traditional
roles and many are taking a more active role in the case when one or
both parties are self-represented. Some judges have struggled with
the question of how to maintain neutrality while taking a more active
role in assisting self-represented litigants present their cases. As more
judges adapt their role in order to meet the needs of court users, a
growing body of scholarship is researching effective techniques for
judges to ensure neutrality and procedural and substantive fairness. 11
Some judges feel that actively involving themselves in a hearing or
trial—as is often necessary if the judge is to obtain needed information
from self-represented litigants—may compromise their neutrality or
may affect the parties’ perception that they are neutral. On the
contrary, active involvement in cases where one or both of the parties
are self-represented is not only fully consistent with access to justice,
but effective access requires it. Additionally, being an active judge
often enhances the court’s ability to be a neutral decision maker. 12
For a comprehensive review of the changing nature of the judge’s role in cases
where there are self-represented litigants, see A. Carpenter, “Active Judging and
Access to Justice” (2017) 93(2) Notre Dame L. Rev. 649.
11

The concepts in this chapter derive in significant part from those developed in R.
Zorza, “The Disconnect Between the Requirements of Judicial Neutrality and Those of

12
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The California Court of Appeal explicitly recognized and approved the
necessity for a more active judicial role:
We know the litigants, both plaintiffs and defendants, are
unrepresented by counsel in the vast majority of cases—as was
true here. We also know this fact influences how these hearings
should be conducted—with the judge necessarily expected to
play a far more active role in developing the facts, before then
making the decision whether or not to issue the requested
permanent protective order. In such a hearing, the judge
cannot rely on the propria persona litigants to know each
of the procedural steps, to raise objections, to ask all the
relevant questions of witnesses, and to otherwise protect
their due process rights. [emphasis supplied] Ross v.
Figueroa (2006) 139 Cal.App.4th 856, 861.
This evolving understanding of the judge’s role in fairness is also
reflected in the findings of a report by the National Center for State
Courts, Trust and Confidence in the California Courts: A Survey of the
Public and Attorneys (2005). This report determined that attorneys
most often tied fairness to the substantive legal outcomes of cases.
Citizens’, on the other hand, perceived fairness in the court’s ability to
deliver a fair process.
In order for the court system as a whole to maintain the trust and
confidence of the public, courts must deliver both substantive as well
as procedural justice.

I.

Substantive Justice

While the public focuses heavily on procedural justice matters, it is
imperative that concern for substantive justice, which is focused on
legal accuracy, be given equal attention in cases involving selfrepresented litigants.
To decide cases fairly, judges need facts, and to get those facts,
judges often have to ask questions, modify procedure, and apply their
common sense in the courtroom to create an environment in which all
the relevant facts are brought out. Without a full understanding of the
facts, judicial officers are at risk to either mis-apply the applicable law
or apply the wrong law.
the Appearance of Neutrality When Parties Appear Pro Se: Causes, Solutions,
Recommendations, and Implications” (2004) 17 Georgetown Journal of Legal Ethics
423.
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In short, judges have found as a practical matter that a formalized,
noncommunicative role in dealing with cases involving self-represented
litigants can lead to serious decision-making problems. Without the
additional facts that active judicial involvement brings to light, judges
are at risk of making wrong decisions.

II.

Procedural Justice

Over the last 30 years, research has repeatedly established that when
litigants perceive that a decision-making process is fair, regardless of
who “wins” they are more likely to be satisfied with the outcome. 13
The importance of fairness is not related to gender, cultural, socioeconomic, educational or any other personal characteristic of the
litigant, but are universal to us all. 14
The elements of “procedural justice” that have been established in the
research literature closely mirror broad concepts deeply familiar to and
heavily ingrained in lawyers and judges from their legal training in
procedure and due process. These elements are discussed in more
detail below.
A.

“Voice”—The Opportunity to Be Heard

For litigants to feel that a process is fair, they must feel that they have
had a “voice” in the process. They need an opportunity for the decision
maker to hear them, in their own words. For litigants to believe that
they have had an opportunity to participate in the decision-making
process, two things must occur: 15
1.

There must be an opportunity for input into the decisionmaking process; and

2.

This input must have some effect on the decision maker. If
litigants perceive that their contribution is not heard or
considered, then the “voice” is lost.

When self-represented litigants are stumbling in their stories, or the
evidentiary foundational requirements of some forms of evidence
confuse and confound them, they are unable to get relevant facts
J. Thibaut and L. Walker, Procedural Justice: A Psychological Analysis (Lawrence
Erlbaum Associates, Inc. 1975).
13

T. Tyler, “What Is Procedural Justice? Criteria Used by Citizens to Assess the
Fairness of Legal Procedures” (1988) 22 Law & Society Review 103.
14

15

California Judges Benchguide 54: Faretta and Marsden Issues (CJER rev. 2017).
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before the court, rendering them “voiceless”. California judges have
long been asking questions of the litigants themselves, following up
when those questions are answered inadequately, summarizing the law
when that is helpful to move the case forward, and answering the
parties’ questions about the proceedings when such answers are
helpful in promoting understanding and compliance. All of which is
both appropriate and encouraged in the law. 16
B.

Neutrality

Litigants expect judges to be honest and impartial decision makers
who base their decisions on facts and law. Litigants anticipate that
judicial officers suppress any bias they may have and refrain from
showing favoritism. 17 Litigants also expect that judicial officers will
make consistent rulings across people and time. 18
Judges always need to be diligent about neutrality issues when
interacting with self-represented litigants, just as they are with
attorneys; however, the goal is to avoid prejudice and bias—not to
avoid communication. Communication between judges and the
participants in hearings, particularly hearings without juries, is critical.
The ability to conduct impartial and neutral communications
comfortably with all courtroom participants is a huge benefit for any
judge hearing large numbers of cases involving self-represented
litigants.
Conversely, when a judge feels the need to restrict the free flow of
communication, this may seriously impede one or both sides from
adequately presenting a position. In turn, this creates the appearance
of bias and limits the facts available to the court to render a decision.
For example, a judge may hesitate to inform a party that for a
document to be considered, a proper foundation must be laid, for fear
that giving the litigant this information will be seen as taking sides. Or
the judge may hold back from pursuing a line of questioning, even if
the answers would provide information needed to decide the case
fairly, to prevent the appearance of “assisting” the litigant provide the
See further discussion in chapter 3 including Ross v. Figueroa (2006) 139
Cal.App.4th 856.
16

T. Tyler, “The Psychology of Procedural Justice: A Test of the Group-Value Model”
(1989) 57(5) Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 830–838.
17

G. S. Leventhal, “What Should Be Done with Equity Theory? New Approaches to
the Study of Fairness in Social Relationships” in K. J. Gergen et al., eds., Social
Exchange: Advances in Theory and Research (Plenum Press, 1980).
18
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“right” answer. In either case, the judge’s lack of communication has
potentially hampered one side of the case and inhibited the court’s
ability to base its decision on the law and the facts.
As shown in detail in the discussion in chapter 3, both the California
Code of Judicial Ethics and the American Bar Association’s Model Code
of Judicial Conduct encourage proper, unbiased judicial communication
that promotes high-quality decision making. There is nothing in the
Code of Judicial Ethics, in the reports of disciplinary proceedings, or in
California case law that prohibits such nonprejudicial judicial
communication or engagement. Rather, what is prohibited is nonneutrality or bias. 19
Indeed, there are no known reported cases in which a decision has
been reversed or a judge disciplined merely for such nonprejudicial
engagement in fact-finding. To the extent that decisions are reversed,
or judges disciplined, it is for activity that is or appears to be
aggressively biased. 20
C.

Trustworthiness

Litigants expect judges to be basically benevolent toward them, to be
motivated to treat them fairly, to be sincerely concerned with their
needs, and to be willing to consider their side of the story. 21
Litigants pay close attention to their perceptions of each individual
judge’s motivation toward them and toward others in the courtroom. If
participants believe that the judge was trying to be fair, they tend to
view the entire procedure as a fair one. Similarly, if the judge treats
people politely, and exhibits a clear concern for their rights, litigants
are likely to view the entire process as fair. 22

The California Code of Judicial Ethics requires, at canon 2, that a judge “avoid
impropriety and the appearance of impropriety in all of the judge’s activities” and, at
canon 3, that he or she shall “perform the duties of judicial office impartially and
diligently.”
19

U.S. cases and decisions are collected and analyzed in R. Albrecht et al., “Judicial
Techniques for Cases Involving Self-Represented Litigants” (Winter 2003) 41 Judges’
Journal 17; and R. Zorza, supra, 17 Georgetown Journal of Legal Ethics 423
(especially notes 17 and 18 at page 430, and text and notes at pages 448–452).
California cases are discussed in chapter 3 of this benchguide.
20

21

T. Tyler, supra, 57(5) Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 830–838.

22
T. Tyler, “What Is Procedural Justice? Criteria Used by Citizens to Assess the
Fairness of Legal Procedures” (1988) 22 Law & Society Review 103.
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When the judge asks questions, explains requirements or the law, and
takes steps to move the case along—doing so in an evenhanded
manner applied to both sides—the judge’s motivations are far easier
for the litigants to read than if the judge is noncommunicative. Lack of
communication provides little on which an observer can base a
judgment of neutrality or trustworthiness, and allows for a broad range
in interpreting the decision. Litigants may focus on a casual gesture,
fleeting facial expression, or perceived inattention to a presentation
(e.g., when the judge is reading documents in the file) and may
completely misinterpret a judge’s motivation toward them.
Litigants also carefully watch court staff’s actions and gestures. It is
important for judges to be mindful of the actions of staff and try to
instill the principles of procedural fairness in all aspects of the
courtroom.
D.

Interpersonal Respect

Both judicial officers and court staff must treat litigants with dignity
and respect. 23When litigants are treated as valued members of society,
they are more likely to feel satisfied that the process is fair. Absent
that respect, the litigant is likely to believe that the court does not
value them personally or find their case important.
Interchanges between judges and litigants in a courtroom setting are
clearly not conducted in a manner socially familiar to most selfrepresented parties. If conducted in too formal a manner, the
communication style can be legally arcane and seem almost hostile; if
conducted in too informal a manner, there may be a risk of appearing
undignified or disrespectful to litigants, or even seeming too relaxed
about attention to their legal rights.
When litigants feel insecure about their own status in a situation, they
place increased attention on how the decision maker treated them in
the case; 24 therefore, self-represented litigants can be expected to pay
close attention to the judge in an attempt to see how that judge is
regarding them. If a judge is highly resistant to any type of
interchange with litigants, there will be little data for them to use to
assess the judge’s attitude toward them, which may lead litigants to
seize inappropriate cues on which to base their conclusion. For
example, a judge exercising this type of detachment may be

23

T. Tyler, supra, 57(5) Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 830–838.

24

T. Tyler, supra, 22 Law & Society Review 103.
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misinterpreted as disliking the litigant or being cold, uncaring, or
disrespectful.
Generally speaking, being informed, prepared, and willing to get to the
issues in a businesslike and friendly manner demonstrates respect for
the litigants. Taking the time to listen to the positions of both sides
and to communicate clearly the basis of the ultimate decision can
result in a feeling of calm reassurance and stability that is almost
palpable in the courtroom. In such circumstances it is not uncommon
for even the losing party to leave the courthouse with a sense of
satisfaction at being treated with dignity and respect.
E.

Conduct of the Proceedings

Litigants value proceedings that are dignified, careful, understandable
and comfortable for them. They have even ranked these factors above
“voice” in importance. Therefore, the calm, well-organized
management of the proceedings and of the courtroom is extremely
important. 25
There are a variety of steps a judge might take to create a
procedurally fair and easily understood courtroom environment. Judges
may want to implement structured court procedures so that each side
has the greatest possible opportunity to be heard. This is done by
being consistent in giving litigants the opportunity to explain why they
are in court and what they are trying to accomplish.
Judges can make it clear to the litigants that they have read and
considered their submitted documents. Judges then have the option of
asking for clarification, explanation, or more specific detail as needed.
This process does not mean relinquishing control of the courtroom. To
the contrary, it will allow judges to more easily limit the information to
that which is relevant to their decision.
Judges can make opening remarks explaining the process used in the
courtroom. During the hearing, judges can break the case up into
steps and explain what information is needed in each phase. Likewise,
evidentiary rulings present an opportunity for the judge to explain in
plain English the basis for a ruling admitting or excluding a particular
piece of evidence.

25
E. Lind, R. MacCoun, P. Ebener et al., “In the Eye of the Beholder: Tort Litigants’
Evaluations of Their Experiences in the Civil Justice System” (1990) 24 Law & Society
Review 953–995.
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A judge’s decision that follows these precepts will be much more
comprehensible, even if the outcome is not what the litigant desired.
Most importantly, the parties and observers will walk away with a
greater understanding of the process as a whole and with a realistic
perception of fairness as to the particular decision made by the court.

Conclusion
All litigants deserve to have decisions made on the basis of the facts
and the law. Taking a more active role in the proceedings allows the
judge to conduct friendly, businesslike, and unbiased communication
with self-represented litigants. This more active role allows the judge
to obtain the best information on which to base high-quality decision
making.
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3
The Law Applicable to a Judge’s Duties in
Dealing With Self-Represented Litigants
Introduction
California law—case law, statutes, the California Code of Judicial
Ethics, judicial discipline decisions and ethical opinions —supports the
concepts outlined in chapter 2. Moreover, it provides a variety of
concrete examples of appropriate behavior and underlines the breadth
of discretion granted a trial judge in handling cases involving selfrepresented litigants. In exercising discretion, judges should keep in
mind two fundamental principles: due process and equal access to the
courts.
The majority and concurring opinions in Turner v. Rogers (2011) 564
U.S. 431, the U.S Supreme Court’s leading case on self-representation
and access to the court, focus exclusively on the issue of a court’s
obligation to accord unrepresented litigants “due process of law”—the
issue raised in the case before the court.
This chapter begins with a review of Turner v. Rogers and then turns
to California law by reviewing California case law, the relevant
provisions in the California Code of Judicial Ethics, and judicial
discipline cases.

I.

Turner v. Rogers—The Due Process Perspective

Turner v. Rogers arose from a South Carolina child support
enforcement case in which the trial court sentenced the
father/noncustodial parent to 12 months’ imprisonment for civil
contempt because he failed to pay his court-ordered child support. Mr.
Turner’s principle contention was that that the Fourteenth
Amendment’s guarantee of due process of law required the trial court
to appoint an attorney to represent him.
Both Mr. Turner and Ms. Rogers, the custodial parent, appeared in the
trial court without counsel. Because Mr. Turner failed to pay his child
support, the judge entered an order for 12 months’ confinement. On
appeal, the South Carolina Supreme Court, citing the difference
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between civil and criminal contempt, found that Mr. Turner was guilty
of civil contempt and was thus not entitled to court appointed counsel
for his hearing.
Mr. Turner then appealed to the United States Supreme Court. Justice
Breyer wrote the opinion for the five-justice majority. After reviewing
the Court’s opinions on right to counsel in criminal and civil matters,
the majority concluded that Mr. Turner did not have a right to counsel
in this matter. Three factors were persuasive in reaching that decision.
First, in order for Mr. Turner to be entitled to court-appointed counsel,
the trial court would have had to resolve the very issue on which the
civil contempt turned—whether Mr. Turner had the ability to pay child
support. Second, because Ms. Rogers was not represented, to appoint
an attorney to represent Mr. Turner would create an imbalance
between the parties. Third, the trial court had available to it a set of
“substitute procedural safeguards” that “can significantly reduce the
risk of an erroneous deprivation of liberty.”
The court enumerated four such “substitute procedural safeguards”
available to the South Carolina trial court:
1.

Notice to the defendant that his “ability to pay” is a crucial
issue in the contempt proceeding;

2.

The use of a form (or the equivalent) to elicit relevant
financial information;

3.

An opportunity at the hearing for the defendant to respond
to statements and questions about his financial status; and

4.

An express finding by the court that the defendant has the
ability to pay.

Because the trial court had neither appointed counsel for him or
employed the “substitute procedural safeguards,” the majority held
that Mr. Turner’s incarceration violated the Due Process Clause.
Although the majority opinion found that Mr. Turner was not entitled to
appointed counsel, it did make clear that the trial court must provide
substitute procedural safeguards that afford an opportunity to litigants
to adequately present their case. In cases involving self-represented
litigants in which the litigant’s liberty interest is implicated, due
process requires that the court take an active role in insuring that the
litigant has an opportunity to present enough information on which the
court can make an informed decision.
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II.

Jameson v. Desta—The Equal Access to Justice
Perspective

The California Supreme Court in Jameson v. Desta (2018) 5 Cal.5th
594 (Jameson) held that “an official court reporter, or other valid
means to create an official verbatim record for purposes of appeal,
must generally be made available to in forma pauperis litigants upon
request.” While not all self-represented litigants qualify for a fee
waiver, Jameson is an important reminder of the strong public policy in
California for equal access to justice.
Mr. Jameson sued Dr. Desta for alleged medical malpractice while Mr.
Jameson was incarcerated. Mr. Jameson was self-represented. The San
Diego Superior Court advised the parties that it did not provide court
reporter for civil trials; as a result, the parties were responsible for
providing their own court reporter. Because neither party sought to
provide a court reporter, the trial proceeded without one.
After both parties had given opening statements, Dr. Desta moved for
a nonsuit and the trial court granted his motion. Mr. Jameson
appealed, arguing among other things that the court should have
provided a court reporter to record the proceedings. The Court of
Appeal reviewed the governing statutes and rules of court and held
that the trial courts were not required to provide a court reporter in
civil cases nor pay the costs for a private reporter when a litigant was
indigent.
The California Supreme Court concluded that not providing official
court reporters to litigants who had been granted fee waivers, while
permitting private court reporters for those litigants who can afford
them, “is inconsistent with the general teaching of prior in forma
pauperis judicial decisions and the public policy of facilitating equal
access to the courts as embodied in [Government Code] section
68630, subdivision (a).”
In declaring the San Diego court’s policy invalid, the court did not cite
a specific constitutional provision, statute, or rule of court, but instead
relied on the long-standing public policy of providing equal access to
justice. The court noted that “[w]ithout an exception for fee waiver
recipients, the policy at issue here places indigent civil litigants at a
significant disadvantage with respect to the right of appeal compared
to those litigants who can afford to pay for a private shorthand
reporter.” Jameson, supra, 5 Cal.5th at p. 623.
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In exercising their discretion on whether and how to assist selfrepresented litigants in presenting their cases, judges should consider
the Supreme Court’s emphasis on the strong public policy in California
of equal access to justice.

III. California’s Code of Judicial Ethics
The California Code of Judicial Ethics provides guidance to judges on
the appropriate balance of judicial neutrality and the judge’s duty to
ensure every person a “right to be heard.” Judicial officers have an
obligation to dispose of matters promptly and efficiently; but efficiency
cannot take precedence over the judge’s obligation to dispose of the
matters fairly and with patience.
Canon 3B(7) of California’s Code of Judicial Ethics requires a judge to
“accord to every person who has a legal interest in a proceeding . . .
the full right to be heard according to law.” Canon 3B(8) requires a
judge to “dispose of all judicial matters fairly, promptly, and efficiently”
and to ”manage the courtroom in a manner that provides all litigants
the opportunity to have their matters fairly adjudicated in accordance
with the law.”
Canon 2A requires the judge to “act at all times in a manner that
promotes public confidence in the integrity and impartiality of the
judiciary.”
The Advisory Committee Commentary to these canons provides
guidance to judges in reconciling the duties of ensuring the right to be
heard and to maintain impartiality in cases involving self-represented
litigants.
The commentary to canon 3B(8) provides, in part:
The obligation of a judge to dispose of matters promptly and
efficiently must not take precedence over the judge’s obligation
to dispose of the matters fairly and with patience. For example,
when a litigant is self-represented, a judge has the discretion to
take reasonable steps, appropriate under the circumstance and
consistent with the law and the canons, to enable the litigant to
be heard.
The commentary to rule 2.2 of the American Bar Association (ABA)
Model Code of Judicial Conduct (the counterpart to California’s canon
2A) includes this paragraph:
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To ensure impartiality and fairness to all parties, a judge
must be objective and open-minded. [¶] . . . [¶] It is not a
violation of this Rule, however, for a judge to make
reasonable accommodations to ensure pro se litigants the
opportunity to have their matters fairly heard.
That the California Supreme Court and the ABA chose not to add new
language to the canon and the rule, but instead opted for an expansion
of a comment, emphasizes that this does not represent a departure or
change in underlying law. While California appellate decisions do not
generally deal with the issues of the handling of cases involving selfrepresented litigants in the explicit context of the judge’s formal ethical
obligations, the general literature on this topic (on which this chapter
has drawn heavily) does do so. 26

IV. California Case Law
California case law concerning self-representation has been evolving
over the years and continues to evolve. Early cases emphasized that
the court must treat self-represented litigants in the same manner as
an attorney. Later cases have refined this notion of “equal treatment”
and have approved of the trial courts assisting self-represented
litigants in presenting their cases in various ways, provided the court
remains neutral and does not prejudice the rights of the opposing
party.
It is clearly established in the law that a self-represented litigant in
California has the right “to appear and conduct his own case.” Gray v.
Justice’s Court of Williams Judicial Township (1937) 18 Cal.App.2d 420.
The court has a general duty to treat people representing themselves
in the same manner as a person represented by counsel:
A lay person, who is not indigent, and who exercises the
privilege of trying his own case must expect and receive the
same treatment as if represented by an attorney—no different,

C. Gray, Reaching Out or Overreaching: Judicial Ethics and Self-Represented
Litigants (American Judicature Society, 2005), www.courts.ca.gov/partners
/documents/ReachingOutOverreaching.pdf; R. Zorza, supra, 17 Georgetown Journal
of Legal Ethics 423; R. Albrecht et al., supra, 41 Judges’ Journal 17; Proposed
Protocol to Be Used by Judicial Officers During Hearings Involving Pro Se Litigants
(Minnesota Conference of Chief Judges), reprinted in 41 Judges’ Journal at p. 18.
26
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no better, no worse. Taylor v. Bell (1971) 21 Cal.App.3d 1002,
1009. 27
Clearly, the elements required to obtain a judgment and the burden of
proof are the same for a self-represented litigant as for a litigant
represented by counsel. All persons are equal in the eyes of the law
and the law will treat them equally.
This principle’s application is straightforward and obvious as it applies
to the basic substantive legal principles governing the right to legal
relief. However, it does not address the underlying procedural fairness
principles for self-represented litigants.
California case law also applies the principle of same treatment to the
rules of evidence and procedure:
A litigant has a right to act as his own attorney [citation] “but, in
so doing, should be restricted to the same rules of evidence and
procedure as is required of those qualified to practice law before
our courts; otherwise, ignorance is unjustly rewarded.”
[Citations.] Doran v. Dreyer (1956) 143 Cal.App.2d 289, 290.
This rule’s application is also straightforward—in part. Inadmissible
evidence cannot serve as the basis for awarding relief to a selfrepresented litigant, and a self-represented litigant must follow the
requirements of the rules of procedure. 28
However, there are also four 29 important related principles that
California trial judges must also take into account. The first is the
This language was taken originally from a 1932 Arizona Supreme Court decision,
Ackerman v. Southern Ariz. Bank & Trust Co. (1932) 39 Ariz. 484 [7 P.2d 944]. Only
one subsequent case, Monastero v. Los Angeles Transit Co. (1955) 131 Cal.App.2d
156 [280 P.2d 187], discusses whether a self-represented litigant had the means to
retain counsel. It is fair to say, therefore, that the principle is not limited to selfrepresented litigants with means but applies to all self-represented litigants—indigent
as well as wealthy.
27

It is worthy of note that the federal courts do not apply the “same treatment as a
lawyer” standard. Consider for instance this quote from the opinion of the U.S.
Supreme Court in Erickson v. Pardus (2007) 551 U.S. 89, 94: “A document filed
prose is ‘to be liberally construed,’ [citation] and ‘a pro se complaint, however
inartfully pleaded, must be held to less stringent standards than formal pleadings
drafted by lawyers.’ [Citation.]”
28

The California Supreme Court, in Rappleyea v. Campbell (1994) 8 Cal.4th 975
(Rappleyea), greatly curtailed the existence of a fifth exception established in Pete v.
Henderson (1954) 124 Cal.App.2d 487, 491, that when trial judges have discretion in
applying procedural rules, the court is required to take into account a litigant’s self29
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judiciary’s preference to resolve matters on their merits rather than by
procedural default.
It has always been the policy of the courts in California to resolve
a dispute on the merits of the case rather than allowing a
dismissal on technicality. Harding v. Collazo (1986) 177
Cal.App.3d 1044, 1061 (dis. opn. of Liu, Acting P.J.).
The trial of a law suit is not a game where the spoils of victory go
to the clever and technical regardless of the merits, but a
method devised by a civilized society to settle peaceably and
justly disputes between litigants. The rules of the contest are not
an end in themselves. Simon v. City & County of San Francisco
(1947) 79 Cal.App.2d 590, 600, cited by Adams v. Murakami
(1991) 54 Cal.3d 105, 120
This principle requires the judge not to allow procedural irregularities
to serve as the basis for precluding a self-represented litigant from
presenting appropriate evidence or presenting a potentially valid
defense.
The second is the trial judge’s duty to avoid a miscarriage of justice.
The trial judge has a “duty “to see that a cause is not defeated
by ‘mere inadvertence.’” Lombardi v. Citizens Nat. Trust & Sav.
Bank (1955) 137 Cal.App.2d 206, 209
In the United States we have what is often called an “adversarial
system” of justice.[Citation.] However, because it is adversarial—
as distinct from “inquisitorial”—it is sometimes easy to forget
that the purpose of the system is not to hold a contest for its
own sake. The purpose of our system of justice is still, in Justice
Traynor’s phrase, “the orderly ascertainment of the truth” (Jones
v. Superior Court (1962) 58 Cal.2d 56, 60) and the application of
the law to that truth. Just because a court must rely on fallible
litigants to present competent evidence does not vitiate the
fundamental purpose of the proceeding, which is most assuredly
not to have a contest but to establish what actually happened.
The adversarial system works not because it is a contest to see
who has the cleverest lawyer but because allowing two or more
represented status in exercising that discretion. In Rappelyea, Justice Mosk, writing
for the majority, stated that this rule “should very rarely, if ever, be followed.”
Rappleyea, at p. 985. “[W]e make clear that mere self-representation is not a ground
for exceptionally lenient treatment.” Id. at p. 984.
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sides to present evidence to a neutral decisionmaker is an
epistemologically sophisticated way to get at the truth. And while
certain aspects of the law, namely the fact that there are fixed
rules and outcomes, allow it to be analogized to a game, it is
most definitely not a spectator sport. Guardianship of Simpson
(1998) 67 Cal.App.4th 914, 934–935
The third is that treatment equal to that of a represented party
requires the court to “make sure that verbal instructions given in court
and written notices are clear and understandable by a layperson.”
Gamet v. Blanchard (2001) 91 Cal.App.4th 1276, 1284. The court
explained this requirement:
There is no reason that a judge cannot take affirmative steps—
for example, spending a few minutes editing a letter or minute
order from the court—to make sure any communication from the
court is clear and understandable, and does not require
translation into normal-speak. . . . Judges should recognize that
an in propria persona litigant may be prone to misunderstanding
court requirements or orders—that happens enough with
lawyers—and take at least some care to assure their orders are
plain and understandable. Unfortunately, the careless use of
jargon may have the effect, as in the case before us, of
misleading an in propria persona litigant. The ultimate result is
not only a miscarriage of justice, but the undermining of
confidence in the judicial system. Id. at p. 1285.
The fourth is that the “same treatment” principle does not prevent trial
judges from providing assistance to self-represented litigants to enable
them to comply with the rules of evidence and procedure.
In Monastero v. Los Angeles Transit Co. (1955) 131 Cal.App.2d 156,
160–161 the trial judge “labored long and patiently to convince plaintiff
of the folly of conducting a jury case in person, she being untrained in
the law. He offered to arrange a continuance in order to enable her to
get an attorney for the trial but she was insistent upon her right to
represent herself.” At the close of the testimony (during which the
plaintiff thoroughly discredited her own case), the judge ordered
opposing counsel to hand “‘to Miss Monastero instructions that
ordinarily would be requested in conjunction with matters of this
kind.’” According to the Court of Appeal, the judge “continued
throughout the trial to assist plaintiff in the presentation of her case,
guiding her as to peremptory challenges, assisting her in examining
jurors as to cause for challenge, advising her of the right to examine
[the defendant], advising efforts to compromise, emphasizing the duty
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of defendant to exercise the highest degree of care and carefully
scrutinizing all proffered instructions.” On appeal from the court’s
judgment rendered on the basis of the jury’s verdict in favor of the
defendant, plaintiff (at this point represented by counsel) contested
the propriety of the court’s requiring defendant’s attorney to assist
plaintiff in preparing instructions. The Court of Appeal did not find fault
with the court’s extensive assistance to the plaintiff. Rather, it refers to
those efforts with approval, calling the plaintiff’s arguments on appeal
that the court had erred in requiring defendant’s counsel to assist the
plaintiff as “startling.” Monastero v. Los Angeles Transit Co., supra,
131 Cal.App.2d at p. 161.
In Gonzalez v. Munoz (2007) 156 Cal.App.4th 413, 423 , the appellate
court held that trial courts hearing cases under the Domestic Violence
Protection Act have the authority to determine paternity and, “in light
of the vulnerability of the targeted population (largely unrepresented
women and their minor children), bench officers are ‘necessarily
expected to play a far more active role in developing the facts, before
then making the decision whether or not to issue the requested
permanent protective order’” (citing Ross v. Figueroa (2006) 139
Cal.App.4th 856, 861
In Petrosyan v. Prince Corp. (2013) 223 Cal.App.4th 587 the Court of
Appeal simply applied Gamet v. Blanchard to the facts presented.
This matter involved a wage dispute between the plaintiff and his
employer.
Mr. Petrosyan represented himself and communicated with the judge
and jury through an Armenian language interpreter. Prior to the first
trial, the judge explained to Mr. Petrosyan that he would not be able to
talk about a related lawsuit. In his opening statement, Mr. Petrosyan
mentioned the suit and the judge declared a mistrial and warned him
that “if this happens again, I’m going to dismiss your case.” Petrosyan,
supra 223, Cal.App.4th at p. 590. During the second trial, he mentioned
that he had been paid $12,000 by the labor board, which defense
counsel argued was related to the other case. The judge agreed and
dismissed the case. The court of appeal reversed, saying that the case
was not related, and, that any prejudice could have been cured by an
admonition to the jury to disregard the statement.
The appellate opinion included the following:
Although self-represented litigants are not entitled to special
treatment, they are entitled to the same treatment as a
represented party. This case demonstrates the challenges
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presented to a conscientious trial judge when faced with selfrepresented litigants who simply do not understand the basic
rules of civil litigation. Petrosyan, supra, 223 Cal.App.4th at p.
594.
The court discussed Gamet v. Blanchard and concluded:
The confusing and misleading orders and communications the
plaintiff in Gamet received from the court were particularly
important because she represented herself. Even though selfrepresented litigants get no special treatment, trial judges should
not be “wholly indifferent to their lack of formal training. Clarity
is important when parties are represented by counsel. How much
more important is it when one party may not be familiar with the
legal shorthand which is so often bandied around the courtroom
or put into minute orders?” Petrosyan, supra, 223 Cal.App.4th at
p. 594 (citing Gamet).
We believe these principles apply to the in limine orders at issue
here, especially when the self-represented litigant is not a native
speaker of the English language and depends on an interpreter….
At a minimum, given Petrosyan’s language difficulties and selfrepresentation, we believe that [the court’s] order was
ambiguous on this point. Petrosyan, supra, 223 Cal.App.4th at
pp. 594–595.
In Holloway v. Quetel (2015) 242 Cal.App.4th 1425 (Holloway) the
court discussed the issues with a new frame. Mr. Holloway was
incarcerated during the entirety of this case. In May 2009 he brought a
civil action against two tenants occupying his home. At Mr. Holloway’s
request, the clerk entered a default against both defendants in August
2009. The trial judge concluded that the complaint failed to state a
cause of action, vacated the default, and dismissed the complaint,
giving Mr. Holloway leave to file an amended complaint. When he was
not able to serve his amended complaint, the judge dismissed the
case. The Court of Appeal reversed the dismissal, finding that the
complaint stated a cause of action. Following this order, for over a
year, Mr. Holloway attempted repeatedly to obtain a default judgment.
Every attempt was rejected for failure to comply with the requirements
for obtaining a judgment. The court ultimately dismissed the case for
failure to prosecute.
While the Court of Appeal agreed that Mr. Holloway failed to comply
with the requirements for obtaining a default judgment, it found that
the trial court had not “recognized its discretion to give neutral (and
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accurate) guidance to Holloway about the requirements for entry of a
default judgment”. As a result, the court allowed Mr. Holloway to
submit his judgment documents. Holloway, supra, 242 Cal.App.4th at
pp. 1435–1436.
The appellate opinion framed its analysis in this way:
A trial judge presiding over a case initiated by an incarcerated
and self-represented plaintiff, particularly when there has been
no appearance by any defendant, faces a significant challenge in
balancing his or her obligations to facilitate the ability of the selfrepresented litigant to be fairly heard, on the one hand, and to
refrain from assuming the role of advocate, on the other.
Holloway, supra, 242 Cal.App.4th at pp. 1433–1434.
The court then quoted canon 3B(8) and the Advisory Committee
Commentary (as well as the commentary added by the American Bar
Association to its rule 2.2 of the Model Code of Judicial Conduct). It
continued:
The canons and commentary thus provide a path to ensure a
self-represented litigant can be fairly heard on the merits while
the court maintains its impartiality and does not assume (or
appear to assume) the role of advocate or partisan. (See Cal.
Code Jud. Ethics, canon 3 [“[a] judge shall perform the duties of
judicial office impartially, competently, and diligently”].)
Holloway, supra, 242 Cal.App.4th at p. 1434.
That difficult balance was not maintained in this case. The opinion
noted:
The court here was certainly patient with Holloway, giving him
multiple opportunities to prepare and file the necessary papers
for entry of his default judgment against Quetel and McDaniels.
And because he was incarcerated, the court could not suggest
that Holloway visit one of the self-help centers located at the
courthouse. Holloway, supra, 242 Cal.App.4th at p. 1435.
Nonetheless, the appellate court reversed the trial court on the
grounds that it had not recognized its discretion to give neutral
guidance to Holloway—concluding that the failure to exercise discretion
is itself an abuse of discretion:
But the court appears not to have recognized its discretion to
give neutral (and accurate) guidance to Holloway about the
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requirements for entry of a default judgment—"reasonable steps,
appropriate under the circumstances, . . . to enable the litigant
to be heard." (Cf. Austin v. Valverde (2012) 211 Cal.App.4th
546, 550 ["[f]ailure to exercise discretion is itself an abuse of
discretion"].) Doing so would have served the interests of justice
as well as conserving the resources of the court and its
personnel. Holloway, supra, 242 Cal.App.4th at p. 1435.

V.

A Summary of the General State of the Law

California appellate decisions can therefore be summarized as follows:
1.

The trial judge has broad discretion to adjust procedures to
make sure a self-represented litigant is heard;

2.

Judges will always be affirmed if they make these
adjustments without prejudicing the rights of the opposing
party to have the case decided on the facts and the law.

3.

Judges will usually be affirmed if they refuse to make a
specific adjustment, unless such refusal is manifestly
unreasonable and unfair.

Future development of the law will likely focus on the boundaries of the
judge’s discretion—those circumstances in which a judge must make
adjustments in order to permit a self-represented litigant to be heard
and those circumstances in which a judge is viewed as acting with
prejudice to the rights of the other party to have its case decided on
the facts and the law.
The current boundaries can be discerned from the case law and
disciplinary decisions summarized briefly below. 30

30

Additional guidance can be found in Ethical Issues for Judges When SelfRepresented Litigants Appear in Court (Canons 3B & 2A), CJA Ethics Committee,
Opn. No. 76 (2018) (see Appendix 1 to this benchguide. as well as Judicial
Misconduct Involving Self-Represented Litigants (Commission on Judicial
Performance & Supreme Court Cases) (2016) (see Appendix 2 to this benchguide).
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VI. The Current Boundaries of Judicial Discretion
Established by California Appellate and
Disciplinary Decisions
A.

What Judges Can Do

California appellate courts often recite the principle of same treatment
in affirming a trial judge’s discretionary decisions not to provide
specific assistance. However, the courts in the same opinions recite,
with apparent approval, the steps the trial judge did take to
accommodate the special needs of the self-represented litigant—
treating the self-represented litigant differently than the court would
have, or did, treat a party represented by counsel.
Listed below are actions of trial judges assisting self-represented
litigants upheld on appeal and additional actions recited in appellate
opinions with apparent approval.
Liberally construing documents filed
California courts generally construe filings in the manner most
favorable to self-represented litigants and overlook technical mistakes
they may make in pleading.
In Nelson v. Gaunt (1981) 125 Cal.App.3d 623, the Court of Appeal
noted that the appellant erroneously stated that he appealed from the
verdict and notice of entry of judgment. The court construed the
appeal from the notice of entry of judgment as taken from the
judgment and dismissed the purported appeal from the verdict. Id. at
p. 629, fn. 1.
In Rappleyea v. Campbell (1994) 8 Cal.4th 975, the Supreme Court
ruled that the trial court erred in refusing to vacate a default judgment
when shown that the clerk of the court had given self-represented
defendants erroneous information about the required filing fee, leading
to rejection of a timely filed answer.
In Gamet v. Blanchard (2001) 91 Cal.App.4th 1276, 1284 the Court of
Appeal reversed the trial court’s refusal to vacate its dismissal of the
complaint, finding that the court abused its discretion in not providing
the self-represented litigant—a further opportunity to prosecute her
case despite her procedural defaults, which appeared to arise from her
misunderstanding of court correspondence and court procedures.
In Baske v. Burke (1981) 125 Cal.App.3d 38, the self-represented
defendant sent several handwritten letters to the clerk of the superior
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court. Though the letters contained statements sufficient to constitute
an answer to the complaint, the clerk merely placed them in the court
record without bringing them to the judge’s attention. Even though the
defendant’s motion to set aside the default judgment was filed over six
months after entry of the judgment, the trial court granted the motion
to set aside. The Court of Appeal affirmed that decision, ruling that the
clerk’s failure constituted extrinsic mistake providing a ground for the
trial court to vacate the judgment.
Allowing liberal opportunity to amend
In Harding v. Collazo (1986) 177 Cal.App.3d 1044, the Court of Appeal
noted with apparent approval the court’s giving a self-represented
litigant multiple opportunities to amend his complaint to state facts
sufficient to constitute a valid claim for relief.
Assisting the parties to settle the case
In Monastero v. Los Angeles Transit Co., (1955) 131 Cal.App.2d 156
the Court of Appeal noted with apparent approval the trial court’s
advising the parties on efforts to compromise the case.
Granting a continuance sua sponte on behalf of the selfrepresented litigant
In Monastero v. Los Angeles Transit Co., supra, (1955) 131 Cal.App.2d
156, the Court of Appeal noted with apparent approval the trial court’s
granting a continuance to allow the self-represented litigant an
opportunity to obtain counsel.
In Taylor v. Bell, supra, (1971) 21 Cal.App.3d 1002, the Court of
Appeal affirmed the trial court’s sua sponte vacating the submission of
a case following trial and setting the matter for further hearing to allow
the self-represented litigant to call a witness.
Explaining how to subpoena witnesses
In Taylor v. Bell, supra, (1971) 21 Cal.App.3d 1002, the Court of
Appeal noted with apparent approval the trial court’s advising the selfrepresented litigant of her right to subpoena witnesses.
Explaining how to question jurors and exercise peremptory
challenges and challenges for cause
In Monastero v. Los Angeles Transit Co., supra, (1955) 131 Cal.App.2d
156, the Court of Appeal noted with apparent approval the trial court’s
instructing the self-represented litigant about the use of peremptory
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challenges and the examination of potential jurors to identify cause for
challenges.
Explaining the legal elements required to obtain relief
In Pete v. Henderson (1954) 124 Cal.App.2d 487 in a portion of its
opinion not disapproved by the Supreme Court, the Court of Appeal
noted that “‘one of the chief objects subserved by a motion for nonsuit
is to point out the oversights and defects in plaintiff’s proofs, so he can
supply if possible the specified deficiencies.’” Id. at p. 491.
Explaining how to introduce evidence
In Lombardi v. Citizens Nat. Trust & Sav. Bank, (1955) 137 Cal.App.2d
206, the Court of Appeal expressed approval of the “customary
practice” of the trial judge’s making suggestions to assist a selfrepresented litigant in the introduction of evidence.
In Nelson v. Gaunt, (1981) 125 Cal.App.3d 623, the Court of Appeal
noted with apparent approval the trial judge’s explaining the proper
procedure for admission of evidence, in the jury’s presence. The trial
judge in that case also met with the self-represented litigant and
opposing counsel each day prior to the seating of the jury to discuss
anticipated testimony and evidence, and any objections that might be
appropriate
Explaining how to object to the introduction of evidence
In Nelson v. Gaunt, (1981) 125 Cal.App.3d 623, the Court of Appeal
noted with apparent approval the trial judge’s explaining the proper
procedure for objecting to opposing counsel’s introduction of evidence.
Explaining the right to cross-examine witnesses presented by
the opposing party
In Monastero v. Los Angeles Transit Co., (1955) 131 Cal.App.2d 156,
the Court of Appeal noted with apparent approval the trial court’s
advising the self-represented litigant about her right to question
opposing witnesses.
Calling witnesses and asking questions of them
In Taylor v. Bell, (1971) 21 Cal.App.3d 1002, the Court of Appeal
noted with apparent approval the trial judge’s calling the selfrepresented litigant as a witness and posing questions to her.
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Sua sponte admonishing the jury on behalf of a selfrepresented litigant to disregard statements of witnesses
In Nelson v. Gaunt, (1981) 125 Cal.App.3d 623, the Court of Appeal
noted with apparent approval the trial judge’s sua sponte admonitions
to the jury.
Preparing jury instructions for a self-represented litigant or
requiring opposing counsel to do so
In Monastero v. Los Angeles Transit Co., (1955) 131 Cal.App.2d 156,
160–161 the Court of Appeal noted with apparent approval the trial
court’s preparation of instructions for the self-represented litigant. It
explicitly affirmed the trial court’s requiring opposing counsel to
provide the litigant with the jury instructions that would usually be
submitted by the plaintiff.
B.
What Judges Are Required to Do: Procedural
Accommodations That a Trial Judge Must Provide to a SelfRepresented Litigant
The federal courts and some state courts recognize affirmative duties
on the part of trial judges to accommodate the needs of selfrepresented litigants, such as a duty to inform a litigant how to
respond to a motion for summary judgment. Hudson v. Hardy (D.C.
Cir. 1968) 412 F.2d 1091; Breck v. Ulmer (Alaska 1987) 745 P.2d
66. 31
California’s appellate courts have not, with the exception of Ross v.
Figueroa and Holloway v. Quetel, which are discussed below,
articulated any such affirmative duties. They have considered all such
actions to fall within the trial judge’s discretion and have consistently

The U.S. Supreme Court has decided two cases raising the issue of a federal trial
judge’s affirmative duty to provide information to a self-represented litigant,
imposing such a duty in Castro v. United States (2003) 540 U.S. 375 (Castro) and
refusing to impose a duty in Pliler v. Ford (2004) 542 U.S. 225 (Pliler). In Castro the
Court held that a federal district judge must inform a prison inmate when the judge
proposes to recharacterize a Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure 33 motion (which is
not cognizable) as a motion under 28 United States Code section 2255 (which is
cognizable, but would cause any future section 2255 motion to be subject to the
restrictions on “second or subsequent” such motions) and give the litigant the
opportunity to withdraw or amend the motion. In Pliler the Court held that a federal
district judge does not have a duty to inform a habeas corpus petitioner of all the
options available before dismissing a petition that included both exhausted and
unexhausted claims (claims in which the petitioner had and had not exhausted all
available state court remedies).
31
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affirmed a trial judge’s refusal to exercise such discretion to provide
assistance to a self-represented litigant in the courtroom.
In Ross v. Figueroa (2006) 139 Cal.App.4th 856 the Court of Appeal
articulated an affirmative duty of accommodation—advice from the
judge of the litigant’s right to present oral testimony—in narrow
circumstances arising in a domestic violence proceeding.
After his request for continuance had been denied and it was
revealed Figueroa had a written statement but had not served it
on Ross, he asked the referee if he nevertheless could present
this evidence. The referee merely answered “no,” and proceeded
to rule, granting a permanent injunction for the maximum period
of three years.
At that point, especially in a proceeding largely used by pro pers
and in which Figueroa was in fact participating on a pro per
basis, the referee should have advised Figueroa he could provide
oral testimony, even though he would not be permitted to file the
written statement he had failed to timely serve on Ross. It is true
Figueroa had mentioned his witnesses were not present and thus
he was in no position to offer their oral testimony. But he
certainly could have testified himself and raised questions to be
posed to Ross, had the referee advised him of his right to do so.
The role of a judicial officer sitting in such a court, which has
many attributes of an inquisitorial as opposed to an adversarial
process, is different than when sitting in a purely adversarial
court where the parties are presumed to be “well counseled” by
skilled and knowledgeable lawyers.
In a purely adversarial setting it is reasonable for the judge to sit
back and expect a party’s lawyer to know about and either assert
or by silence forfeit even the most fundamental of the party’s
constitutional and statutory procedural rights. But not so in a
judicial forum, such as this domestic violence court, which can
expect most of those appearing before the court to be
unrepresented. [¶] . . . [¶] Accordingly, here it was incumbent
on the referee to apprise Figueroa it was his right to present oral
testimony when Figueroa indicated he wanted to put on a
defense by asking whether he could tender the written evidence
he had prepared but not served. Ross v. Figueroa, supra, 139
Cal.App.4th at pp. 866–867 (fns. omitted).
However, the Court of Appeal, in Holloway v. Quetel, supra, discussed
at length above, framed the issue in a new way—recognizing the trial
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court’s discretion to take "reasonable steps, appropriate under the
circumstances, . . . to enable the litigant to be heard" and holding the
court’s failure to exercise its discretion to be, in itself, an abuse of
discretion. In Holloway, the trial court was required to provide the
litigant with “neutral (and accurate) guidance . . . about the
requirements for entry of a default judgment.” Application of this
approach may in the future lead to the articulation of additional
circumstances in which a trial judge has an affirmative duty to provide
assistance to self-represented litigants to “enable the litigant to be
heard.”
C.
What Judges Need Not Do: Instances in Which Judges
Have Been Affirmed for Failing to Make Specific
Accommodations for Self-Represented Litigants
The Court of Appeal has upheld a trial judge’s refusing to advise a selfrepresented litigant how to introduce evidence in the face of the “dead
man’s statute” in the following cases: Lombardi v. Citizens Nat. Trust &
Sav. Bank, supra, refusing to advise whether the litigant had a right to
depose a witness; Taylor v. Bell, supra, and Nelson v. Gaunt, supra,
failing to prevent opposing counsel from committing prejudicial
misconduct in his arguments to the jury; failing to grant a third
opportunity to amend a complaint, Harding v. Collazo, supra.
D.
What Judges Cannot Do: Judicial Actions Deemed
Inconsistent With Judicial Neutrality
Adopting local rules that require parties to present their
evidence at trial through written declarations
In Elkins v. Superior Court (2007) 41 Cal.4th 1337, the California
Supreme Court held that a trial court may not require parties to
present trial evidence in the form of written declarations, depriving
them of the right to present their case through live testimony of
witnesses, including the parties themselves.
In effect acting as counsel for self-represented litigants
A judge “is not required to act as counsel” for a party conducting an
action in propria persona, Taylor v. Bell (1971) 21 Cal.App.3d 1002,
1009 and is not allowed to do so. Inquiry Concerning Hyde (1973) 48
Cal.4th CJP Supp. 329.
One count in the commission’s removal of Judge Hyde from office
described an incident in which the judge became the advocate for a
party. The judge observed a defendant gesturing to his wife, who was
sitting in the audience, that he was going to slit her throat. The judge
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ordered the man, who was in court for arraignment on a misdemeanor
domestic violence case, removed from the courtroom. On the date of
his next court appearance, the judge spoke with the wife, who told him
that she was filing for dissolution of the marriage and wanted to serve
her husband that day. The judge went with the wife to the clerk’s
office, assisted her in filling out a fee waiver application, went to the
office of the commissioner responsible for reviewing such applications
and ensured that it got immediate attention, carried the signed fee
waiver order to the clerk’s office where the dissolution petition was
filed and a summons issued, and took the summons and petition to his
own deputy, who served them on the husband before he was
transported back to the jail. The commission concluded that the
judge’s behavior had “embroiled” him in the matter, evidenced a lack
of impartiality, and constituted prejudicial misconduct.
In Ryan v. Commission on Judicial Performance (1988) 45 Cal.3d 518
the Supreme Court upheld the removal from office of a judge, among
other reasons, for “conducting his own investigation” of an evidentiary
matter during a criminal jury trial involving a hit-and-run accident. The
judge directed his bailiff to contact a local auto dealer’s parts manager
to inquire about a rear light lens for the type of vehicle driven by the
defendant, so that he could compare the lens with trial evidence. On
his lunch break, the judge sought out the parts manager with the lens
and determined that the lens matched the defendant’s car. Back in
court, the judge interrupted the defense case and called the parts
manager as the court’s own witness. The judge did this with minimal
notice to the parties and over objection from both sides. The
defendant’s resulting conviction was later set aside by the appellate
department of the superior court because of the judge’s misconduct.
The appellate department, in People v. Handcock (1983) 145
Cal.App.3d Supp. 25, held that although a judge may call and examine
witnesses (Evid. Code, § 775), the manner in which Judge Ryan placed
his own witness on the stand (by interrupting the defendant’s
testimony) seriously prejudiced the defendant.
Wenger v. Commission on Judicial Performance (1981) 29 Cal.3d 615
involved the same issue. Judge Wenger, suspecting that one of the
parties made false statements in briefing the case, conducted his own
investigation. The Supreme Court stated, “By undertaking a collateral
investigation [the judge] abdicated his responsibility for deciding the
parties’ dispute on pleadings and evidence properly brought before
him.” Id., 29 Cal.3d at p. 632.
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Denying rights of self-represented litigants
The Supreme Court and the Commission on Judicial Performance have,
on numerous occasions, disciplined judges or removed them from
office for their denial of the rights of unrepresented litigants appearing
before them. The denial of rights range from embroilment, to lapses in
demeanor to simply failing to provide basic due process to a selfrepresented litigant.
In Kennick v. Commission on Judicial Performance (1990) 50 Cal.3d
297 the Supreme Court removed a judge from office for, among other
things, rudeness to pro per litigants in criminal cases.
In McCartney v. Commission on Judicial Qualifications (1974) 12 Cal.3d
512, the court censured a judge for, among other things, bullying and
badgering pro per criminal defendants.
In Matter Concerning Judge Daniel J. Healy (Commission on Judicial
Performance, Nov. 5, 2014), the commission publicly admonished a
judge for failure to be patient, dignified, and courteous, in violation of
canon 3B(4), which states that a judge “shall be patient, dignified, and
courteous to litigants.” The commission found that the judge violated
canon 3B(4) on the multiple occasions in family law cases involving
self-represented litigants. The commission also found that the judge
became “embroiled” in one of the family law cases by attempting to
influence another judge concerning the handling of an arrest warrant
for one of the parties in a family law case. By this action, the
commission found that the judge failed to uphold the independence
and impartiality of the judiciary.
In Inquiry Concerning Judge Fred L. Heene, Jr., No. 153 (Commission
on Judicial Performance, 1999), the commission censured a judge for,
among other things, not allowing an unrepresented defendant in a
traffic case to cross-examine the police officer and failing, in several
cases, to respect the rights of unrepresented litigants.
In Inquiry Concerning a Judge, No. 133 (Commission on Judicial
Performance, 1996), the commission censured a judge for, among
other things, pressuring self-represented litigants to plead guilty,
penalizing a self-represented litigant who exercised his right to trial,
and conducting a demeaning examination of an unrepresented litigant.
A trial judge may not deny the parties their procedural due process
rights by preempting their ability to present their case. In Inquiry
Concerning Broadman (1999) 48 Cal.4th CJP Supp. 67, the
commission concluded that Judge Broadman committed willful
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misconduct by depriving the parties of their procedural rights in King v.
Wood. The case, filed by a self-represented litigant, involved a quiet
title action concerning a home. The counsel for the opposing party was
trying his first case. Judge Boardman called the case for trial and,
telling the parties that he was proceeding “off the record” and without
swearing the parties, asked them to tell him what the case was about.
The self-represented litigant spoke, followed by the lawyer’s opening
statement and his client’s statement. The judge alternated asking the
parties questions. He reviewed documents presented to him. After
asking if either party had anything else to add, he announced that he
was taking the case under submission and asked the attorney to
prepare a statement of decision and judgment, which the judge later
signed. The commission concluded that Judge Boardman, on his own
initiative and without notice to or consent by the parties, followed an
“alternative order” in a “misplaced effort to conserve judicial
resources.” It noted that the parties were denied their rights to present
and cross-examine witnesses and to present evidence.
E.
What Judges Are Protected From: Self-Represented
Litigants Will Not Be Allowed to Contest the Propriety of
Judicial Accommodations That They Requested
In a criminal case, People v. Morgan (1956) 140 Cal.App.2d 796, the
trial court ruled that only the judgment and stay of execution from the
court file related to a prior conviction would be admitted into evidence.
The defendant then moved to introduce the entire file into evidence.
The judge advised him that “there are matters in that file that are very
detrimental to you.” The defendant nonetheless insisted that the entire
file be introduced into evidence. The court did so. On appeal, the
defendant claimed that admission of the entire file was reversible
error. The Court of Appeal quoted People v. Clark: 32
But by electing to appear in propria persona a defendant cannot
secure material advantages denied to other litigants. Certainly
one appearing in propria persona cannot consent at the trial to
the introduction of evidence, after first introducing the subject
matter himself, and thus invite the introduction of evidence to
rebut the inference he was trying to create, and then be
permitted on appeal to complain that his invitation was accepted.
Note that the Court of Appeal did not criticize the judge’s advice to the
defendant that the file contained information detrimental to his case.

32

(1953) 122 Cal.App.2d 342, 349 [265 P.2d 43].
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Conclusion
As can be seen from the above, California judges have substantial
discretion in their handling of cases involving self-represented litigants,
as long as they act consistently with their duty to be impartial. This
discretion allows them to manage their courtroom in a manner that
addresses concerns about procedural as well as substantive justice.
Exercising this discretion allows each bench officer to develop a bench
style that is conducive to both procedural and substantive justice in
their courtroom.
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4
Solutions for Evidentiary Challenges
Introduction
A critical component of judging is managing the receipt of evidence. As
a practical matter, judges find that they often end up asking
evidentiary questions of the parties, establishing the foundational facts
for evidence, explaining what is needed for evidence to be admitted,
and asking questions designed to clarify the weight to be given to the
evidence.
However, judges often feel torn. On the one hand, they feel compelled
to make sure that they hear all that they need to hear to decide the
case fairly, both in terms of the totality of the evidence and the
information about that evidence that lets them decide what weight to
give it. On the other hand, they fear putting their finger on one side of
the scales of justice may be inconsistent with the governing
substantive and procedural rules of evidence. California case law is
clear that judges may not dispense with the rules of evidence in cases
involving self-represented litigants. Bonnie P. v. Superior Court (2005)
134 Cal.App.4th 1249, 1255. Nevertheless, judges have tremendous
discretion in how they accept and rely on presented evidence.

I.

Admit Evidence Where Appropriate, Fair, and
Consistent With the Law

A judge has three core goals:
1.

To hear as much as appropriately possible about the case
to reach a just and reliable outcome; 33

This chapter frequently refers to “appropriate” evidence rather than the technical
term “admissible” evidence, since it is attempting to provide practical guidance that
is consistent with technical requirements and, indeed, to show that commonsense
approaches will lead to results that comply with those requirements. (In some cases,
as discussed below, evidence may well not be technically “admissible” had there been
formal objection, but is not inappropriate or harmful and can be considered without
that objection.)
33
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II.

2.

To do so in a way that is consistent with the law; and

3.

To do so in a way that is the public perceives as fair and is
the product of a process that actually is fair.

Admissibility and Weight

These goals require that the following take place:
1.

As much appropriate evidence as possible should be
considered;

2.

Unreliable evidence should not be considered, or given any
weight; 34

3.

Evidence may not be considered, because of other policy
goals. 35 Generally, receipt of this evidence is less harmful
than in circumstances in which exclusion relates to
reliability (although to admit it over objection would be
directly inconsistent with the rules of evidence); 36

If judges focus on the appropriateness of evidence, they will find that they are not in
violation of technical rules governing the overall admission and consideration of
evidence. However, while it may be appropriate to consider evidence that in a
different procedural context might be excludable, nothing in this benchguide
recommends the admission of evidence that would be inadmissible in the procedural
context under discussion.
In the relatively rare case of a self-represented litigant trying a case before a jury,
evidence should also be excluded if it is prejudicial, in the sense that it will do more
harm than good to the fact-finding process, because the jury will be prejudiced by it.
If the case is before a judge, the judge is assumed to be able to avoid such
prejudice.
34

35
Evid. Code, div. 9, Evidence Affected or Excluded by Extrinsic Policies, e.g., §§
1100–1109 (character, habit, and custom), §§ 1115–1128 (mediation), § 1152
(remedial action), § 1153 (offer of compromise), § 1156 (certain hospital research),
§ 1160 (certain statements of sympathy).

Such evidence is subject to exclusion for policy rather than reliability reasons.
Examples include the rules dealing with prior criminal convictions (Evid. Code, §
1101) and those with subsequent repairs (Evid. Code, § 1152). The failure to exclude
such evidence means that the policy underlying the rule of exclusion is undercut, but
the core truth-finding goal is not. If the rule is that such evidence is admitted without
objection, that represents in part a conclusion that the harm is less great than if the
evidence should be excluded regardless of objection. (If only one side has an
attorney, there is a residual potential unfairness under this model, in that it allows a
judge to permit into evidence in a self-represented litigant case evidence that would
be excluded were competent counsel present, or if the self-represented litigant
objected. This imbalance is generally not present if neither party has counsel.)
36
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4. Some appropriate, useful and important evidence may be
excluded because of other policy considerations, such as
privilege. This evidence is excluded because of strong
public policy protections. Such evidence, even if
“appropriate” should be excluded and not considered
because of the importance of the public policy.
4.

The fact-finder needs to have enough information to be
able to decide the reliability and weight of each bit of
evidence; 37 and

5.

The processes must be consistent with the rules of
evidence and procedure.

Judges need to find a process that meets these goals and reflects the
way we see the legal system as a whole. Creating a special set of rules
for self-represented litigant cases would be counterproductive. In the
end, public trust and confidence in the legal system depends on
decisions in all kinds of cases, including those with full representation
being made on consistent commonsense grounds that laypeople
understand.

III. The Formal General Rules of Evidence
At first glance, it might appear that for a judge to meet the fact-finding
goals described above would be difficult, particularly given the
complexity of the rules of evidence. However, as a practical matter,
the general rules for the taking of evidence make the task much
easier. To the extent that the technical rules do constrain judges in
self-represented litigant cases, this constraint is usually very much in
the direction of commonsense notions governing the weight to be
given to the evidence.
A.

Evidence Admitted Without Objection

It is common for a self-represented litigant to discuss or refer to a
document or other piece of evidence without ever formally asking that
it be admitted into evidence. It is not “giving legal advice” for a bench
officer to explain the process of admitting evidence and asking a
litigant if they want the evidence to be considered as part of the ruling.

When there are lawyers present, the process of challenge, impeachment, and
argument gives the judge the information needed to make this decision. When there
are no lawyers, that information must come from a different process.

37
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The self-represented litigant may feel that the simple fact of referring
to or talking about a document is enough for the court to consider it.
If either party offers evidence that is not objected to, that evidence
generally comes in for all purposes. 38 Given that most self-represented
litigants do not object, at least in the formal terms that objections
require, most evidence is admissible and should be given only such
weight as the judge deems appropriate. The exceptions to this rule of
admission without objection tend not to be technical rules but to deal
with individual instances of very limited and obvious areas of highly
prejudicial evidence. 39 This issue can be easily dealt with during a
ruling if a bench officer simply mentions the evidence and addresses
how much, if any, weight was put on the evidence in rendering the
ruling.
B.

Much Evidence Is Self-Admitting

Most narrative testimony contains the foundation for its own
admissibility, even if objected to. Many hearsay narratives, for
example, contain a description of the circumstances from which the
judge can determine that they meet foundational requirements. Some
statements are clearly from their own context or content against
interest, 40 or of family history. 41 Others are statements of mental or
physical state, 42 or are business records. 43 Generally, it is up to the
individual bench officer hearing and considering the evidence to
determine if the statements meet the requirements of a hearsay
exception, or have other indicia of reliability and should be considered.

38
Evid. Code, § 353 (“A verdict or finding shall not be set aside, nor shall the
judgment or decision based thereon be reversed, by reason of the erroneous
admission of evidence unless: (a) There appears of record an objection to or a
motion to exclude or to strike the evidence that was timely made and so stated as to
make clear the specific ground of the objection or motion”); People v. Alexander
(1963) 212 Cal.App.2d 84, 98 (hearsay); Powers v. Board of Public Works (1932)
216 Cal. 546, 552; 3 Witkin, Cal. Evidence (4th ed. 2000) §§ 393, 394, and cases
cited.

Again, a judicial officer should take special care to protect privileged evidence that
a self-represented litigant may not be aware is protected. Often, privileged evidence
is relevant and very probative, but excluded because of other policy reasons. It is
not giving legal advice to advise a litigant that they are treading into protected areas.
39

40

Evid. Code, § 1230.

41

Id., §§ 1310–1316.

42

Id., §§ 1250–1253.

43

Id., §§ 1270–1272.
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C.

A Judge Can Make Material Objection

The fact that evidence is not objected to does not mean that the judge
has to admit it. The judge is free to choose to act as if an objection
had been made. 44 In fact, judges always has the discretion to give it
whatever weight they deem is appropriate. Again, in stating a ruling,
the judge can discuss the evidence and indicate whether it was not
reliable, and the amount of weight that was put on it.
D.

Foundational Weight and Admissibility of Evidence

The judge can inquire of the parties to determine both admissibility
and weight for evidence.30 There is nothing nonneutral, or any
prohibition in the rules, in the judge’s probing to determine whether
evidence offered is admissible, or in the judge exploring what weight to
give it.
E.

Weight and Credibility Are for the Fact-Finder

Unless clearly barred, relevant evidence is admissible. 45 Moreover,
weight and credibility are for the fact-finder, which in self-represented
litigant cases is usually the judge.
F.
On Appeal, Judges Are Generally Assumed to Have Known
and Correctly Followed the Law
Generally, on appeal, the burden is on the appellant to show that the
trial judge was in error, and the burden is on the losing party to make
sure that the record shows that error.
For example, if evidence is admissible only for a limited purpose, the
judge will be assumed to know this, and to have followed the rule,
even if there was a general objection to the evidence. In other words,
a judge will not be found to be in error for failing to exclude such
evidence, provided it can be admitted for some purpose. Of course, if
admitted for a limited purpose, it can only be used for that limited
purpose.

3 Witkin, Cal. Evidence (4th ed. 2000) § 393 (exclusion on judge’s own motion of
questions or underlying matter); Davey v. Southern Pacific Co. (1897) 116 Cal. 325,
330 [48 P. 117]; Kimic v. San Jose–Los Gatos Interurban Ry. Co. (1909) 156 Cal.
379, 390 [104 P. 986].
44
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IV. These Principles Give Judges Great Discretion
Generally then, during a proceeding, the judge has great discretion in
determining how much weight to put on evidence once it has been
admitted. Once the judge has determined how much to rely on any
given piece of evidence, the judge should explain to the parties the
reasoning behind why the judge considered the evidence important or
not.

Conclusion
The rules of evidence therefore provide no barrier to judges using their
discretion to consider and give appropriate weight to the evidence they
need to hear to decide cases fairly and completely.
Chapter 6 provides examples of specific “scripts” that may help
achieve these goals in particular situations.
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5
Caseflow Management
Introduction
Effective caseflow management for cases involving self-represented
litigants requires that judges work proactively both inside their own
courtroom as well as members of a larger court system. The
complexity of self-represented jurisprudence demands careful attention
to the interdependence of the different parts of court operations. It
requires thought about how to best protect the rights of all litigants
regardless of whether they have attorneys.

I.

Caseflow Management Depends on Effective
Systems

The roles of file clerks, data input, records management, information
systems and technology, court operations, supervision, management
and administration, court investigation, mediation, research attorneys,
self-help attorneys, and paralegal staff all affect how well a courtroom
operates. For example, calendar management starts for the selfrepresented litigant at the clerk’s window when papers are first filed.
Litigants who have been treated courteously and helpfully by the court
staff are far less fearful and angry when they arrive for their court
hearings. This holds true for each encounter litigants have with court
staff prior to their hearing, whether with security staff, clerks,
mediators, or self-help center attorneys.
The way in which each component of court operations works is also
critical to the effective management of the judge’s calendar. For
example, decisions about filing, records management, calendaring
systems, information systems, and data collection can have serious
consequences on the daily operation of the courtroom, and input from
judges and courtroom staff must be incorporated throughout the
development of such systems.
Some examples of the types of systemic caseflow management issues
important for judges to consider are the following:
1.

Court-based assistance for self-represented litigants;
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2.

Calendar management;

3.

Docket control;

4.

Reduction of unnecessary continuances;

5.

Facilities and technology;

6.

Staffing;

7.

Continuing education;

8.

Creating opportunities for early comprehensive dispute
resolution;

9.

Creating procedural uniformity throughout the court; and

10.

Developing mechanisms to serve litigants needing an
interpreter or accommodations to deal with disabilities.

Judges should not shy away from participation in regular meetings with
their own court staff and with staff from other court operations. Judges
and staff should meet regularly, become familiar with each other’s
roles and how they interact, develop an ability to solve problems as
they arise, and strategize to improve efficiency. Staff from different
departments meet in various combinations to address specific needs at
specific times, but the goal is to maintain good lines of communication
within the system as a whole. When meetings within the court system
are run well, they can significantly improve a judge’s ability to manage
a calendar with self-represented litigants in the most effective way
possible.
It is often extremely helpful to meet regularly with self-help attorneys
and others providing assistance to self-represented litigants to identify
issues that may not be raised in bench-bar and other meetings. It is
also helpful to set up a system of communication with legal services
and other agencies who frequent the court or whose client population
appears often. For example, a domestic violence clinic may have input
about how existing systems are affecting their clients and have ideas
for improvement. Community-based providers, especially in immigrant
communities, may have valuable feedback from their clients about
barriers.
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II.

Assistance to Self-Represented Litigants

One principal problem for both the court and the self-represented
litigant is the litigant’s unfamiliarity with the court’s procedures for
setting hearings and otherwise moving cases from filing to resolution.
Many litigants assume that the court will schedule all necessary
hearings and inform them of what they need to do at each. In fact,
court rules often require the litigant to take the initiative to move a
case forward.
California courts have found that providing information and education
to self-represented litigants benefits both the public and the courts.
This has been addressed in several ways:
1.

Self-help centers. Court-based self-help centers have been
implemented to provide assistance to self-represented
litigants in family law including child custody, visitation,
divorce and domestic violence, as well as in probate
matters such as guardianship, conservatorship, and small
estates and other areas of civil litigation including landlordtenant, civil harassment, consumer issues, and small
claims. Some provide assistance with traffic matters and
expungement of criminal records.

2.

Family Law Facilitator Program. This program provides for
an attorney in each of California’s 58 counties to provide
information and education to self-represented litigants in
Title IV-D cases on issues of child support and health
insurance. Family law facilitators are often integrated into
the court’s self-help center.

3.

Small claims advisors. This program provides assistance for
litigants in understanding procedural and legal issues
related to filing for, defending, litigating and collecting
small claims judgments.

4.

California Courts Online Self-Help Center. This website
(www.courts.ca.gov/selfhelp) provides a great deal of
information for litigants able and willing to go online to
access it. The entire site has also been translated into
Spanish (www.sucorte.ca.gov). Individual courts often
have excellent information on their own websites.

5.

Pamphlets and checklists. Most courts find it helpful to
supplement the electronic information with printed
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pamphlets or checklists available at the courthouse
(typically in the clerk’s office, self-help center, and
facilitator’s office). Some courts go further, actually
handing summary information packets, or letters from the
presiding or supervising judge, to litigants at the time of
filing of every new complaint or petition. 46
A typical checklist might include information about the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Service of process;
Filing an answer or response;
Alternative dispute resolution processes available;
Disclosure requirements and discovery options;
Obtaining a default judgment;
Filing motions;
Requesting hearing or trial settings; and
Special requirements for particular case types, such as
mandatory mediation of contested child custody and
visitation matters or case management conferences.

Some courts require the plaintiff or petitioner to provide a copy of the
packet or checklist to the opposing party as part of the service of
process.

III. Calendar Management
A.

The Court Should Determine the Pace

Courts have found that, even with explicit instructions on the need to
request a court hearing and how to do so, many or even most selfrepresented litigants fail to schedule the hearings needed to complete
their cases. Consequently, many courts have found that it is much
more effective to schedule the hearings themselves. For example, a
status conference or case classification conference in all marriage
dissolution cases is set a certain number of days (usually 90, 120, 150,
or 180) after the filing of the petition. The court provides notice of the
hearing to all parties and, on the date of the hearing, determines what
progress has been made, makes whatever rulings are possible, decides

46
For examples of materials developed by local courts, see the Judicial Council’s
Equal Access Project’s compilation of instructional materials from the courts at
www.courts.ca.gov/partners/55.htm.
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what further steps will be needed, and schedules those steps with the
parties. 47
As part of this process, the court provides detailed instructions to the
parties about the specific tasks they must perform prior to the next
hearing. At the close of every hearing, the court sets the date of the
next hearing, if necessary, and gives the parties a written notice of the
date, time, and purpose of the hearing. Some courts are integrating
these procedural steps into their case management system and include
text message reminders to improve attendance rates.
Many courts have also found it effective to assume responsibility for
preparing orders and judgments in cases in which both parties are selfrepresented. In many instances they are prepared in the courtroom by
courtroom clerks, based on the judge’s directions. In other instances,
orders and judgments are prepared by family law facilitators, self-help
center staff, pro bono lawyers, or community volunteers.
B.

Controlling Calendar Size

Docket size in calendars with large numbers of self-represented
litigants should be restricted to a reasonable number of matters,
allowing litigants the time and opportunity to present their cases to the
judge. Calendars in departments with high numbers of self-represented
litigants tend to be too crowded. A careful workload analysis should be
conducted to determine the actual workload for courtrooms handling
such cases and to set a reasonable cap on the size of the dockets. This
should also recognize the amount of additional time required when an
interpreter is needed for one party, and even more when both parties
require an interpreter.
Setting a cap should not lead to longer waiting times for hearings but
point to the need for additional judicial resources for the selfrepresented workload. While effective case management techniques
such as the use of a differentiated calendar system (as discussed
below) can help with efficiency and reduce stress on judges and
courtroom personnel, an evaluation of reasonable workload levels and
appropriate allocation of judicial and other resources is critical.
Inequitable distribution of workload among judges leads to high levels

47
For examples of these materials, see the Judicial Council’s Equal Access Project’s
compilation of family law caseflow management materials from the courts at
www.courts.ca.gov/partners/59.htm (under Case Management Sample Materials).
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of stress in certain assignments and characterization of those
assignments as undesirable and of low status in the judicial hierarchy.
C.

Effective Calendaring—Specialized Calendars

Organizing calendar settings so that like matters are heard together
can improve efficiency because it allows focusing of resources and
more accurate estimating of time needed.
This form of calendar organization makes it much easier to establish
appropriate calendar size according to the issues to be heard, and it
can reduce the stress on judges by making each calendar more
predictable. This calendar strategy clusters cases with similar or limited
issues together for hearings.
1.

Self-represented litigant calendars;

2.

Traffic calendars clustered by type of ticket and fine;

3.

Default calendar;

4.

Domestic violence hearings with child-related issues;

5.

Domestic violence hearings without children involved;

6.

Motions related to custody/visitation only;

7.

Motions with child support issues only;

8.

Law and motion calendars for jurisdictional and other
matters; and

9.

Review hearings.

By setting similar cases together, the court can make efficient use of
staff and community volunteers. For example, in a family law court, if
a judge sets all reviews of supervised visitation on a specific afternoon,
the supervised visitation provider can be available at that time to help
get new parents signed up who had not previously been able to
accomplish this task. Clustering the cases in this way maximizes the
availability of this particular community provider to both the court and
the litigants.
Self-Represented Litigant Calendars. Many judges have found that
both the court and the litigants benefit from calendars devoted
exclusively to cases that do not involve lawyers. The most important
benefit is the ability to assemble staff and volunteer support for these
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calendars. A second major benefit is eliminating the stress of calendars
with both represented and unrepresented cases.
Courts with self-represented litigant calendars differ in their
categorization of cases involving one represented and one
unrepresented litigant. Some judges prefer to treat them together with
cases with both sides unrepresented, finding that the self-represented
litigants in these cases often benefit from the resources assembled for
those calendars and from the general instructions for all selfrepresented litigants at the beginning of the calendar as well as
learning from watching others on the calendar ahead of them. Others
prefer to include them on calendars in which lawyers represent both
sides.
When calendars contain both represented and self-represented cases,
some judges call the self-represented cases first, as their matters often
take less time and attorneys can be working to settle cases. Others call
attorney cases first in an effort to minimize the time spent by lawyers
waiting in the courtroom, and hence the cost of their services to their
clients. Some judges will call cases with “model” attorneys as a way to
help educate litigants about the court process and appropriate
behaviors.
D.
Minimizing the Number of Appearances in Each Case—
Reducing Unnecessary Continuances
The court has a strong interest in holding to the appropriate minimum
the number of court appearances in each case; this is true for cases
involving represented as well as unrepresented litigants. The fewer the
number of hearings, the less time required of judges, courtroom staff,
and clerk’s office clerical staff in scheduling, pulling files for,
conducting, and preparing minute orders for those hearings.
Self-represented litigants share the same interest: the fewer the
number of hearings, the fewer appointments they need to keep track
of, the fewer days of work they miss, the fewer child care
arrangements they need to make and pay for, the fewer trips they
must make to the courthouse, and the less anxiety they experience.
One of the strongest incentives for self-represented litigants to reach
agreement on contested issues is the opportunity to resolve the case
and avoid having to come to court again.
Many courts therefore attempt to resolve cases involving selfrepresented litigants on their first day in court. The court staff and
volunteers assist the litigants to settle their cases and to prepare
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whatever paperwork is needed to present the matter for resolution by
a judicial officer.
Judges report that court-based self-help assistance to self-represented
litigants saves valuable courtroom time and reduces the number of
continuances because of procedural defects. 48 Assistance results in the
litigants and the court having the following:

E.

1.

Complete and accurate paperwork;

2.

Adequate supporting documentation;

3.

Knowledge of the kind of information the judge needs to
hear; and

4.

Greater ability to focus on relevant issues during the
hearing.

Marshaling Court and Community Resources

To make the best use of the judge’s time on the bench, courts
assemble teams of court staff and volunteers from agencies and
community organizations to assist litigants with reviewing paperwork,
resolving issues, and preparing documents to dispose of cases.
Examples of the sorts of resources brought to bear include the
following:
1.

Self-help center staff;

2.

Family law facilitators;

3.

Family court services mediators prepared to conduct “same
day” or emergency mediation sessions;

4.

Clerk’s office staff;

5.

Legal services attorneys and staff;

6.

Volunteer attorneys;

7.

Volunteer private mediators;

Judicial Council of Cal., Administrative Office of the Courts, A Report to the
California Legislature: Family Law Information Centers: An Evaluation of Three Pilot
Programs (Mar. 2003), www.courts.ca.gov/documents/FLIC-full.pdf.

48
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8.

Volunteer forensic accountants;

9.

Law professors and volunteer law students from a local law
school clinic;

10.

Court interpreters;

11.

Student interpreters from a local university interpreter
certification program;

12.

High school and college student volunteers;

13.

Community volunteers (including retired persons);

14.

Parental abduction attorneys;

15.

Domestic violence restraining order advocates;

16.

Drug treatment program staff;

17.

Domestic violence program staff;

18.

Supervised visitation program staff;

19.

Housing and other social service providers;

20.

Guardianship clinic staff; and

21.

Child Protective Services liaisons.

The court uses these resources to assess the case’s status; provide
information on needed paperwork; help prepare missing, incomplete,
or incorrect documents; conduct settlement negotiations with the
parties; and write up agreements for presentation in court. Some
judges ask some of their staff to be present in the courtroom for
calendars involving large numbers of self-represented litigants.
The following observation from a family law judge in a small county
underscores the importance of adequate resource support.
I have found that now that I have enough people helping me in the family
law department, I really don’t have any serious case management issues.
We have the following people who either are in court or will immediately
respond: two clerks, a parental abduction attorney, two mediators, the
facilitator, the domestic violence restraining order advocates, and a court
staff member who acts as a resource specialist and handles any orders or
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filings that are not taken care of by the domestic violence advocates or the
facilitator.
We have further help in managing the pro per litigants from the Domestic
Violence Clinic attorneys from the law school, Unified Family Court
therapists, the Family Court Children’s Fund, the family resource center
for supervised visitation, a volunteer panel of experienced family law
attorneys for settlement conferences, a CPS immediate response contact,
and the Guardianship Clinic. We also have the Unified Family Court
manager and the Unified Family Court clerks who prepare the Yellow File
so that we know all the facts about the parties present in court.
It is truly amazing what a difference all these people make in the operation
of my court. I feel a lot less stress and I am enjoying the calendar more
than I would have ever expected.
—Family law judge

This direct assistance can also be extremely rewarding to the
volunteers who participate in these calendars, as they are time-limited,
discrete services with the opportunity to see immediate benefits.

Volunteer work for the court balances what we do as professionals in our
private practices and brings more than a modicum of satisfaction. There is
nothing more gratifying than unknotting a technical question that allows a
pro per litigant to get the dissolution done there and then. This contrasts
with the complicated legal issues and complicated legal personalities that
we have to grapple with day in and day out in our private practices. I
would do it every month for the court if it were possible. It keeps me sane!
—Pro bono attorney on self-represented litigant calendar

IV. Facilities and Technology
A.

Courtroom Facilities

A courtroom should be able to comfortably hold all the litigants who
appear for hearing on the calendar. Litigants forced to wait in the
hallway may not hear their case called and may thus miss their
hearing. They will also not have the benefit of “seeing how it is done”
and learning from observing others. Overcrowding detracts from the
public’s sense that the court is concerned about litigants’ legal rights.
It also tends to increase whatever anxiety levels already exist among
the litigants, who are now crowded and uncomfortable in addition to
being nervous about their cases.
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If the litigants cannot fit into the courtroom, the judge should bring
this fact to the attention of the court executive officer immediately.
Moreover, an effective self-represented litigant courtroom operation
requires additional courthouse space. If courtroom support staff such
as self-help attorneys, mediators, or volunteers are available to
provide assistance, there must be some place for them to work with
the litigants other than in the hallways, waiting areas, or stairwells.
Some courts have constructed as many as a dozen small conference
rooms immediately adjacent to the courtroom for day-of-appearance
assistance meetings between litigants and resource persons.
B.

Technology

Courtroom Technology. Courts need access to good technology in
order to operate well. For example, a courtroom should have access to
any electronic data system available and case registry or case
management systems.
Any given calendar can be adversely affected by the breakdown or lack
of necessary technology in a courtroom. Staff preparing orders after
hearings must have easy access to computers and copy machines.
Staff running guideline child support calculations during settlement
discussions with litigants must have access to computers and printers.
Providing staff with appropriate Internet access to legal information,
and to court data needed to ascertain the status of cases, or to identify
related cases, is critical. Lack of simple, effective technology will
seriously impede the courtroom’s efficiency.
Beyond the Courtroom. Courts have taken advantage of automation
in many creative ways, including the following: 49
1.

Informational websites to provide full access to procedural
information.

2.

The Odyssey Guide & File system developed by a
consortium of courts allows self-represented litigants to
create court forms online and print them for filing or
presentation in court. The LawHelp Interactive system uses
HotDocs document assembly programs developed by the
Judicial Council to complete other pleadings at home or in
self-help centers.

49
See examples of these resources at the Judicial Council’s “Equal Access Project”
webpage on the California Courts website at www.courts.ca.gov/partners/51.htm.
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3.

Word-processing macros for completing standard court
orders and judgments.

4.

Using shared computer drives on which family court
services staff post draft parenting plans so that they are
available to the judge electronically in the event changes
are needed in the plan following a hearing.

Remote Appearances. The Conference of Chief Justices’ Call to
Action: Achieving Civil Justice for All, discussed in section VII, calls on
judges to “promote the use of remote audio and video services for case
hearings and case management meetings.” 50
California’s rule on remote appearances 51 strongly encourages them:
“To improve access and reduce litigation costs, courts should permit
parties, to the extent feasible, to appear by telephone at appropriate
conferences, hearings and proceedings in civil cases.” While the rules
provide for a fee for use of a commercial vendor, any judge may
decide not to impose the remote appearance fee in the courtroom. 52 It
is clear from some of the California trial court local rules that this is the
practice in some courts—with some departments using the private
vendor and others not.
Several California courts by local rule provide a free alternative—either
by allowing a party to propose a different form of conference call or by
providing that, if a prior request has been made, courtroom staff will
call the party at the time of the hearing.

V.

Staffing Issues

Caseflow management is made more efficient by thoughtful
consideration of the training and qualities most beneficial for court staff
working most closely with self-represented litigants.
A. Self-Help Assistance in the Courtroom
Providing this assistance requires significant advance planning,
including the following:

Call to Action: Achieving Civil Justice for All (National Center for State Courts,
2016), pp. 37–38, www.ncsc.org/~/media/microsites/files/civil-justice/ncsc-cjireport-web.ashx.
50

51

CRC 3.670.

52

CRC 3.670(j)(2); Gov. Code, § 72010(c)(3).
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1.

Organization of the staff and volunteers to ensure that
adequate personnel are present, that they have clear
expectations concerning their roles, sufficient training to
perform them competently, and are appropriately
supervised by qualified attorneys;

2.

Development of procedures for self-represented litigant
assistance in cases without a lawyer on either side,
including triaging processes for determining what
assistance is needed and appropriate and when to refer
litigants into the courtroom because further staff effort is
not warranted;

3.

Developing procedures for handling litigants who need
interpreter services or additional assistance;

4.

Refinement of those processes for cases involving one
represented and one unrepresented litigant;

5.

Development of checklists and fillable forms for the use of
litigants and resource people in the assistance process;

6.

Development of a process for litigants to check in, to be
assigned to a staff person or volunteer, and to be taken to
a physical location where they can work on their cases with
relative privacy and access to needed computers;

7.

Development of a process for referring cases to the
courtroom when they are ready for bench officer review or
when staff are unable to help the self-represented party or
parties to advance their cases; and

8.

Development of a process for referring cases from the
courtroom back to the resource staff for post hearing
consultation and document preparation.

It is wonderful to work collaboratively with the courts and the private bar to
develop a system that provides self-represented litigants real assistance
to finalize their divorce or paternity cases. Most of these persons do not
need to hire lawyers but are overwhelmed by the legal forms and
procedures. I feel immensely satisfied that we are helping these people
move on with their lives while giving them a positive look at the court
system.
—Pro bono attorney volunteer
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There needs to be a clear understanding of the critical necessity for the
court to be neutral, thus providing assistance to all litigants and
maintaining the appearance of neutrality in all matters.
B.
Creating Case Management Teams for High-Volume
Calendars Involving Self-Represented Litigants
Recommendation 7 of the Conference of Chief Justices’ Call to Action:
Achieving Civil Justice for All (see section VII below) calls on courts to
develop civil case management teams consisting of a responsible judge
supported by appropriately trained staff for managing civil cases in
high-volume calendars. The basic concept involves a judge, a staff
attorney (to review the files for legal sufficiency), and an
administrative staff person to communicate with the parties and
schedule hearings as required. The report “rejects the proposition that
a judge must manage every aspect of a case after its filing.” Instead, it
endorses the proposition that court personnel, from court staff to
judge, be utilized to act at the “top of their skill set.” 53
C.
Training Court Staff in Dealing With Self-Represented
Litigants
Formal education and training programs for court staff should be
established if not already in place, and reviewed if existent for possible
expansion. As clerks, both at the filing window and in the courtroom,
are asked to give self-represented litigants more information, they
should be provided with increased education to expand their base of
legal information.
The demeanor of the courtroom clerk, bailiff/court attendant, court
reporter, and supporting staff and volunteers is important to the
impressions that self-represented litigants receive of the court. The
judge should make it clear to these individuals that they are expected
to treat litigants with dignity and respect. Joking between judges,
clerks, and, indeed, any staff about the litigants during breaks or at
other times should be discouraged. Staff joking or being familiar with
attorneys may create the impression that they have an inside track or
access to the court that the self-represented litigant lacks. Such
conduct contributes to a culture of discourtesy and all too easily
escalates to the level of an impermissible ex parte communication. Just
as the staff rightfully expects that the judge will protect them from
53

Call to Action: Achieving Civil Justice for All, supra, p. 27.
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abusive behavior by the public, so do the litigants have a right to
expect respectful treatment from the judge’s staff.
Of equal importance is the ability of the staff to set boundaries with the
litigants, and to do so without being rude or dismissive. If a courtroom
clerk is rude to litigants, for example, before the judge takes the
bench, a judge will encounter an unnecessarily hostile courtroom
environment that then must be overcome during the proceedings.
Courtrooms with large numbers of self-represented litigants benefit
from experienced staff confident in their skills. Patience and a sense of
humor are also genuinely helpful.

VI. Family-Centered Case Resolution
Rule 5.83 (Family centered case resolution) of the California
Rules of Court implements Assembly Bill 939, enacted by the
California Legislature in 2010. It requires California courts to
actively manage their family law caseloads and provides the
framework within which courts can design their own procedures
to do so. Rule 5.83 sets out several procedural caseflow
considerations for dissolution, legal separation, nullity and
parentage cases as follows:
•
•

•
•
•

Proof of service of the petition should be filed within 60
days of case initiation;
If no response is filed, and the parties have not agreed to
an extension of time to respond, a request to enter default
should be submitted within 60 days of the date the
response was due;
The petitioner’s preliminary declaration of disclosure should
be served within 60 days of the filing of the petition;
When a default has been submitted, a judgment should be
submitted within 60 days of the entry of default;
When the parties have notified the court that they are
actively negotiating or mediating their case, a written
agreement should be submitted within 6 months of the
date the petition was filed, or a trial date should be
requested.

Additionally, rule 5.83 sets out suggested goals for the
finalization of disposition in dissolution, legal separation, and
nullity cases as follows:
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•
•
•

At least 20 percent are disposed within 6 months of the
date the petition was filed;
At least 75 percent are disposed within 12 months of the
date of filing; and
At least 90 percent are disposed within 18 months of the
date of filing.

Finally, the rule requires courts, with some exceptions, to track the
progress of family law cases toward disposition and review their status
every 180 days after initial filing for at least the first year and half of
the life of the case. Courts are required to set status conferences or
family-centered case resolution conferences for cases that do not make
satisfactory progress toward resolution within the time frames set forth
in the rule.
Courts have adopted a variety of ways to implement the rule. The
following process presents an approach to implementing rule 5.83 that
incorporates the use of technology to achieve both the monitoring and
intervention processes contemplated by the rule with the least impact
on court staffing and judicial resources. This allows the court to employ
the same hardware and software that doctors and dentists commonly
use to remind clients of appointments by recorded phone messages,
text messages, or e-mails.
1.

Unless a court’s case management system includes the
capability to send text messages or e-mails, procure
software adapted for sending messages by synthesized
voice, text messaging, or e-mail. The system imports
information generated by the court’s case management
system that contains the communication mode chosen by
the party or attorney, the message to be sent, and any
specific data elements to be incorporated in the message.

2.

Offer parties in family law matters the opportunity to opt
into a reminder system. They would provide the court with
a telephone number or e-mail address and express a
preference for notification through a recorded message, a
text message, or an e-mail.

3.

Enter data received into the automated record for the case.
It may be necessary to get the case management software
vendor to enter an additional field or fields for this
purpose.
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4.

Develop reports for each stage of family law cases
identified in rule 5.83 that will identify cases that have
aged beyond the time periods identified in the rule.

5.

Develop standard messages appropriate for the stage of
the case at which the case has stalled.

6.

Generate reports monthly for all pending family cases
without a final judgment.

7.

Download the reports into the software, which will
generate the appropriate message to the party or attorney
identifying the step that has not yet been accomplished,
what needs to be done, and where the party can find a
form or resource to help complete the step.

8.

If no action has been taken on the case by the time of the
next monthly report, set the case for an appointment with
self-help center staff to explain the action required. The
center may choose to handle these matters in a workshop
format appropriate to the processing problem identified.
The court will generally choose to set cases in which one or
both parties are represented for a hearing before the judge
instead of an appointment with the self-help center.

9.

Send an automated reminder to the party or attorney of
the scheduled appointment. 54

10.

If the party or attorney does not show up for the scheduled
appointment, schedule a status conference. This could be
presided over by a self-help center attorney or family law
facilitator pro tem. Alternatively, the self-help center staff
could meet the parties in the courtroom at the time of the
hearing and instruct them on the necessary actions to be
taken, notifying the judge if a hearing is warranted to give
the parties further guidance or to enter an agreement on
the record.

11.

After the case passes the 18-month mark, send a notice
that the case will be taken off the calendar and no action
will be taken until it reaches its three- or five-year

54
Courts that have implemented this appointment reminder function experience far
fewer missed custody mediation appointments and court appearances.
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dismissal point, at which time a notice to show cause why
the case should not be dismissed will be sent. These
notices will be sent by mail and through the software
system.

VII. Caseflow Management in Non-Family Civil Actions
Involving One or More Self-Represented Litigants
In July 2016, the Conference of Chief Justices adopted the
recommendations of its Civil Justice Improvements Committee to
improve the management of non-family civil cases. 55 There are 13
recommendations:

55

1.

Courts must take responsibility for managing civil cases
from time of filing to disposition.

2.

Beginning at the time each civil case is filed, courts must
match resources with the needs of the case.

3.

Courts should use a mandatory pathway-assignment
system to achieve right-sized case management.

4.

Courts should implement a Streamlined Pathway for cases
that present uncomplicated facts and legal issues and
require minimal judicial intervention but close court
supervision. (At an early point in each case, the court
should establish deadlines to complete key case stages
including a firm trial date. The recommended time to
disposition for the Streamlined Pathway is 6 to 8 months.)

5.

Courts should implement a Complex Pathway for cases that
present multiple legal and factual issues, involve many
parties, or otherwise are likely to require close court
supervision (Courts should assign a single judge to
complex cases for the life of the case, so they can be
actively managed from filing through resolution. The judge
should hold an early case management conference,
followed by continuing periodic conferences or other
informal monitoring.)

6.

Courts should implement a General Pathway for cases
whose characteristics do not justify assignment to either

Call to Action: Achieving Civil Justice for All, supra, p. 16 et seq.
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the Streamlined or Complex Pathway. (At an early point in
each case, the court should establish deadlines for the
completion of key case stages including a firm trial date.
The recommended time to disposition for the General
Pathway is 12 to 18 months.)
7.

Courts should develop civil case management teams
consisting of a responsible judge supported by
appropriately trained staff.

8.

For right-size case management to become the norm, not
the exception, courts must provide judges and court staff
with training that specifically supports and empowers rightsized case management. Courts should partner with bar
leaders to create programs that educate lawyers about the
requirements of newly instituted case management
practices.

9.

Courts should establish judicial assignment criteria that are
objective, transparent, and mindful of a judge’s experience
in effective case management.

10.

Courts must take full advantage of technology to
implement right-size case management and achieve useful
litigant-court interaction.

11.

Courts must devote special attention to high-volume civil
dockets that are typically composed of cases involving
consumer debt, landlord-tenant, and other contract claims.
(Courts must implement systems to ensure that the entry
of final judgments complies with basic procedural
requirements for notice, standing, timeliness, and
sufficiency of documentation supporting the relief sought.
Courts must ensure that litigants have access to accurate
and understandable information about court processes and
appropriate tools such as standardized court forms and
checklists for pleadings and discovery requests.)

12.

Courts must manage uncontested cases to assure steady,
timely progress toward resolution. (To prevent uncontested
cases from languishing on the docket, courts should
monitor case activity and identify uncontested cases in a
timely manner. Once uncontested status is confirmed,
courts should prompt plaintiffs to move for dismissal or
5-19

final judgment. Final judgments must meet the same
standards for due process and proof as contested cases.)
13.

Courts must take all necessary steps to increase
convenience to litigants by simplifying the court-litigant
interface and creating on-demand court assistance
services. (Courts must simplify court-litigant interfaces and
screen out unnecessary technical complexities to the
greatest extent possible. Courts should establish Internet
portals and stand-alone kiosks to facilitate litigant access
to court services. Courts should provide real-time
assistance for navigating the litigation process. Judges
should promote the use of remote audio and video services
for case hearings and case management meetings.)

California’s Fair Debt Buying Practices Act (Civ. Code, §§ 1788.50–
1788.64), which took effect January 1, 2014, implements
recommendations 11 and 12 for collection cases involving a “debt
buyer.” The act imposes a number of requirements on debt buyers
pursuing collection efforts including that no default judgment may be
entered against a debtor defendant unless the debt buyer plaintiff
submits certain documents, authenticated through a sworn declaration,
to establish specified facts. It is up to judges to implement procedures
establishing the same safeguards for non–debt buyer collection cases,
unlawful detainer actions, and small contract actions.

VIII.

Judicial Education

One way to assist judges in feeling comfortable and being effective in
the courtroom is to provide appropriate judicial education. Knowledge
of the law relevant to their assignment is absolutely critical for judges
in assignments with high percentages of self-represented litigants.
Without attorneys to brief or present the legal issues, judges must be
aware of applicable legal arguments and do their own research. In
many cases, departments with large numbers of self-represented
litigants have heavy dockets and do not have research attorney
resources allocated to them. It is up to the judge not just to know the
law but to be able to apply it quickly and accurately.
Previous subject matter experience on the bench or in law practice is
an enormous benefit for a judge handling cases with self-represented
litigants, but assigning a judge with prior expertise is not always
possible. Some ways to provide support for judges include mentor
judges, both official and unofficial.
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A.

Mentor Judges

Official mentors. To help new judges adjust to their roles as judicial
officers, many courts provide them with official mentor judges.
Certainly, part of that mentoring should include assistance with
referrals to educational resources in the subject area of a new judge’s
assignment—particularly when it requires working with large numbers
of self-represented litigants.
Unofficial mentors. It is also highly beneficial for judges to have their
own unofficial mentor judges who are simply colleagues they know and
trust to provide them with good counsel on various professional topics.
Talking with a judge who previously held the assignment or a colleague
currently handling the same types of cases in another department, or
even in a similar-sized county, can help relieve isolation and increase
subject matter expertise.
Lists of expert judges. As part of a regular bench orientation, some
courts have published a list of areas of expertise of the members of the
bench so that a new judge may call on a colleague with specialized
knowledge.
B.

Court-Employed Attorneys

Research attorneys. Research attorneys are an excellent resource for
judges in assignments with high percentages of self-represented
litigants. This is a rational allocation of resources, given the size of the
dockets in many of these departments.
C.

Continuing Education

In addition to new judges orientation, California, as do most states,
provides continuing education for judges. Continuing education is
particularly important because it addresses more complex substantive
law matters. Continuing education for the bar programs can be very
helpful, as are national programs such as those given by the Center for
Judicial Education and Research (CJER) of the Judicial Council, the
National Judicial College, or the National Council of Juvenile and Family
Court Judges. Conferences and nonjudicial meetings held by
associations of professionals affiliated with the court often welcome
participation by judicial officers who wish to develop expertise.
Many judges find online resources including benchguides and online
classes extremely helpful. They can easily get access to the materials
and often can find critical resources quickly.
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Conclusion
Integrating caseflow management for the self-represented with the
court’s overall strategy and approach yields great dividends for the
courts, for the self-represented, for those with lawyers, and for lawyers
themselves, since it helps guarantee that the court’s time is used
effectively and that public trust and confidence is maximized.
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6
Courtroom and Hearing Management
Introduction
The courtroom and hearing are the focus of the whole system. The
ultimate test of the success of all of the insights and techniques in this
benchguide is whether the self-represented litigant in fact obtains
access to justice and believes that they obtained access to justice.
While self-help programs, information, and assistance can be
extremely helpful, in the final analysis it is the quality of the process in
the courtroom itself that most determines the quality of access that
the litigant receives.

I.

Preparation for Hearings

Cases involving self-represented litigants benefit from prehearing
preparation—both by the judge’s staff and by the judge personally.
A.

File Review

Prehearing review of case files greatly facilitates the efficient and
effective flow of cases through the calendar. File reviews, however, can
also waste a judge’s time when the cases reviewed do not proceed to
hearing as initially scheduled. The use of support staff to assess files
for readiness (see the next section on staff-conducted readiness
reviews) a day or two before scheduled hearings can save significant
judicial time. Even when support staff are unavailable to perform this
task, a judge can prioritize which files to review in the greatest detail
according to a readiness review strategy.
For example, when it is clear from the pleadings that a case is unlikely
to proceed at the time of the hearing, it might not make sense to
spend time reading the file in detail. Conversely, if the pleadings
appear to be appropriate, and there is a valid proof of service in the
file, reading the file seems potentially more useful. Further, if
responsive papers have been submitted and there appears to be a
good chance of a contested hearing, taking the time for a careful file
review would be clearly advisable. The major benefit of readiness
assessments is to triage cases for judges to identify which ones require
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the most preparation, which have outstanding threshold issues that
must be dealt with before any hearing can go forward, and which have
issues of a type that cause particular concern.
B.

Staff-Conducted Readiness Reviews

If possible, staff attorneys or other appropriately trained court staff
should review the files and identify a variety of procedural issues for
the judge. Checklists are good tools for this. Identifying cases that are
unlikely to proceed can save judges time in their file review and
provide guidance for organizing the calendar.
Determining whether cases are ready to proceed will always take place
to some extent at the time of the hearing; however, when files have
been assessed for readiness prior to hearing so that the judge can
begin with good information about the status of pleadings and service
for each case on the calendar, disposition of procedural matters is
expedited and time for hearings is increased.
Below are some examples of issues that, if identified through a
readiness review, can be handled either prior to the hearing date or
quickly at the beginning of a calendar, without investing significant
court or litigant time.
1.

Defective or Absent Proof of Service. Cases in which there
is no proof of service, or a defective proof of service, can
be identified. As a general case management rule, cases in
which there are no proofs of service may be those in which
neither party appears for hearing, but this is often not true
in cases involving self-represented litigants. These litigants
often don’t know how to file a proof of service that they
have in fact obtained, prior to the hearing, or are unaware
of the need to file it in advance. If a proof of service is
produced at the hearing, or both parties appear, the
matter can proceed; thus, it is wise to review the file prior
to the hearing if possible. Further, occasionally the party
can correct the defect in the proof of service that day and
return to court to have the hearing finished.

2.

Pleading Defects. Cases in which there are defects in the
pleadings sufficient to prevent a hearing can be identified
and brought to the judge’s attention. For example, a
litigant may have filed a request for relief on the wrong
pleading forms, brought the action against an improper
party, asked for relief on a matter over which the court has
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no subject matter jurisdiction within the case at hand, or
asked for a decision on a contested trial issue by filing a
pretrial motion.
When such issues are identified through a readiness
review, a judge can begin the calendar by referring the
litigants to the self-help attorney to educate and assist
them. In this way the hearing date will not be a waste of
time for the court or the parties. Alternatively, if no selfhelp attorney is available, the judge might call the case at
the beginning of the calendar to explain the problem to the
litigants rather than make them wait for a long time in the
courtroom only to hear that their case will not go forward.
Many judges have worked with their self-help center
attorneys to develop a referral sheet. These sheets can
identify the specific concepts to be explained or forms to
be completed by the self-help center. This saves the selfhelp center time and often allows the litigant’s problem to
be corrected so that the case can move forward that day.
3.

Other procedural problems. Other procedural problems can
be identified by readiness reviews. For example, required
documentation such as proof of income, proof of
completion of a previously court-ordered service, or failure
to complete a prehearing requirement such as mandated
child custody mediation may be missing. A judge may find
that referral to the self-help attorney can solve the
problem sufficiently to proceed with the hearing and avoid
the need for a continuance. It may also be appropriate to
provide the litigants the proper form, send them out to the
hall to complete it and return for the hearing.
If a continuance is required to allow litigants to produce
additional documentation or attend mediation, the case can
be called at the beginning of the calendar and handled
without the need to keep the parties sitting in the
courtroom. It may also be possible for the parties to obtain
the needed information from their homes or offices and
return to court for the afternoon calendar.
Readiness reviews can also flag particular issues to which
the judge may want to pay particular attention and obtain
more information before the hearing. The following are
examples of such issues:
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4.

A.

Evidence of an active juvenile dependency case;

B.

Possible jurisdictional issues;

C.

Evidence of a venue issue;

D.

A temporary restraining order set to expire according
to its own terms on the day of the hearing;

E.

Existence of other cases with potentially conflicting
orders;

F.

Related cases that might be consolidated sua sponte
by the court; and

G.

An indication that one or both parties may not be
English speakers, requiring an interpreter.

Preparing file cover sheets. For the cases that appear ready
for hearing, it is helpful to have certain basic information at
hand to avoid having to go back through the file to find the
it. This information might be put on a form template
attached to the front of the file or put onto the judge’s
copy of the calendar. The following are examples of basic
facts that might be included on file cover sheets:
A.

Names of the parties (with phonetic pronunciation);

B.

Language or other special needs;

C.

Names of children and their ages;

D.

Case type (family law, juvenile, guardianship,
domestic violence);

E.

List of issues for hearing;

F.

List of documents relating to the issues set for
hearing;

G.

Need for an interpreter (or other type of
accommodation);

H.

Whether responsive papers have been filed;

I.

Case status—next step to disposition; and
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J.
5.

II.

Traffic—code section cited and fine.

Marking important documents in the file. Tabbing, color
coding, or otherwise identifying important documents in a
case file can prove helpful during a hearing. This is
particularly so in cases with large files or with motions
consisting of multiple forms and supporting documents.

Check-In Procedure

Noticing litigants to appear 15 to 30 minutes before the judge is to
take the bench gives them time to check in with the clerk or bailiff.
It is important to inform the parties in the hearing of the requirement
for “early check-in” so that they do not get the impression that the
judge is late in taking the bench.
The check-in will ensure that the judge has the most accurate
information about who is present for hearings. For example, if no one
responds to the judge during the roll call, yet someone has checked in
with court staff, a question is raised, and the matter should not be
dropped from the calendar without further inquiry. Conversely, if no
one responds during roll call, and no one has checked in, the case can
be dropped after a reasonable waiting period.
The check-in also allows court staff an opportunity to gather updated
information about such things as service of process on cases where
questions have been flagged, to provide information to litigants about
such matters as mediation reports and recommendations in family law
matters, and to provide an opportunity for exchanging any documents
requiring pretrial disclosure. It allows staff the opportunity to ascertain
whether any of the litigants may be requiring an interpreter, and to
make the request for interpreter services.
The check-in time also offers an opportunity for the self-represented
litigant to ask basic questions of the clerk without interrupting the
court. Coming into a courtroom with the judge already present is
intimidating, and this check-in time allows litigants to become more
comfortable with the courtroom and somewhat calmer when it is their
turn to present their case.
The check-in process may actually lead to more extensive intervention
if the court has organized a prehearing assistance program for selfrepresented litigants as described in chapter 5.
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III. Setting the Tone of the Courtroom
Judges set the courtroom’s tone as they enter and sit down at the
bench. The more relaxed and at ease the judge, the more relaxed and
at ease will be the general tone in the courtroom. That is not to say
that some circumstance might not change this dynamic; however, the
judge’s power to influence the courtroom’s emotional tone on entering
should not be underestimated.
Importantly how the court staff addresses self-represented litigants
also goes a long way in setting the courtroom tone. If the judge is
able to guide the courtroom staff to a greater understanding of the
needs of self-represented litigants, this will alleviate stress for both
staff and litigants.
The more well-prepared a judge feels, and the more confidence that
they will be well supported by staff inside the courtroom, the more
likely the judge’s entrance will be calm, self-assured, and friendly. A
judge who can enter the courtroom in a relaxed manner, greet the
staff while also acknowledging the presence of the audience, take
sufficient time to get seated and comfortably organized at the bench,
and appear genuinely friendly and in charge contributes greatly to the
general calm and “comfortableness” of a courtroom.
Immediately on taking the bench, a judge may want to briefly greet
the audience in the courtroom as well by saying “Good morning” or
“Good afternoon.” Judges may wish to follow by introducing
themselves and setting out what will be going on in the courtroom that
day.
I explain when I first come out that everyone will get a chance to talk to
me. When people are well mannered, direct, and polite, I am sure to thank
them for such behavior so that the crowd can hear.
—Judge

If the litigants are primarily self-represented, many judges find that
scripts explaining how the court works are useful. In some cases, local
or state statute may require some scripts, such as at the beginning of
traffic arraignment calendars. While this sort of information can be
provided in writing or by video, personal communication from a judge
is often far more effective for self-represented litigants. If a video or
written document is used, the judge may want to provide a brief
introduction so that litigants will pay more attention to the information.
Scripts should be as brief as possible, describe how the courtroom will
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work, and set forth what is expected of the litigants. The script’s
purpose is to familiarize litigants with the courtroom process and
formal legal tenets so that the calendar can run smoothly, and the
parties can proceed with less anxiety.
If interpreters are not available at the time that the judge reviews the
script, the judge may want to review some of the key points before a
hearing with a non-English-speaking litigant if an interpreter is
available at that time. The judge may also want to develop a handout
with highlights of the speech in English and other languages frequently
spoken in the community that the clerk can hand out at check-in.
Courtroom preparation can also be very helpful. Having notepaper and
pens or pencils at counsel table can help litigants writing down hearing
dates, taking notes or writing down questions so that they don’t
interrupt the proceedings. Posting a calendar on the wall can help
litigants if a next calendar date is set. Boxes of Kleenex both at
counsel table and the witness stand are very helpful in many courts
and can minimize the disruption of trying to find tissue in an emotional
moment.

IV. Roll Calls
It is usually ineffective to simply call cases up for hearing in the order
they appear on the calendar. The judge should obtain the information
needed to categorize the cases, to identify and dispose of the matters
that need to be referred elsewhere, to allow counsel—especially pro
bono attorneys—with other obligations to attend to them, and to
identify the matters that can be resolved quickly. Failure to obtain this
information can easily lead to frustrating delays for litigants who are
not in serious disagreement or result in stressful time pressures for the
judges at the end of the calendars when faced with heavily contested
matters yet to be heard.
Beginning the calendar with a simple roll call can help organize the
cases effectively. It gives everyone in the courtroom time to settle
down and become somewhat accustomed to the surroundings. Judges
can start by explaining that they are simply going to go down the list
of cases that are set for hearing that morning (or afternoon) to see
who is present and get an idea of how best to organize the day. The
judge should explain: (1) that the order of cases will not necessarily
determine which case will be heard first, (2) why there are calendars
with different times (many courts create differentiated calendars by
labeling one as 9:00 and another as 9:01), and (3) that cases on the
later calendar may be called before cases on the earlier calendar.
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The litigants might be asked to stand when they hear their case called
and to make their presence known to the judge. The judge would
acknowledge them as they are called and let them know that they
need not come forward but that their case will be handled later, after
the roll call is completed. Given the complexities of pronunciation,
judges should not feel awkward about apologizing for mispronunciation
or other challenges in calling the cases. Sometimes it is even difficult
to know the gender of the litigants. A gracious apology goes a long
way in case of error. At the end of the roll call, the judge may want to
ask anyone present whose name hasn’t been called to either identify
themselves or check in with the clerk to determine if the litigant is in
the wrong courtroom, if there is a difficulty with the schedule, or if the
litigant did not recognize when their name was called.
During the roll call, the judge can also ask whether the litigants have
reached any sort of agreements about their cases. Since selfrepresented litigants usually don’t know how to prepare a stipulation,
many come to court even if they are in basic agreement.
As the roll call proceeds, cases tend to organize themselves for the
calendar into the following groupings:
1.

Cases that will not go forward;

2.

Referrals to courtroom support staff;

3.

Cases ready for quick disposition; and

4.

Cases requiring hearings.

Judges can mark their notes during the roll call to keep track of the
status of each case as the calendar progresses.

V.

Organizing the Cases on a Calendar

Some cases can usually be handled quickly during the roll call.
A.

Dropping Cases—No Appearance

Judges should consider allowing a reasonable time (from the time the
parties were noticed to appear) before dropping cases from the
calendar. If the litigants have been noticed to appear for a clerk’s
check-in 15 to 30 minutes before the judge begins the roll call, then it
may be reasonable to drop cases at the end of the roll call. Otherwise
it is best to wait until after some other court business has been
conducted, thereby giving the litigants a short window in which to
appear. Judges should be as flexible with self-represented litigants as
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they are with attorneys who are given latitude because they have
matters in other courts or courtrooms that keep them from being
present at the beginning of a calendar or when their cases are called.
Allowances should be made for the fact that self-represented litigants
are generally not regular visitors at the court and often are confused
about where to go and how to find the appointed courtroom. Problems
with signage and lack of awareness of issues like security lines to
which attorneys and court staff have grown accustomed often present
time-consuming barriers for litigants as they navigate their way to the
appointed courtroom.
I went to the courthouse where I filed my papers, but the judge I was
supposed to see wasn’t there. They had an information booth, but the
person there couldn’t tell me where to go. At least he said it might be
across the street. Now, I’m really late. I go out of the building, and there
are a bunch of buildings “across the street.” None of them have signs
saying they’re a court. One of them said it was a county building, so I went
in there and asked. At least the security person could tell me that there
were courtrooms on the third floor. I went up to the third floor and read the
sign, but I couldn’t find the room they were talking about because it was
behind another set of doors and there weren’t any markings there. By the
time I finally got to the courtroom, my heart was pounding and I was totally
stressed. I really thought about forgetting the whole thing and just going
home.
—Self-represented litigant

B.

Moving Party Appears—No Valid Service

If there has been a prehearing readiness assessment, this case may
have been handled prior to hearing. If not, the moving party may claim
to have left a proof of service at home. If so, and if time and distance
permit, then the person might be able to go home and bring the proof
back to the court; in these instances the judge should warn the
litigants that the case will be dropped at the end of the calendar if they
have not returned by then. The moving parties more likely will assert
that they were unable to serve the responding party, and a new court
date will be required. The judge can refer the party to supporting staff
and volunteer resources for help with understanding service
alternatives, or the judge can engage the parties individually, or in a
group, in such a discussion.
C.

Continuance Required

Continuances might be required for various reasons. In courts where
mediation for child custody is mandated, for example, the required
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mediation may not have been completed prior to hearing. Financial
documentation necessary to make guideline child support orders may
be missing.
Many judges find it helpful to provide blank forms that litigants may
need, such as orders after hearing, income and expense declarations,
and declaration forms so that the litigant can complete those forms
and be heard later in the calendar. Others have handouts on how to
accomplish service or the next steps in the type of proceeding being
heard so that the litigants have the information necessary to make the
next hearing more productive. Some judges have found it helpful to
have those materials printed on different colored paper so that they
can refer people to the “yellow” or the “blue” form to minimize
confusion in finding the right handout. Others have developed referral
procedures with the self-help center to allow litigants to get assistance
and come back later in the calendar with completed pleadings.

VI. Referrals to Court and Volunteer Support Staff
Whenever a judge makes a referral, unless the person to whom the
referral is made is present in the courtroom, the judge should make
use of a referral slip detailing the reason for the referral. This is of
enormous help to the person to whom the referral is made because the
self-represented litigant can completely misunderstand or fail to be
able to articulate the reason for the referral. Some courtrooms are able
to send an e-mail or schedule the meeting with the self-help center
online. The judge can then make attendance at that appointment part
of the order.
A.

Courtroom Self-Help Attorneys

Using court-based self-help attorneys throughout the court process has
proven to be an optimal approach for California trial courts. Use of
these attorneys to help manage court calendars has proven helpful in
the following ways:
1.

Stipulations and Agreements. If litigants indicate at roll call
that they have an agreement, the self-help attorneys can
assist them in writing that agreement into an appropriate
form for the judge to sign.

2.

Procedural Information. Helping litigants with procedural
questions enables the judge to avoid spending the time to
answer such questions. It can also correct paperwork
problems promptly and eliminate needless continuances. If
a continuance is necessary, the self-help attorney should
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notify the court clerk so the matter can be timely called.
The litigants can be told what they must do before the next
court date, and then they can leave.
3.

Settlement Assistance. Without attorneys in the mix, selfrepresented cases often have no help to resolve a case.
After all, if self-represented litigants could resolve their
disagreements amicably, they would not be in court. Using
court-based self-help or volunteer attorneys in the
courtroom gives the self-represented litigants a chance to
settle their issues on the day of their hearing. In some
instances, litigants may be able to settle all issues in their
case and leave the courthouse with a judgment. If, after
meeting with the attorney, the parties are not in
agreement, the issues can be narrowed and the parties
informed about what the judge will need to hear in order to
make a decision in the case. Significant numbers of
litigants need issues honed and documents organized and
exchanged so that hearings can proceed in an orderly and
efficient manner. This reduces frustration for everyone and
actually allows more matters to be heard. In many cases
with both parties representing themselves, a simple
investigation reveals that there is no real dispute—they
just don’t know what they are supposed to do, or need
someone to run a computer software support guideline
before agreeing to an order.

4.

Preparation of Written Orders and Judgments. Litigants
need help with preparing written orders after the hearing
and judgments. Most self-represented litigants have great
difficulty in drafting clear and enforceable orders after the
hearing. Qualified assistance at this stage not only
enhances the court experience for them but also reduces
the frustration to litigants and the courts of later attempts
to enforce unclear or ambiguous court orders, resulting in
a significant reduction of court time at later hearings.

5.

Explanation of Orders. Self-help attorneys in the courtroom
can also explain the legal terms used in the court’s orders.
When the court attorneys are bilingual, they can explain
legal terms to the litigant and answer the litigant’s
questions in a way that can’t be done by the interpreter,
who is ethically bound to interpret only what is said in the
proceedings.
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B.

Child Custody Mediators

Particularly when mediation is mandatory, having mediators in the
courtroom, or at least same day mediation appointments, for those
individuals who have not been seen in mediation prior to the hearing
date can be critical to avoid a continuance. This is especially true for
matters that have been set with an order shortening time on a
temporary restraining order.
C.

Volunteers

It is extremely valuable to develop a volunteer pool that reflects the
diversity of language and culture of the community.
1.

Attorneys. They can assist with the same sorts of matters
as the court-based self-help attorneys; however, careful
training must be available to volunteers on how to deliver
services without the appearance of bias.

2.

Community-Based Social Services. These can also be
resources in a courtroom setting so long as volunteers are
trained on impartiality and in the specific services to be
rendered to the litigants.

Many of the cases that a judge would refer to courtroom support staff
will be cases that would otherwise have to be continued if staff were
not available to help. Even with the help of support staff, some of the
cases will have to be continued. When it is clear that a case must be
continued, the best practice is to call the case as soon as possible and
assign a new date rather than make the litigants wait through the
calendar only to be told their case will not be heard.

VII. Cases Requiring Hearings
Once the cases that cannot proceed have been handled, and others
referred to available courtroom support staff, the judge can begin the
hearings.
A.

Default Hearings

It can make sense to put default cases early in the calendar, provided
the designated time for latecomers to arrive has passed. Default cases
tend to move fairly quickly. Further, the litigants tend to be less
anxious, since they are unopposed. By handling default matters first,
the rest of the people in the courtroom are allowed to observe the
judge and the courtroom staff to see how the process works and to
become somewhat familiar with it. It also avoids making the default
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litigants wait through long, contested hearings for their own very short
ones.
It is important to allow parties a reasonable time to appear for
hearings (e.g., 20 to 30 minutes from the time that the parties were
noticed to appear). Therefore, if roll call and triage of cases are
completed before that time, it might be best to call one or two of the
contested matters first. Choosing a case or cases that appear to have
low levels of animosity and few issues to handle, and that will move
quickly, seems wise. The judge can then turn to the default matters
when a reasonable time for the respondents to appear has passed.
B.

Organizing Contested Hearings

If there are cases with attorneys representing the parties, they may
benefit from some further efforts to settle their issues. Be sure they
report back to the judge in time for a hearing prior to the end of the
calendar. There may be cases previously referred to courtroom support
staff for assistance that now need a hearing. The remaining cases
would be ready for a contested hearing.
There are various ways to organize contested hearings. The following
are some of the possibilities:
1.

Less Serious Charges. In handling traffic and misdemeanor
arraignment calendars, judges have found it useful to call
the least serious cases first. Defendants will often accept
prosecution offers or indicated sentences in these cases,
and it helps get a good percentage of the cases heard in a
relatively short amount of time. Also, if the most serious
cases are called first, defendants’ decisions not to resolve
their cases and ask for the appointment of the public
defender to represent them might set an example for
defendants in less serious cases to pass up settlement
opportunities that might be in their best interests.

2.

Least Time First. Take the cases that seem likely to take
the least amount of time first so that the litigants can
leave. Of course, it is difficult to predict the amount of time
the hearing will actually take. Taking estimates from
lawyers is realistic; asking self-represented litigants for
their estimates is generally not helpful.

3.

Judge’s Knowledge of the Case. Based on a judge’s prior
experience with a particular case or with similar types of
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cases, certain cases may be expected to be more or less
contentious during a hearing. If so, some judges choose to
start with the less contentious cases to set the tone for the
hearings and to get short matters resolved first. However,
there may be a case on the calendar in which the parties
previously created a commotion in the courtroom; the
judge may want to handle this case first to remove these
“difficult” litigants from the courtroom.
4.

Timekeeping. A judge might identify the number of cases
likely to need hearings, figure out the amount of time left
on the calendar, calculate an average available time per
hearing, inform the audience of the average time, and
keep to the time allotted for each hearing. Additional time
could be offered at the end of the calendar if the judge’s
time estimate is off because more cases have settled,
leaving additional time available for hearings.

5.

Clustering Issues. Some judges cluster their cases, putting
those with similar issues together based on their prior
reading of the file. This allows them to focus on the specific
legal issues to be considered. They may put the attorney
cases first to allow the self-represented litigants the
opportunity to hear and learn from the presentation.

6.

Team Judging. In some courts, two or three departments
have “teamed up” for a self-represented day calendar.
Cases are assigned according to a direct calendaring
system, but if one department finds that a particularly high
number of litigants require contested hearings, the “team”
department will be called on to take the overflow. The idea
is that both departments are unlikely to overflow on the
same day.

VIII.
A.

Dealing With General Hearing Issues

Avoiding Dropping Issues

In self-represented litigant cases, there is no attorney to make sure
that issues are not dropped and that the court handles everything. A
particularly busy docket, with cases involving multiple issues, makes it
easy to overlook an issue in a given case. Not only might this have a
serious impact on the litigant, but when issues are overlooked, litigants
will simply refile another set of papers to get another hearing, thereby
causing themselves and the court an additional appearance. Keeping a
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checklist of issues on the cover of the case file or in the electronic
notes of the file helps avoid this problem.
It can also be valuable to raise issues that the litigants have not
identified—for example, a litigant may file for a change of custody, not
realizing that the divorce is not final. Alerting litigants to the need to
take additional steps and referring them to the self-help center can
help avoid major problems. Case management should be attempted at
all times during a case hearing.
B.

Getting Needed Information

Getting sufficient information on which to make an informed decision is
central to any hearing. Information can come from a number of
sources.
Self-represented calendars benefit from the assignment of judges with
significant levels of subject matter expertise in the area of law
involved. If litigants have not been to a self-help center to assist them
with their pleadings, their declarations may contain confusing,
superfluous, or contradictory information. It is unlikely that the judge
will have the benefit of written points and authorities or trial briefs.
Furthermore, litigants will not be able to reference relevant points of
law during hearings to which a judge can refer. If judges are going to
get the information they need to make knowledgeable decisions, they
will often have to ask the parties questions. Therefore judges must
know the questions they need to ask and how the law applies to the
answers they receive.
A more complete set of suggestions for judge-litigant interactions
appears below.
1.

Documents, Photographs, or Other Physical Evidence. At
the beginning of the calendar, litigants should be advised
as part of the introductory script that any documents or
other evidence received by the court must be shown to the
other party first. The judge should also explain the process
for marking exhibits and for referring to them. Litigants
typically will be unable to lay the foundation for admitting
documents, photographs, or physical evidence. If the other
side does not object, the court faces no problem in
admitting the evidence; the judge retains the discretion to
discount or disregard it as required by law. If the opposing
party objects, the judge should question the proponent of
the exhibit to bring forth the foundational information on
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which the judge can then rule on admissibility. See chapter
4 for a fuller discussion of these issues.
2.

Investigator Reports. The less time available for
meaningful hearings, the more judges are forced to rely on
information gathered outside the court setting. Information
from court investigators, for example, can be both helpful
and problematic for judges in self-represented cases. The
litigants will not be able to test the reliability of this
information by examining the investigator during the
hearing. This creates a far greater potential for inaccuracy
in the data than in cases where attorneys are able to
review these reports with clients and identify any
inaccuracies. To minimize the potential for error, litigants
should be provided with copies of investigators’ reports in
advance of the hearing and be given sufficient time to
identify and respond to any erroneous material that they
find. And judges should be willing to hear complaints from
self-represented litigants about inaccuracies in
investigative data. See chapter 9 for a fuller discussion of
these issues.

3.

Expert Reports. Judges may also be getting information
from experts such as forensic psychologists, vocational
counselors, or accountants. In cases involving selfrepresented litigants, psychological experts may be more
common. This sort of information can present more pitfalls
for a judge than investigative information because it
includes the expert’s opinions. Self-represented litigants
have no idea how to inquire into the credentials of experts
or the quality of their opinions. It is a problem when a
psychologist’s report, for example, is written using arcane
psychological terms. If psychological testing has been
included, the problem is aggravated. Professionals in the
field of psychology are not in agreement about the use of
testing or the role it should play in the law. Attorneys and
judges are outside their own field of expertise when it
comes to evaluating experts’ reports, and self-represented
litigants are at a total loss.
Questions are not asked about whether doctorates were
obtained at accredited schools, whether tests have been
validated for the purpose being used, whether experts are
qualified to administer the tests given, whether test
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administration was proper, what the most current literature
says, what limits there may be to this person’s expertise in
psychology, and so forth. In reality, the more factual data
that a judge can glean from an expert’s report, the more
helpful it will be. Once again, ensuring that the selfrepresented litigant obtains a copy of the report well in
advance of the hearing appears to be the only available,
even though minimal, safeguard.
4.

Information From Court Staff or Court Files. Judges may
also be getting information from various court staff
members. One example would be the procedural
information provided by staff doing readiness reviews of
the cases prior to the calendar. Other examples might
include the following:
a.

Criminal histories on domestic violence calendars;

b.

Identification of other cases involving the same
parties;

c.

Restraining orders in other cases involving the same
parties;

d.

Child custody orders from other cases involving the
same parties;

e.

Findings and orders from other cases;

f.

Compliance reports from court-ordered services
(e.g., drug testing); and

g.

Child custody recommendations.

Whenever a judge obtains information outside the
courtroom, it is critical that the litigants not only be made
aware of the information that the judge has but also have
an opportunity to respond to it. 56 The potential for error,
particularly when dealing with cases involving common
surnames, can be great, and input from the litigants is
essential to avoid mistakes. When judges receive
information from staff working inside the courtroom, the
The ethical concerns ex-parte communications raise is beyond this benchguide.
There are many good resources to assist a judge in this area, should the need arise.

56
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information should be received either in writing with copies
provided to both parties and to the judge, or the judge
should state on the record in the presence of both parties
the nature of the information received and request
confirmation from the litigants of its accuracy.

C.

5.

Avoiding Ex Parte Communications With Staff. It is never
permissible to have discussions with staff about
information that bears on pending decisions in private out
of the presence of the parties. Allowing self-help attorneys,
volunteers, child custody mediators, or others in the
courtroom who may be working directly with litigants to
have access to the judge privately outside the presence of
the parties conveys an appearance of “backdoor justice”
that not only may constitute actual impermissible ex parte
communication but definitely undermines the procedural
justice goals for the court. If a situation does arise, such as
when safety is an issue, when a judge does receive
information from courtroom staff outside the presence of
the parties, this should be fully disclosed to the parties at
the earliest possible opportunity at the start of the hearing,
and the parties should be given an opportunity to respond.

6.

Avoiding Overly Friendly Conduct Toward the Attorney If
One Party Is Represented. Many attorneys appear often
before court staff and judges and may know them well.
These attorneys may walk around the courtroom freely and
joke with clerks in a way that a self-represented litigant or
an outsider would never be allowed to. The selfrepresented litigant may perceive this as favoritism or may
think that the judge will be prejudiced in favor of the
attorney.

Answering Litigants’ Questions

The ability to provide clear explanations to litigants during the hearing
is a significant asset to a judge during a self-represented litigant
calendar. While judges cannot answer questions about litigants’ tactical
or strategic issues, they can and should answer questions about
procedure or definition of legal terms. If self-help attorneys are
present in the courtroom or available at a court self-help center,
referral to such resources can provide the judge with a way to help
self-represented litigants without taking the time to answer their
questions.
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The major issue with questions tends to be the amount of time
required to answer them rather than the nature of the questions
themselves. If a judge can refer the litigants to self-help attorney staff
to answer questions, hearing time is maximized. When the judge
makes the order in a case, it is best to be clear that the parties
actually understand the order. Clearly explaining the terms of the
order is well worth the time. Explaining the reasoning and basis of the
order is also helpful. Even when litigants don’t agree with the outcome,
they are more likely to comply and believe that they were heard if they
understand that the decision was not arbitrary.
D.

Identifying Elevated Anxiety Levels of Litigants

It may be difficult for judges and court staff, who are very familiar with
the courtroom setting and court procedures, to appreciate the anxiety
that many litigants experience in a courtroom. The setting is designed
to be formal and austere, to reinforce the court’s authority. The
language and procedures are totally foreign to any other setting in
which litigants typically find themselves. Many court matters are of
significant consequence to the participants, with the potential to
change the course of their lives. For litigants, not knowing exactly what
to expect, trying to keep in mind the key points to bring to the judge’s
attention, trying to anticipate the tactics and statements of the
opposing party, and having fears about the outcome of the hearing
contribute to potentially very high states of anxiety. Even lawyers have
been known to forget basic facts because of high stress levels, so
imagine how much worse it is for self-represented litigants appearing
in court for the first time on a matter of key importance to their lives.
You do get cold feet when you get there [court]. It’s like what do I do?
What do I do?
—Self-represented litigant

This is particularly true for immigrants and litigants with limited English
proficiency, who not only may not understand English but may not
understand the U.S. legal system or how it operates. They may be
concerned about being deported or arrested.
I don’t ever want to go back to court. That was the scariest thing that I
have ever experienced.
—Self-represented litigant after uncontested default divorce hearing
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It is possible that a litigant may become too anxious to participate
reasonably in the hearing. If so, a recess should be taken to allow the
person a chance to calm down before further action is taken. Providing
the litigant with an opportunity to go out of the courtroom, have a
glass of water, or otherwise “take a break” can provide the time
needed to regain composure. The judge might suggest that the litigant
come back into the courtroom to observe other hearings before
recommencing the hearing. Courtroom support staff, if available, might
also be helpful in calming a frightened litigant.
E.

Ruling From the Bench

Generally, decisions should be made from the bench whenever
possible. Taking routine matters under submission will seriously
increase the burden on the judicial officer.
When explaining a decision from the bench, judges can use the full
range of their communication skills, including intonation, body
language, and eye contact to convey sincerity. The judge can
summarize the arguments of the parties so that they are aware that
their viewpoints have been heard and considered. Sending a written
order after the fact reduces significantly the judge’s ability to convey a
sense of fairness; individual words in a written order or opinion can
easily be taken out of context to create unnecessary hard feelings.
Furthermore, requiring the parties to wait for their order eliminates the
opportunity for them to ask the judge for clarification. When litigants
understand the orders that the court makes, they are more likely to
comply with them.
Exceptions occur when a judge needs to research an area of the law
before rendering a decision or when rendering a decision in the
courtroom would clearly increase the serious emotional distress of a
litigant. The latter situations should be rare. In most cases, an
immediate ruling benefits the emotional state of the parties,
eliminating continuing anxiety about the outcome.
Matters taken under submission should be decided promptly, and the
parties notified of the judge’s decision by mail.
F.

Providing Written Orders

Lack of written orders creates time loss and frustration for litigants,
judges, and law enforcement. If possible, the litigants should leave the
courtroom with written copies of the court’s orders. Leaving the task of
preparing written orders to the self-represented litigants is not realistic
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in most cases. Unless there are self-help center attorneys or other
qualified staff available to assist in preparing orders, the chances are
that no orders will be prepared, that the submitted orders will be
incomplete, or that the judge will have to completely rewrite the orders
submitted—at a time when the matter is no longer fresh.
If staff are to prepare orders, it is most effective to have them present
in the courtroom to hear the decision as it is announced, but litigants
can also be referred to a self-help center to have an order after
hearing prepared (or explained). If this is the case, a referral slip with
detailed order after hearing information and a copy of the minute order
will help the self-help center staff. It should be noted that minute
orders need to be more detailed and comprehensive for selfrepresented litigant cases. The frequent lack of formal orders after
hearings makes detailed minute orders critical to the court’s ability to
track its own past actions in these cases without requiring a transcript
of the record.

IX. Contested Hearings Involving Two SelfRepresented Litigants
Judges have found the following suggestions helpful in handling
contested matters involving two self-represented litigants.
I explain the process of the hearing and reassure the parties that each will
be heard. And I make sure that happens! It usually takes less time to get
the information I need because I ask the questions and hear it directly
from the parties. The credibility is easier to evaluate from the parties’
testimony and demeanor.
—Judge

1.

Setting the Procedural Ground Rules. The judge should
explain to the parties how the hearing or trial will proceed.

2.

Providing Materials for the Parties. The court should
provide copies of a six-month calendar at each place at
counsel table to which each party may refer. In addition,
the court should provide pencil and paper for making
notes, recording the judge’s decision, and recording the
date and time of a future hearing (unless the courtroom
clerk prepares that notice).

3.

Outlining the Legal Issues the Judge Must Determine. Many
judges find it helpful to explain, in lay language, what he
or she must decide during the hearing. For instance, in a
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motion for a change in the amount of child support, the
issues are whether there has been a material change in the
incomes of the parties or in the time the child spends with
each parent, and, if so, whether a change in the amount of
support is warranted. The judge should note which party
has the burden of proving these legal elements.
If the calendar consists of a series of similar hearings, this
explanation need not be repeated for each hearing. The
judge can merely ask the parties if they understand, based
on the previous hearings, what the judge must decide.
If self-help centers and the judges communicate about
procedures and the types of facts that judges will take into
consideration, handouts can be created and litigants will
have been told or informed of many of these things at
different times, in different settings, and by different
methods. This will reinforce the information and help
create consistency so that litigants will know what to
expect.
4.

Summarizing the Pleadings. The judge can save
considerable time by demonstrating familiarity with the
basic written contentions of the parties. The judge can take
this summary from the cover sheet prepared by staff,
augmented by the judge’s own notes made during the file
review. This summary also demonstrates to the parties the
judge’s concern about the case. For example, being able to
refer to the parties’ children by name in a custody case
helps the parents feel that the judge is prepared and helps
them focus on the children involved.

5.

Swearing the Parties. The judge must remember to have
the parties sworn prior to taking their testimony. This can
be a time to remind them to stick to the facts relevant to
the issues previously outlined by the judge.

6.

Hearing the Parties’ Stories in a Structured Fashion. The
judge should make it clear from the beginning who will go
first, and that each side will have the same opportunity to
talk. The judge should ask the moving party to present
evidence for the first issue the court must decide. If, for
example, that issue is whether the court has jurisdiction
over the matter, it should be simple to resolve. If the
moving party falters in presenting evidence, the judge can
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ask questions to elicit the needed information (i.e., “How
long have you lived in this county?”). The judge can then
ask the opposing party if they disagree. The judge can
then announce the decision on the first issue (i.e., “I find
that the court has jurisdiction over this matter”).
The judge should then proceed to the second issue, asking
for evidence from the moving party, asking questions if
necessary to elicit the needed information, giving the
opposing party an opportunity to contest the information,
and ruling on the issue.

X.

7.

Controlling the Courtroom. The judge can promptly redirect
a party who begins testifying on irrelevant information. The
judge should also be quick to silence any interruptions by
either party, reminding them that each side will have an
opportunity to ask questions or present opposing testimony
in turn. As judges well know, the temptation to interrupt
during hearings is not exclusive to self-represented
litigants.

8.

Announcing the Ruling and Preparing a Written Order or
Judgment. The general principles on ruling from the bench
and having the court prepare the written order or
judgment apply.

Contested Hearings Involving One Represented
Litigant and One Self-Represented Litigant

Many judges report that they dread these hearings because they
perceive that they have less flexibility and feel that they must require
the self-represented litigant to perform to the level of the lawyer.
Other judges report a contrary experience—that lawyers now have
sufficient experience with these types of proceedings to realize their
common interest with the judge in ensuring that the matter is resolved
on its merits.
The most important principles are the following:
1.

To give lawyers an opportunity to present their client’s
case and to advocate for the client’s interests; but

2.

To proceed in such a manner that the self-represented
litigant is able to participate fully in the hearing; and
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3.

To prevent lawyers from stymieing the self-represented
litigant in presenting relevant, material, and admissible
testimony and other evidence.

Judges have found the following procedures useful in these cases.
A.
Proceeding As If the Case Involved Two Self-Represented
Litigants
The judge should explain the ground rules, outline the legal issues to
be resolved, and summarize the pleadings just as if the case did not
involve a lawyer. The judge may also want to point out that neutrality
may require questions of both parties if matters are not clear, and that
such questioning should not be interpreted as providing assistance to
one side or the other.
The judicial officer has the ability to control the pace and order of proof
(citation). It may be that allowing the lawyer to go first, regardless of
the “proper” order, will allow more structure to the hearing. It may
also allow more structure to the proof. Changing the order of
presentation, however, may obligate the court to take a more active
role during the hearing to be sure that all the evidence comes into
court.
If the lawyer poses objections to the self-represented litigant’s
testimony or exhibits, the judge can respond in one of the following
ways:
1.

Asking the Lawyer to Explain the Basis of the Objection in
Sufficient Detail Understandable to a Layperson. The selfrepresented litigant can usually remedy a defective
question or provide a sufficient foundation for an exhibit, if
an adequate foundation exists, if the process is explained.

2.

Asking the Lawyer If Their Client Objects to the
Admissibility of the Information or Exhibit or Merely to the
Form of the Question or the Manner of Its Introduction. If
the objection is to form only, the court can note the
objection on the record and proceed to allow the
information or exhibit into evidence.

3.

The Judge Posing the Question. The judge can cut through
legal entanglements by posing a question in legally proper
form.
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B.

4.

If the Lawyer’s Behavior Is Seriously Delaying the Matter
or Preventing the Presentation of Material, Relevant, and
Admissible Evidence. The judge can explain the availability
of interim orders pending a continuance (which might
make the continuance unnecessary or unpalatable). The
judge may potentially make a fee order providing that the
represented party pay the costs of the other party to allow
consultation with, or hiring of, an attorney because of the
opposing attorney’s conduct. The judge may also indicate
that no fee awards will be made in favor of the represented
party if the case is continued because of the conduct of the
attorney, and ask that the lawyer confer with their client to
determine how to proceed.

5.

If the Lawyer Objects to the Procedure. The judge can
explain the neutral purposes of the proceeding and allow
the attorney to put the objection on the record. If the
attorney continues to object, the judge can state, “I note
your continuing objection to my method of proceeding.
Your rights are protected.”

Controlling the Courtroom

The judge should maintain the same level of control over the
courtroom as if two self-represented litigants were present, not
allowing either the self-represented litigant or the lawyer to interrupt
each other. This is important not only to ensure a correct decision on
the merits in the case, but also to reassure those litigants waiting to be
heard on other cases that the court takes their rights seriously, wants
to hear their story, and will not allow the other side to derail this
important process.
C.
Announcing the Ruling and Preparing a Written Order or
Judgment
The general principles on ruling from the bench apply. However, the
judge can ask the lawyer to prepare a written order or judgment
embodying the court’s ruling and submit it to the self-represented
litigant for review. The judge can explain that the litigant should review
the draft order for accuracy. If the court is structured to prepare those
orders in the courtroom, the judge should proceed to generate the
order or judgment as if the case involved two self-represented
litigants, particularly if the lawyer’s client did not prevail in the matter.
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XI. Scripts and Helpful Phrases for Developing
Courtroom Styles
The following materials are provided as examples of approaches judges
can take in introducing parts of the hearing process to self-represented
litigants. Every judge will need to adapt them to the type of case, the
circumstances of a case, and to the judge’s own personal style.
While it can be useful to have specific wording, remember that how
information is conveyed is as important as what is said. It is usually
better to avoid reading a script; rather, judges should be familiar
enough with the message that they can look at the litigants while
saying it. The bored airline flight attendant giving the standard
preflight information about exits and seat belts and no smoking is not
the model. Racing through the script is also more frustrating for
listeners for whom this is new information, which they do not want to
miss. Many judges use their voice to emphasize the meaning of the
message and to monitor the reactions of the participants: Are they
paying attention? Are they getting it? Do they have questions? It is
often helpful to build in opportunities for participants to ask questions.
A.

Sample Preliminary Instructions

“The procedures we follow in court are used to make sure that each
side gets a fair opportunity to be heard. I will give each side the
chance to tell its story. I might ask for more information or details, and
I might check to make sure I understand what is being said. Some of
the things that seem important to you might not be part of what I can
consider in making my decision. I may interrupt either side if I don’t
understand the point being made, if I have heard enough on the point,
or if you are going into an area that I cannot consider in making my
decision. Sometimes I might explain what you need to show me about
certain kinds of evidence so that I can consider it and decide how
important it is. The other side may object to some of the things you
say or offer as evidence. I am bound by the legal rules of evidence and
will follow them in ruling on such objections and in deciding what
evidence to consider in making my decisions in the case. In order to
make the process work as well as possible, I might find it necessary to
stop the hearing and recommend that one or both of the parties
consult with other resources such as the self-help center or a lawyer.”
“First I will listen to what the petitioner wants me to know about this
case, and then I will listen to what the respondent wants me to know. I
will try to give each side enough time and opportunity to tell me their
side of the case, but I must proceed in the order I indicated. Please do
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not interrupt while the other party is presenting their evidence.
Everything that is said in court is written down by the court reporter,
and in order to ensure that the court record is accurate, only one
person can talk at a time. Wait until the person asking a question
finishes before answering, and the person asking the question should
wait until the person answering the question finishes before asking the
next question.”
B.

Sample Basic Rules for Evidence Presentation

“Evidence can be in the form of testimony from the parties, testimony
from witnesses, or exhibits. Everyone who testifies will be placed under
oath and will be subject to questioning by the other party. All exhibits
must first be given an exhibit number by the court clerk and then must
be briefly described by the witness who is testifying and who can
identify the exhibit. The exhibit is then given to the other party who
can look at the exhibit and let me know any reason why I should not
consider that exhibit when I decide the case. I will then let you know
whether the exhibit can be used as evidence.”
“I have to make my decision based on the evidence that is admissible
under the rules of evidence. If either party starts to present evidence
that is not admissible, I may stop you and tell you that I cannot
consider that type of evidence. Some examples of inadmissible
evidence are hearsay and irrelevant evidence. Hearsay is a statement
by a person who is not in court as a witness: hearsay could be an oral
statement that was overheard or a written statement such as a letter
or an affidavit. If a party doesn’t object to it, I can consider hearsay
evidence. Irrelevant evidence is testimony or exhibits that do not help
me understand or decide issues that are involved in this case.
Sometimes you may want to tell me information that you think is
important, but that is not legally relevant. If you do, I will stop you,
because I am not allowed to consider legally irrelevant evidence.”
C.

Sample List of Elements to Be Proved

The statement of the list of elements should be short and clear with no
explanation of legal nuances. Where possible, it is helpful to explain
what evidence can prove the listed elements.
“A motion to modify child support must establish a change in the
financial situation of one of the parents or a change in the time that
each parent is responsible for the children. Evidence would include a
pay stub, tax return, and so forth.”
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“Petitioner is requesting an order for protection. An order for protection
will be issued if the petitioner can show that they are the victim of
domestic abuse. Domestic abuse means that they have been subject to
physical harm or that they were reasonably in fear of physical harm as
a result of the conduct or statements of the respondent.” 57
“Petitioner is requesting a harassment restraining order. A harassment
restraining order will be issued if the petitioner can show that they are
the victim of harassment. Harassment means that they have been
subject to repeated, intrusive, or unwanted acts, words, or gestures by
the respondent that are intended to adversely affect their safety,
security, or privacy.”
D.

Sample Questions to Elicit Critical Information

In cases with common elements, asking the questions necessary for
the legal determination allows judges to get the facts they need and
allows time at the end for any other information that the litigant wants
to provide. Often, the opportunity to answer the critical questions is
enough for the litigant.
“Give me a few minutes to get some basic information that I have to
have in these types of cases, which will give us more time for you to
spend on necessary details.”
For a security deposit case:
1.

Did you have a written contract?

2.

Was a 30-day notice sent?

3.

Was the plaintiff on the contract?

4.

Is the defendant the owner?

5.

How much was the rent?

6.

How much was the deposit?

7.

Was the key returned?

Note that this benchguide attempts to use gender neutral language as much as
possible in response to SB 179 (Atkins, Stats. 2018, ch. 853) regarding gender
identify and Assembly Concurrent Resolution 260 (Stats. 2018, res. Ch. 190)
regarding the use of gender-neutral language and pronouns. Judges are becoming
increasingly mindful of non-gender specific pronouns.
57
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8.

Was an inspection notice requested? Was it completed?

9.

Was the 21-day letter delivered or mailed?

10.

Was any amount of the security deposit returned?

For a hearing on spousal support:
1.

How are current monthly living expenses paid?

2.

How were monthly living expenses paid when you lived
together?

3.

Were there any other sources of income or assets for
monthly living expenses?

4.

Did both of you review and sign federal tax returns?

5.

What documents or records did you use to determine your
income on the Income and Expense Declaration?

“I have read the papers asking for the restraining order. Respondent,
is there anything you disagree with in the declaration asking for the
restraining order?” Often, the respondent will agree or only disagree
about things that are not legally relevant. “Thank you, Respondent.
But what you’ve told me indicates that there is indeed a basis for a
restraining order, and I will go ahead and grant it.”
E.
Sample Questions to Establish the Foundational
Requirements for Documents and Photographs
“What is this? Why do you think this is helpful to me in deciding the
case? How was it obtained? Does it accurately portray what it’s
supposed to show? When was the photograph taken?”
F.
Sample Questions to Establish the Admissibility of
Hearsay
“When was this said? What were the circumstances when it was said?
Why do you think this would be helpful to me in deciding the case?
Why do you think I should take it seriously?”
G.

Sample Approach to Swearing Both Parties

This approach removes the need for distinctions between arguments
and testimony:
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“You must remember that you are under oath throughout the hearing
(or trial). Anything you say—as a statement, question, or argument—
must be truthful.”
H.
Sample Setting of Ground Rules When One Party Is
Represented
“Counsel, I intend to use relaxed language and relaxed rules of
procedure today to ensure that Self-Represented Litigant understands
what is happening and to ensure that they are able to participate
effectively. I ask you to do the same—to avoid the use of legal jargon
and to explain the points you wish to make in language that both I and
Self-Represented Litigant can understand.”
I.

Sample Response to a Resistant Attorney

“If we proceed under formal rules of evidence, you (the attorney) will
be required to explain to the self-represented litigant the basis for any
objections you make—with enough detail that the self-represented
litigant can take the corrective steps necessary to proceed. For
instance, if you object to a leading question, you would need to explain
that objection sufficiently so the self-represented party will be able to
pose an appropriate nonleading question.”
“I overrule the objection on the grounds that Self-Represented Litigant
is proceeding in substantial, if not exact, compliance with the rules of
evidence. Counsel, I invite you to make a continuing objection that can
be noted on the record so that we do not have to interrupt SelfRepresented Litigant’s presentation for this same sort of objection.”
“Counsel, does your client contend that this document is either
inadmissible or something other than what it purports to be?”
J.

Some Generally Helpful Phrases
1.

“I understand and appreciate . . .”

2.

“Please talk directly to me, not to . . .”

3.

“Stay with the facts of the case—rulings are based on the
law—not on personal issues.”

4.

“Anger is not persuasive.”

5.

“Raising your voice is not helpful.”
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It may not be necessary to stop an interrupter verbally; merely raising
your hand as a “stop sign” may suffice. Use of the gavel is appropriate
if the interrupting behavior persists.
K.

L.

M.

Some Sample Nonconfrontational Questions
1.

“Give me a little more information about . . .”

2.

“Help me understand . . .”

3.

“Tell me more about . . .”

4.

“Give me some specific details about . . .”

5.

“Give me a word picture—kind of like a slow-motion instant
replay of . . .”

Some Ways to Control the Interrupter
1.

“I know that it is difficult to wait your turn. I assure you
that I will see that you are allowed your turn as well.”

2.

“When you speak, I will be sure that you are not
interrupted either.”

3.

“Remember that one of the ground rules that I talked
about at the beginning is that we don’t let people interrupt
each other.”

4.

“I’m going to call for a recess [or continuance] in this
case.”

5.

Holding up your hand.

Ways to Recognize and Validate the Litigant
1.

“I can tell that you really care about your children.”

2.

“It sounds like you really tried to . . .”

3.

“I’m really impressed that you’ve been able to work out so
many issues today.”

Conclusion
This chapter has described some of the techniques that judges use to
handle cases with self-represented litigants that meet the needs of
both the courts and litigants. This is an area where judges have
tremendous flexibility in developing a personal style that allows them
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to communicate their genuine concern to the litigant while allowing all
persons in court to be heard.
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7
Settling Cases
Introduction
Judges should not be afraid of assisting self-represented litigants in
settlement efforts; self-represented litigants welcome assistance in
settling their disputes before the hearing or trial. Without the
assistance of an attorney or help from the court, litigants frequently do
not have a realistic opportunity for meaningful settlement discussions
prior to their scheduled court date. However, when presented with an
offer to engage in mediation or settlement negotiations, many accept
assistance gratefully and are able to resolve their disputes with the
help of a neutral third party.
There are, however, some special challenges in settlement efforts in
cases involving self-represented litigants. Most important among these
is that these litigants may not come into the settlement process with
enough information about their legal rights and the potential court
outcomes. This may prevent them from making a reasoned settlement
with the other side. These litigants may also be particularly vulnerable
to pressure to settle, which could leave them feeling that they were
denied their “day in court,” and feeling dissatisfied with the court
system as a whole. In designing settlement strategies to assist selfrepresented litigants, judges and court staff alike should therefore
think carefully about how to address these challenges.
This chapter describes some of the common settlement assistance
processes and their benefits and challenges for self-represented
litigants. It further offers suggestions for how courts and judges can
facilitate and encourage settlement discussions in ways that support
self-represented litigants. In California, different statutes and rules of
court regulate different types of processes and case types. While
recognizing those differences, this chapter focuses on common issues
in cases with self-represented litigants.
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I.

Benefits to Providing Settlement Assistance

Both litigants and the court can benefit from providing settlement
assistance to self-represented litigants before hearings and trials on
their cases. For litigants, the potential benefits include:
1.

Less Formal and Complex Procedures. The procedural and
evidentiary rules that apply at trial either do not apply or
are relaxed in settlement processes, which typically makes
these processes easier for self-represented litigants to
understand and navigate.

2.

More Time to Explain the Situation. Settlement processes
may allow litigants more time and opportunity to explain
their situation in full context than they might have in the
courtroom. This additional time and attention can be
critical to enhancing self-represented litigants’ sense of
procedural justice.

3.

Ability to Address Broader Range of Issues. Settlement
processes, particularly mediation, may also allow the
litigants to address issues, such as emotional issues, that
would not be considered at trial. By addressing all of the
parties’ interests, a more comprehensive resolution of the
dispute is possible.

4.

Ability to Agree to Creative Solutions. In settlement
processes, particularly mediation, litigants can create
solutions to their disputes that could not be ordered by a
court and that can often better address all of their
interests. When the parties agree on their own resolution,
they may be more likely to comply with its terms than if a
decision is imposed on them.

5.

Possible Benefits Even Without Settlement. Participation in
settlement discussions may have benefits even when the
discussion does not resolve the case. The process may
resolve some issues or help the parties focus on the facts
and issues in dispute. Such processes may also allow
litigants to rehearse their presentations and to reduce their
anxiety in presenting their case to the court.

For the courts, the potential benefits of offering settlement assistance
include:
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II.

1.

More Satisfied Litigants. A survey of litigants and their
attorneys indicated that they were more satisfied with the
services provided by the court when they had access to
mediation through the court. 58

2.

More Judicial Time. A study of mediation programs in
California trial courts found that these programs can
reduce the number of trials and hearings held by the court.
This, in turn, can free up time that judicial officers can
spend on those cases that most need their time and
attention. 59

3.

Reduced Time to Disposition. This same study found that
court-connected mediation programs can reduce the time
to disposition, which can help courts meet their goals for
disposing of cases in a timely manner. 60

Settlement Assistance Options

Settlement assistance services for self-represented litigants can take a
wide variety of forms. The court can offer different settlement
processes, from mediation to arbitration. The processes might be
conducted by judges, temporary judges, attorneys, or court-employed
mediators or community mediators. These services can be provided at
the time of a hearing, trial, or other court-scheduled event. The
settlement processes can take place in the community or at the
courthouse. A growing number of services are being provided on-line.
This section discusses some of the pros and cons of different options a
court might want to consider when designing a settlement assistance
program that will be serving self-represented litigants
A.

Which Process to Offer?

There is a broad range of alternative dispute resolution (ADR)
processes. 61 Three of the processes most commonly used in litigated

Judicial Council of Cal., Administrative Office of the Courts, Evaluation of the Early
Mediation Pilot Programs (Feb. 27, 2004), pp. xx–xxi and 53–64, www.courts.ca.gov
/documents/empprept.pdf.
58

59

Id. at pp. xx–xxii, 41–43, and 70–76.

60

Id. at pp. xx and 44–52.

61
For more comprehensive information about these and other ADR processes, see
Judges Guide to ADR (CJER, 2008).
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cases are mediation, settlement conferences, and court-connected
arbitration.
1.

Mediation

In mediation, a neutral third person (the “neutral”) facilitates
communication between the disputants and helps them try to reach a
mutually acceptable resolution. The process is informal, and the
neutral’s role generally consists of helping the parties communicate
with each other, clarifying disputes, and, if possible, reaching a
resolution. The mediator does not impose or compel a settlement or a
particular result; the disputants themselves decide whether to resolve
their dispute and on what terms. There are also special, stricter
confidentiality requirements, discussed below, that typically apply in
mediation and are intended to encourage open and honest
communication in this process.
Because mediation is the least formal and most flexible of the
frequently used ADR processes, it may be the most appropriate for
self-represented litigants who are struggling with the formal procedural
requirements of the litigation process. It is important to note, however,
that mediators may use a variety of different techniques, or “styles,” of
mediation to encourage settlement. One of the most common ways
that mediator styles are classified is as facilitative or evaluative. 62
Facilitative Mediation. In facilitative mediation, the mediator focuses
primarily on helping the parties negotiate. At the extreme, facilitative
mediation may consist of simply helping the parties to communicate
with and understand each other. Facilitative mediation with selfrepresented litigants provides the following potential benefits:
•

It allows litigants a greater opportunity to express their
concerns, including concerns about issues such as emotions,
that would not be considered in a process focused on purely
legal issues;

•

It allows litigants to craft a resolution that addresses all their
concerns; this, in turn, may improve satisfaction with the
mediation and court processes; and

62
See, generally, L. Riskin, “Understanding Mediators’ Orientations, Strategies, and
Techniques: A Grid for the Perplexed” (1996) 1 Harvard Negotiation L. Rev. 7.
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•

It may improve communication and help parties who will have
an ongoing relationship avoid or resolve future disputes.

There are several potential challenges with purely facilitative
mediation:
•

Litigants who are not aware of their legal rights or norms for
resolving similar disputes may be disadvantaged in
negotiating an agreement; and

•

Some parties may be less likely to reach agreement without a
third person’s assessing the dispute or “pushing” the parties
to reach settlement.

Evaluative Mediation. In evaluative mediation, the mediator focuses
primarily on assessing the issues that may be important to the dispute,
which, in a litigation context, typically include the likely outcome of
such a dispute in court. At the extreme, evaluative mediation may
include actions intended to direct the outcomes of the mediation in a
manner that the mediator considers appropriate.
The potential benefits of evaluative mediation with self-represented
litigants include the following:
•

An assessment from a neutral person who is aware of the law
and norms for resolving similar disputes may help the parties
have a more realistic sense of the likely outcome in court,
which may encourage settlement;

•

The mediation outcome is more likely to reflect legal rights or
norms for resolving similar disputes; and

•

Some parties may be more likely to settle if the neutral
“pushes” them.

There are potential challenges with purely evaluative mediation:
•

Litigants may not have the opportunity to express or address
nonlegal concerns that may be fueling the litigation;

•

Some litigants may feel coerced by “pushing” from mediators;
and

•

To properly provide an evaluation, mediators must have
expertise in the subject matter of the dispute.
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While many mediators might be classified as predominantly facilitative
or evaluative, most use a combination of these techniques that they
think will help in the dispute. If your court wants mediators in its
program to use, or refrain from using, a particular style or technique, it
is therefore important to communicate this to the mediators. It is also
important to inform parties about mediation styles so that they will
have appropriate expectations about the mediation process. Such an
explanation is an integral part of the orientation required by CRC
5.210(e) for mediation of custody and visitation issues. In addition, if
the parties will be selecting the mediator, this information is important
to help them select someone who will use techniques that best meet
their expectations and needs.
2.

Settlement Conferences

In settlement conferences, 63 the parties meet with a neutral third
person to explore settlement options. The neutrals are often judicial
officers or experienced attorneys serving as a temporary judge.
Settlement conference procedures vary from neutral to neutral and
from dispute to dispute, but are generally informal. Neutrals often use
techniques similar to those used in mediation; however, in a
settlement conference, the neutral generally focuses more on purely
legal issues and takes a considerably more active role in trying to
guide the parties to a resolution that the neutral believes is
appropriate. Typically, the neutral evaluates the case based on
knowledge of the law and prior experience and then seeks to persuade
the parties to change positions and move toward a compromise
settlement. As in mediation, the neutral does not render a decision;
the ultimate decision about whether and how to resolve the dispute is
left to the parties.
3.

Court-Connected Arbitration

In arbitration, a neutral person hears arguments and evidence from
each side and then decides the outcome of the dispute. Thus, unlike in
either mediation or settlement conferences, in arbitration the neutral is
a decision maker. This makes arbitration more like the regular trial
process than either mediation or a settlement conference. However,
arbitration is still less formal than a trial, and the rules of evidence are
often relaxed. In addition, in court-annexed arbitration programs, the

63
These may also be referred to as status conferences in some areas, such as in
family law cases in California.
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arbitrator’s award is nonbinding; the parties do not have to accept the
arbitrator’s decision—they can ask for a “trial de novo.”
California has a court-connected arbitration program, called “judicial
arbitration,” that is established by statute (Code Civ. Proc., § 1141.10
et seq.). Under this program, the arbitrator’s decision will be entered
as the judgment in the case unless a party requests a trial de novo
within 60 days after the arbitrator files the decision with the court
(Code Civ. Proc., § 1141.20). If a party requests a trial de novo and
the judgment at trial is not more favorable than the arbitrator’s
decision, the court must order the party to pay certain costs of the
other party and the court (Code Civ. Proc., § 1141.21).
B.
Should Participation in the Settlement Process Be
Voluntary or Mandatory?
Whether participation in a settlement process is voluntary or
mandatory will typically depend on the laws or court rules that
authorize the particular program.
1.

Mediation. For the most part, mediation involving selfrepresented litigants will be voluntary. There are certain
exceptions to voluntary mediation in California, however.
There is mandatory mediation of all child custody and
visitation disputes (Fam. Code, § 3170). In civil cases, the
Superior Court of Los Angeles County and any other
superior court that chooses to opt into this statutory
program may order mediation in cases that are otherwise
eligible to be ordered to judicial arbitration, such as civil
cases valued at under $50,000 per plaintiff (Code Civ.
Proc. § 1775 et seq.; CRC 3.811 et seq.). Some courts
may also have established mandatory mediation programs
by local court rule.

2.

Settlement Conferences. These might be either mandatory
as part of a caseflow management system or voluntary. In
California, the court may mandate a settlement conference
in civil cases under CRC 3.1380. In family law cases, the
court may set a status conference on its own motion (Fam.
Code, § 2450).

3.

Court-Connected Arbitration. Court-connected arbitration is
usually part of a mandatory court program. In California,
courts with over 18 judges are required to send
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nonexempt, unlimited civil cases valued at under $50,000
per plaintiff to mandatory judicial arbitration. Smaller
courts have the discretion to do so. (Code Civ. Proc., §
1141.11 et seq.) Cases that are exempt from this
requirement include cases where the court concludes
arbitration would not reduce the time and expense of
litigation; eviction cases; small claims cases; and cases
that include nonfrivolous requests for equitable relief such
as civil harassment, elder abuse, and domestic violence
restraining orders. (CRC 3.811.) Most family law cases are
also exempt from referral, but courts may order cases
involving the division of community property valued at
$50,000 or less to judicial arbitration if the parties have
not agreed to a voluntary division (Fam. Code, § 2554).
These exempt cases are all ones that frequently involve
self-represented litigants; thus, mandatory judicial
arbitration is often not used with these self-represented
litigants.
In any case, regardless of the amount in controversy, the
parties may also voluntarily stipulate to use judicial
arbitration. In addition, if the plaintiff agrees that the
judicial arbitration award will not exceed $50,000, the
plaintiff can elect to have the case submitted to judicial
arbitration.
The potential benefits of voluntary participation with self-represented
litigants include the following:
•

Litigants may be more likely to settle their cases if
participation in a settlement process is voluntary; and

•

Obtaining the parties’ voluntary agreement will help ensure
that they appreciate and participate meaningfully in the
process.

The potential disadvantage of voluntary participation is that fewer
cases typically end up participating in the settlement process if litigants
have to agree to participate in the process, so fewer cases are resolved
through this process or otherwise benefit from it.
The potential benefits of mandatory participation in a settlement
process include the following:
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•

More cases typically end up participating in the settlement
process; and

•

Participating in a settlement process is often beneficial when
appropriately ordered without the parties’ agreement.

The potential disadvantages of mandatory participation include the
following:
•

Litigants may feel coerced into participating in the process
and therefore may not meaningfully participate; and

•

A smaller proportion of the participating cases may settle
when participation is mandated.

Some courts have combined mandatory and voluntary elements in
their programs. For example, the court may mandate that parties
discuss settlement process options with the court’s ADR administrator
but allow the parties to voluntarily choose whether to participate in a
settlement process after this discussion.
Particularly if participation in a settlement process is mandatory, it is
important that the court help the litigants understand that this process
is not an obstacle to keep them from their day in court but an
opportunity to participate directly in the resolution of their dispute. In
the case of both voluntary or mandatory programs, as discussed
below, it is very important to provide litigants with information about
the settlement assistance available through the court. If participation
in the court’s settlement process is voluntary, self-represented litigants
are not likely to volunteer to participate without this information. If
participation is mandatory, litigants are likely to be upset about being
referred to the settlement process if they have not received
information about this process.
C.
Which Cases Are Appropriate for Referral to a Settlement
Process?
Not every case is suitable for referral to alternative dispute resolution.
While the self-represented can reap benefits from the assistance of a
neutral, the risks of harm are also maximized when a litigant is
inappropriately referred to a settlement process, since that litigant has
no attorney for protection. Among the areas in which particular caution
should be used in referring any, but particularly self-represented,
parties are the following:
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1.

When a litigant lacks mental capacity. Such litigants should
not be referred to a settlement process where they are
required to participate on their own. Any agreements into
which they enter may be inequitable, impracticable, or
unenforceable.

2.

If a case presents an apparent potential for violence, or a
substantial disparity in power. Particular caution must be
taken if using mediation or settlement discussions in these
cases. If such a case is referred to a settlement process,
the court should be particularly careful to ensure that the
neutral conducting the process has the appropriate training
to handle this type of case. CRC 5.215 sets out detailed
domestic violence protocols in court-connected custody
mediation. It provides for a variety of screening procedures
and safety precautions including requiring the mediator to
conduct an assessment of violence to determine how best
to protect the victim and address the power imbalance. It
also makes it clear that the issue of violence itself cannot
be mediated.

Before making referrals, judges or others making these referrals
should consider also any financial burdens on the self-represented, and
any other potential consequences, such as an enhanced risk of violence
in the family.
D.
How and When Should Cases Be Referred to a Settlement
Process?
If participation in a settlement process is mandatory, the court will
need to decide how and when cases should be referred to that process.
In courts where participation in these processes is voluntary, the court
will still need to determine how and when to provide litigants with
information about the settlement processes available to them through
the court.
In most courts, the determination of whether to refer a case to a
mandatory settlement process is made by the judge based on
information provided by the litigants. For example, in California,
litigants in general civil cases are required to provide the court with a
case management statement that includes information about the case
and the parties’ interest in participating in various settlement
processes (form CM-110). The judge can use this information to assess
whether referral to a specific settlement process is likely to be helpful.
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However, where participation is mandated in certain case types,
referral may be automatic or may be done by court staff.
Because the costs of litigation—both financial and emotional—typically
mount over time, it may be most helpful if litigants use settlement
processes early in the life of a case. However, some litigants may not
be ready or have enough information to settle their disputes at that
point and settlement processes can be helpful at almost any point
before trial. It may therefore be ideal to refer cases to settlement
processes or provide information about settlement assistance
opportunities at several points during the litigation process. Referrals
can be made or information provided:
•

At the time a case is filed;

•

At the first case management or other conference at which a
judicial officer reviews the case;

•

At another court hearing;

•

Shortly before trial; or

•

On the day of the scheduled trial.

For example, many courts offer mediation early in the life of a case
and also offer settlement conferences close to the time of trial.
As noted above, when litigants are referred a settlement process, it is
important that the court help the litigants understand that settlement
process, particularly if participation is mandatory. A very important
part of this is helping litigants understand that they are not required to
settle their dispute in this process. Self-represented litigants may be
particularly vulnerable to inappropriate pressure to settle, so judicial
officers or others making referrals should make clear that in mediation
or a settlement conference, the litigants decide whether and on what
terms to settle; and in court-annexed arbitration, the litigants decide
whether to accept the arbitrator’s decision.
E.

Who Should Conduct the Settlement Process?

Settlement processes can be conducted by variety of different people
including:
•

Judges. Judges often conduct settlement conferences;
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•

Court staff. Many child custody and visitation mediations are
conducted by court staff mediators who have extensive
experience and training as set out in CRC 5.210;

•

Attorneys serving as temporary judges. Courts often use staff
or volunteer attorneys serving as temporary judges to
conduct settlement conferences;

•

Neutrals on a panel established by the court. California
superior courts that have judicial arbitration programs are
required to establish panels of arbitrators and many courts
have established their own panels of mediators;

•

Neutrals on a panel established by another organization.
Some courts contract with local bar associations or
community dispute resolution programs to provide
mediators; or

•

Private neutrals selected by the litigants. Some courts leave it
up to the litigants to select their own private neutral.

There are pros and cons to each of these approaches:
•

Judges. Using judges as neutrals requires more judicial time,
but litigants may appreciate judicial attention and feel more
satisfied with their court experience.

•

Court staff. It may cost the court more to use staff as neutrals
and there are likely to be fewer neutrals to select from;
however, this approach gives the court a high degree of
control over the quality of the neutrals, including over their
skills with self-represented litigants.

•

Court panel. Having a court panel will provide a greater
variety of neutrals that litigants can select from and the court
can still exercise control over the quality of the neutrals by
establishing qualification requirements. These requirements
can include training focused on handling cases involving selfrepresented litigants.

•

Non-court panel. This approach typically gives the court less
ability to control the quality of the neutrals; the court has to
rely on the expertise of the entity that created and maintains
the panel.
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•

Private neutrals. The court does not have to expend resources
on neutrals under this approach, but the court also has no
ability to control the quality of the neutrals.

If a court is going to hire staff neutrals or maintain a panel of neutrals,
it is important for the court to consider what characteristics or skills
they want the individuals who will serve as neutrals to have and what
practices they want the neutrals to engage in or not engage in. A
survey of attorneys was conducted to see what factors attorneys
looked for in mediators. 64 These factors are likely also applicable to
self-represented litigants and should be borne in mind by judges as
they themselves promote settlement, evaluate potential neutrals, or
make referrals.
1.

Avoiding Pressure to Settle

A neutral should not measure success in terms of the numbers of
agreements reached. A basic goal of mediation and settlement
assistance is to settle cases, but that is not its only purpose. No one,
including judges, should put pressure on the mediator or settlement
assistance provider or on the litigants to settle cases. Rather, the goal
should be to improve litigants’ abilities to make decisions about their
disputes and to move their cases toward productive and timely final
resolution. Both litigants and the court can benefit from partial
settlement, bifurcation of issues for a more focused trial, or scheduling
of pretrial status review conferences.
It should be remembered that inappropriate pressure could be far
more harmful when a party is self-represented.
2.

Integrity

Participants place a high value on honesty in the mediator and
settlement assistance provider when assessing the fairness of the
process. The ability of a settlement officer or mediator to keep a
promised confidence or to make a report faithfully contributes
enormously to the trustworthiness of the process. Studies on
procedural justice report that when litigants have confidence in the
judge’s integrity, they are likely to regard the court process as fair
regardless of the outcome. 65 Results suggest that this may hold true

J. Kichaven, “What Attorneys Want in Mediators and How to Provide It,” L.A. Daily
Journal (Aug. 14, 2006).
64

65

T. Tyler, supra, 22 Law & Society Review 103.
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for other neutrals in settlement processes. It is important not to let
pressure to settle interfere with this integrity. 66
3.

Knowing the Underlying Legal Subject Matter

Attorneys generally expect that the mediator or settlement assistance
provider must be able to participate in an intelligent and informed
conversation about the merits of the case. In designing a program for
self-represented litigants, courts should be aware that litigants believe
that settlements must at least come close to meeting some standard of
fairness and therefore that they must be based in the law as well as
underlying equity. When a self-represented litigant has not been given
needed legal information prior to mediation or settlement, the
mediator or settlement assistance provider will have to be ready to
provide legal education and information.
CRC 5.210 requires that an orientation explaining the basic law
regarding child custody and visitation be provided to all participants in
court-connected mediation of these issues. It further requires that
mediators receive extensive training on these issues to be able to
provide information to litigants about a variety of options.
4.

Avoiding Manipulation or Oversimplification

Discussions aimed at settlement should be forthright and should
honestly discuss the issues in the case.
Weaknesses and strengths should not be over- or underemphasized.
Judges, staff, and neutrals should be careful not to confuse problems
with language, lack of literacy, or low educational level with a litigant’s
underlying intellectual ability. They should remember that selfrepresented litigants can generally grasp legal concepts, at least when
those concepts are properly explained, and apply them to their own
matters. They are frequently accustomed to dealing with similarly
complex issues in other areas of their lives and are unlikely to respond
well to intimidation, manipulation, or trickery.
5.

Ability to Communicate

The ability to communicate clearly is perhaps the most important
characteristic of an effective neutral.
66
CRC 5.210(h) sets out the professional ethical standards for court-connected child
custody mediators in these matters.
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Judges should remember that the most effective neutrals, particularly
effective mediators, have the ability to share knowledge, to promote
settlement, to reframe old issues, and to introduce new possibilities for
consideration, and to do so with sincerity and honesty.
6.

Being Prepared

The neutral should read the file or other paperwork to become familiar
with the issues at hand. Being informed, prepared, and willing to get to
the issues in a businesslike manner demonstrates respect for the
litigants. In fact, CRC 5.210(e) requires a review of the intake form
and court file, if available, for court-connected custody mediators.
7.

Developing Case-Specific Approaches

To be effective, neutrals must develop case-specific approaches to
work with the parties. One standard format or approach will not work
with every type of case, or every litigant. For example, in mediation,
with some litigants it will work best to meet together; for others it will
be best to caucus; a combination might be most effective for others.
Each case will have its own specific needs that the neutral must
analyze and understand.
8.

Developing a Plan for Follow-up

Follow-up can be critical to reap the benefits of settlement assistance
or to make sure that these benefits do not dissipate.
•

If the litigants reach agreement in a mediation or settlement
conference, it is good practice for the neutral to follow up to
make sure that the agreement is memorialized in writing. A
neutral may be able to assist the litigants by writing down the
settlement terms the parties have agreed to or, at the request
of the parties, assisting in resolving a dispute over whether a
written agreement accurately reflects the settlement terms.
Some programs are structured so that the parties’ agreement
is entered with the court as an order or stipulated judgment.

•

If the litigants do not reach agreement in a mediation or
settlement conference, there may be a need for an additional
meeting or meetings; perhaps the litigants need to get more
information or documentation, to talk to affected or respected
parties, or just to take the time for reflection. Whatever the
case, it is good practice for the neutral to reach agreement
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with the litigants on a plan for the next step and a schedule
set so that everyone knows what is expected.
F.

Location: The Courthouse Is Often Best

Generally, in most cases, the best place to work with self-represented
litigants will be at the courthouse, at the time of some other courtscheduled event, as this is often the best time to get both parties
together. The courthouse is also seen as fully neutral, safe, and
accessible to communities in the area. In addition, performing the
mediation at the courthouse makes it easier to take advantage of
court-located services such as security (to keep the parties apart when
needed), informational resources, and possible help in putting any
agreement in writing and getting it properly filed with the court.
Unfortunately, many courthouses currently do not have adequate
space to conduct mediation and other settlement services. While
California’s trial court facilities design standards 67 call for space for
such services as part of any future courthouse facilities planning, in the
meantime, the court can explore conducting settlement processes at
other locations in the community, such as at community dispute
resolution centers or at the offices of the neutrals.
G.

Confidentiality and Other Things to Consider

Other things that a court should consider in structuring a settlement
assistance program include the confidentiality of the process and the
availability of interpreter services.
It is important when establishing a settlement program and informing
litigants about that program, that courts be clear about the
confidentiality of the particular process. Litigants’ perceptions of the
courts can be negatively affected if information that they think is
confidential is subsequently revealed.
In general, California law specifically provides that offers of
compromise, whether made in a settlement process or other context,
are inadmissible to prove liability for the claim (Evid. Code, § 1152). In
addition, quasi-judicial officers, arbitrators, and mediators, like judges,
are incompetent to testify in any subsequent civil proceeding as to any
statement, conduct, decision, or ruling occurring at or in conjunction
with a prior proceeding except in very limited circumstances (Evid.
Code, § 703.5).
67
Judicial Council of Cal., California Trial Court Facilities Standards (adopted Apr. 21,
2006, reissued Mar. 1, 2010), section 7.5
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In addition to these general confidentiality provisions, there are
specific provisions concerning the confidentiality of certain settlement
processes.
Mediation. California has a very strict confidentiality law that applies
to mediation (other than child custody and visitation mediation,
discussed below). Evidence Code section 1115 et seq. provides, among
other things, that:
•

Statements made and writings prepared for the purpose of,
in the course of, or pursuant to a mediation are not
admissible or subject to discovery or compelled disclosure
in noncriminal proceedings in which testimony can be
compelled unless all mediation participants expressly agree
to their disclosure (Evid. Code, §§ 1119(a) & (b),
1122(a)(1));

•

All communications, negotiations, or settlement offers in
the course of a mediation shall remain confidential unless
all mediation participants expressly agree to their
disclosure (Evid. Code, §§ 1119(c), 1122(a)(1));

•

No one may submit any kind of mediator report,
assessment, evaluation, recommendation, or finding
concerning a mediation to a court or other adjudicative
body, and a court or adjudicative body may not consider
any such report, unless all parties to the mediation
expressly agree otherwise (Evid. Code, § 1121);

•

For a written settlement agreement prepared in the course
of or pursuant to a mediation to be admissible, one of the
following must occur: (1) the agreement must specifically
provide that it is admissible or subject to disclosure; (2)
the agreement must provide that it is enforceable; (3) all
the parties must agree that it is admissible; or (4) the
agreement is used to show fraud, duress or illegality that is
relevant to an issue in dispute (Evid. Code, § 1123); and

•

For an oral settlement agreement made in the course of or
pursuant to a mediation to be admissible, all of the
following must occur: (1) the agreement must be recorded
by a court reporter, tape recorder, or other reliable sound
recording; (2) the terms of the oral agreement must be
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recited on the record in the presence of the parties and the
mediator and the parties must express on the record that
they agree to the recited terms; and (3) the recording
must be reduced to writing and signed by the parties
within 72 hours. Except in limited circumstance, the parties
must also either expressly state on the record that the
agreement is enforceable or binding or subsequently agree
to disclosure of the agreement. (Evid. Code, §§ 1118,
1124.)
It is important that courts that establish mediation programs structure
their programs with these statutory limits in mind. In particular, it is
important that judges not expect or request that litigants or mediators
inform the court about what happened in the mediation.
Child custody and visitation mediation. Under California law, a
court may provide by local rule that mediators conducting the
statutorily mandated child custody and visitation mediations make
recommendations to the court when agreements are not reached in
mediation. (Fam. Code, § 3183.) These child custody and visitation
mediations are specifically exempted from the general mediation
confidentiality law (Evid. Code, § 1117(b)(1)). Mediators conducting
these mediations are also exempt from the general rule that mediators
are incompetent to testify (Evid. Code, § 703.5(a)(1)).
Judicial arbitration. Any reference to the judicial arbitration
proceeding or award during a subsequent trial constitutes an
irregularity in the trial and may require vacating the court’s decision
(Code Civ. Proc., §§ 657, 1141.25).
Interpreter services. Another important issue that courts should
consider in structuring a settlement program is providing interpreter
services. It is key that an interpreter be available if a litigant in a
settlement process is non-English-speaking or limited-English
speaking. It is one thing to be able to speak English in everyday life
and another to be able to proceed effectively in a court case.
H.

Judicial Review of Settlement Agreements

This is an area in which settlement programs may vary depending on
the type of case being handled. In some types of cases, such as those
involving child custody and visitation or the compromise of a minor’s
claim, the judge must approve any settlement reached, whether with
represented or self-represented litigants. In other types of cases, such
as general civil cases, judges typically do not review, and may often
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not even see, settlement agreements; the parties simply dismiss the
pending civil case when they have agreed to a settlement.
In those types of cases in which judicial review is required, the judge’s
role generally includes ensuring the legal sufficiency and basic fairness
of any agreement reached in a settlement process. The purpose of the
judge’s review is not to “second guess” the wisdom of the litigants’
agreement or to restrict in any way the wider array of solutions
available to them by way of settlement. Rather, it is to minimize the
opportunity for inadvertent procedural omissions or mistakes and to
reduce the risk of oppressive, fraudulent, or unconscionable advantage
being taken by one side over the other based on lack of
representation, or other potential threat such as in cases of domestic
violence. In these cases, the judge is the final protection to ensure the
fairness of the agreement for the self-represented litigant. This is true
regardless of whether the judge actually hears the case, or whether
they take responsibility by signing the agreement formally entered into
by the parties.
When conducting any review of a settlement agreement, judges should
keep in mind the applicable confidentiality laws. For example, judges
should keep in mind that, except in child custody and visitation
mediations, neutrals are generally not competent to testify about what
happened in the settlement proceedings and judges should therefore
not request or permit parties to request such testimony. Judges should
also not ask parties to reveal communications that took place in such
mediations.
1.

Courtroom Review of Settlement Agreements

When agreements are reached through a settlement process that
occurs in a judge’s courtroom, the litigants may be available for voir
dire and review if the judge so desires. The judge can easily review the
agreement and examine the litigants if there is a question as to the
legality of the agreement, or whether one or the other of the parties
has entered into the agreement knowingly and understands the
agreement and any rights that party may be waiving.
2.

Review of Agreements Entered Outside the Courtroom

When an agreement between self-represented litigants is crafted
outside the courtroom and submitted to the judge in writing without
the parties available for voir dire, the situation changes. Then the
judge must decide whether it is necessary to scrutinize the agreement
between the litigants, and whether to sign a stipulation that includes
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terms that are clearly egregiously unfair to one side or the other. For
example, a properly notarized marital settlement agreement between
two self-represented litigants arrives along with a judgment in a
judge’s chambers for signature. The parties have awarded the vast
majority of the community assets to the husband and mutually waived
spousal support; however, the case file reveals a history of domestic
violence against the wife. Many judges might find this set of facts
disturbing enough to prevent them from signing the judgment. If so,
the judge might elect to notice the parties in to voir dire them on the
record or to send them to the self-help center, if available, for
assistance and referral to some community-based assistance. If the
court has a specialized domestic violence calendar with community
support available, the voir dire hearing can be set on that day.
Note that in those cases in which the judge will not be reviewing the
parties’ settlement agreement, it becomes doubly important that the
court provide self-represented litigants with information and assistance
to effectively participate in the settlement process, as discussed below.

III. Providing Information to Litigants to Encourage
and Support Participation in Settlement Processes
A.
The Information Challenges Facing Self-Represented
Litigants
As noted at the beginning of this chapter, just as they do in the regular
litigation process, self-represented litigants face certain challenges in
settlement processes.
1.

Self-represented litigants often lack an understanding of
their legal rights and obligations as well as of legal
procedures. They often find it difficult to articulate their
positions and may not be able to recognize settlement
terms that inadequately protect their rights and interests.
Thus, these litigants will need legal education to participate
in settlement processes. Those working with selfrepresented litigants to provide this education should have
a high level of professional legal expertise in the subject
matter.

2.

Self-represented litigants may not be able to negotiate
settlement terms that adequately protect their rights and
interests. Often the parties may have significantly varying
levels of power within a case. Neutrals must know how to
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handle this discrepancy in power during the settlement
process.

B.

3.

While the concepts of mediation and settlement are not
difficult if explained, the role of the neutral and the process
of achieving settlement in court cases are not always
obvious. It is important that self-represented litigants be
informed about the role of the neutral as separate from the
judge. The neutral is not the decision maker. The litigants
have the right to disagree and to know that not settling
their case is not a sign of disrespect to the court.

4.

Because they have little basis for comparison, selfrepresented litigants often have unrealistic expectations of
both the litigation and the settlement process. They may
therefore ask for levels of service from neutrals that cross
the line to representation. They may expect, for example,
that the neutral will advise them which option to choose,
which would impermissibly cross the line over into legal
advice.

Information About Settlement Assistance Options

To encourage and support self-represented litigants in participating in
settlement assistance processes, it is important that they be provided
with information about the settlement processes that are available
through the court and in the local community. This includes
information about:
•

The basic nature of the settlement process, including the roles
and responsibilities of the neutral and the parties, how the
process typically proceeds and the confidentiality of the
process;

•

The fact that parties are not required to settle their cases in
these processes; and

•

If the parties are responsible for selecting the neutral,
information about how to do this.

This information can be provided in a variety of forms, including:
•

Brochures or other written materials;

•

Videos that demonstrate various settlement processes;
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•

Web-based information, which can include both written
materials and video vignettes (examples can be found on the
California Courts website at www.courts.ca.gov/3074.htm and
are integrated throughout the California Courts Online SelfHelp Center at www.courts.ca.gov/selfhelp.htm).

•

Oral explanations of these processes, either in a group setting
or individual basis.

As discussed above, information about settlement assistance available
through the court should be provided to litigants as early in the
litigation process as possible and throughout the life of a case,
whenever participation in a settlement process can be ordered by the
court or voluntarily agreed to by the parties. Information about
settlement assistance may be obtained from these sources:
1.

Clerk’s window. Litigants can be provided with information
at the time papers are filed, or information can be included
with papers as they are served. For example, California
courts are required to provide information about
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) to plaintiffs in general
civil cases when actions are filed, and to serve such
information on defendants along with the other papers
being served. (CRC 3.221.) This includes information about
available court and community ADR programs and whom
to contact in the court for additional information.

2.

ADR administrator or other ADR staff. Each California
superior court is required to designate an ADR
administrator who is responsible for various aspects of
administering the ADR programs that the court offers for
general civil cases. The duties of the ADR administrator or
other ADR staff may include meeting with litigants to
discuss settlement process options and providing
information other sources of about the court’s programs to
litigants.

3.

Self-help center. Information about mediation and
settlement assistance and procedures may be obtained at
the court’s self-help center. Many self-help centers also
provide mediation and settlement services or help prepare
litigants to participate in mediations or settlement
conferences.
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4.

The courtroom. Information about settlement assistance
options can be provided by judicial officers directly from
the bench. However, as noted above, it is important to be
sure that the litigants are clear about what is happening,
understand the process, and understand that they are free
not to settle. Self-represented litigants may be particularly
vulnerable to pressure to settle, especially when it comes
from an authority figure such as the judge. It is critical that
litigants not perceive this process as a way to deprive them
of their “day in court.”

C.
Helping Litigants Prepare to Participate in Settlement
Processes
As noted above, self-represented litigants may need assistance to
participate effectively in settlement processes, although probably less
than they would need to effectively participate in a trial. To effectively
negotiate, they may need help understanding the laws that apply in
their case and the potential outcomes if their case goes to trial, and
how to present these in a settlement process. If the court is going to
provide settlement assistance services to self-represented litigants, it
is very important that the court build a system for providing this
assistance into its settlement program.
As with information about settlement processes, this assistance can be
provided in a variety of forms, including:
•

Pamphlets or other written materials that provide basic
explanations about the law in particular areas, such as
evictions or debt collection;

•

Web-based information, which can include pamphlets or
frequently asked questions. The California Courts Online
Self-Help Center, www.courts.ca.gov/selfhelp.htm, has a
great deal of this type of information to assist selfrepresented litigants, including an online orientation for child
custody matters (see www.courts.ca.gov/selfhelpcustody.htm).

•

Oral presentations concerning the law and procedures, in
group or individual settings; and

•

Individualized assistance in how to present a litigant’s position
in a particular case.
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The same types of resources identified in chapter 5 that may be
available to assist self-represented litigants to prepare for and
participate in the litigation process may also be appropriate for selfrepresented litigants preparing to participate in a settlement process.
Available resources may include:
•

Family law facilitators;

•

Court self-help centers;

•

Small claims advisors;

•

Volunteer attorney programs;

•

Legal services programs;

•

Law school clinics; and

•

Local bar association programs.

Some courts may also want to look to the neutral to provide selfrepresented litigants with needed legal information. This approach is
used for court-connected custody and visitation mediation and many
family law settlement assistance programs. This usually includes an
orientation regarding the law and providing information to the litigants
about their situation if appropriate as the mediation progresses.
The benefit to this approach is that the self-represented litigant can
more effectively participate in the settlement process by knowing
about reasonable outcomes and can get needed services in one step,
making the whole process easier on the litigant and potentially
preventing an unfair result. However, this approach may be less
desirable than providing a separate source of legal information and
assistance to self-represented litigants.
Relying on neutrals to provide legal information may raise competency
and role-confusion concerns, particularly in the mediation context.
While it is generally permissible for mediators to provide information
that they are qualified by training or license to provide, not all
mediators are attorneys. Nonattorney mediators may not be qualified
to provide the type of legal information that would prepare a selfrepresented litigant to negotiate. A court might try to address this
issue by using only attorney neutrals, but attorney neutrals are often
concerned that, if they provide legal information, it increases the
likelihood that self-represented litigants will become confused about
the neutral’s proper role and think that the neutral is representing
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them. Thus, if they are required to be the source of legal information,
some attorney neutrals will be reluctant or unwilling to handle cases
involving self-represented litigants. Judges can try to mitigate these
concerns by explaining the role of the neutral to self-represented
litigants and emphasizing that the neutral will not be advising or
representing any party. This may not allay all of the neutrals’ concerns,
however, and judges will most likely need to weigh the potential
benefits of having legal information provided by the neutral with the
difficulty that placing this responsibility on neutrals may create in
recruiting and retaining neutrals.

IV. Examples of Settlement Assistance Programs for
Different Case Types
Optimum settlement processes and procedures may vary with the type
of case. The following are examples of settlement assistance programs
set up by some courts for particular types of cases.
A.

Family Law
1.

Courtroom settlement assistance for family law motions.
Many judges have found that having court-based self-help
attorneys or volunteer attorneys present in their
courtrooms to assist self-represented litigants with settling
their motions is routinely effective in reaching agreements.
Typically, issues to be resolved include matters related to
children, spousal support, temporary use of property, and
debt payment. Clustering cases with self-represented
litigants onto specialized calendars generally allows the
judge to make the most efficient use of the attorneys’
time. If the litigants come to an agreement, the attorney
writes the agreement into the form of a stipulated order for
signature by the judge. If an agreement cannot be
reached, the attorney helps the parties identify areas of
agreement and narrows the issues to be presented to the
judge for hearing. Once the hearing has been completed,
the attorney can prepare the court’s written order after the
hearing.

2.

Courtroom comprehensive settlement assistance. Some
judges have expanded the scope of their courtroom
settlement services. Judges refer litigants to work with the
attorneys toward settlement of all issues in the case. If
complete settlement is not possible, the case is moved as
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far along the process toward judgment as is realistic for
that day, and follow-up scheduling is established. Orders
will be made on all issues before the court that day, and all
other issues the parties can agree on.

B.

3.

Settlement conferences. Many courts have implemented
settlement conference services for self-represented
litigants as part of a caseflow management process in
family law. Litigants are given notice of a settlement
conference date at some point in the process. Some courts
notice litigants of that date at the time the initial papers
are filed, some when responsive papers are filed, and some
when cases are set for trial. The time from initial filing to
the time for the settlement or status conference also can
vary—usually from 30 to 180 days from the initial filing of
the case. Qualified family law attorneys, either from the
courts’ self-help center or volunteer attorneys from the
local bar, conduct settlement discussions. The discussions
address all issues in a case. If agreements are reached,
judgments can be entered the day of the conference. If
not, further settlement meetings can be scheduled or trial
dates set. If trial dates are set, the attorney can help the
parties organize documents, prepare joint trial statements,
and assist them in preparing to present their issues to the
judge.

4.

Settlement conference calendars. Where both parties have
made appearances in the case, litigants are noticed to
appear before court for a settlement conference. The judge
conducts the settlement conference. If settlement is not
reached, the case is scheduled for further conferencing or
set for trial.

Landlord-Tenant

Some courts have developed a two-tiered model that clearly
recognizes the need for self-represented litigants to be prepared to
participate in the settlement process.
1.

Preparation. Attorneys from the court self-help center offer
workshops for self-represented tenants and on-call services
for self-represented landlords to educate them about the
settlement process, potential options, jury instructions,
and the need to go to trial if no agreement is reached.
Stipulation for judgment forms and jury instructions are
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discussed. This is a standalone workshop. Follow-up
assistance is provided if litigants do not settle their cases
and must proceed to trial.
2.

C.

Settlement conference. Attorneys conduct the settlement
discussions between the self-represented litigants. These
are not the same attorneys who provide the preparation
assistance. In this model, attorneys who conduct the
settlement conferences are from local legal services
programs. Agreements can be beneficial to both sides of
eviction litigation. For example, a landlord may get a date
certain for restoration of the premises and a payment plan
for back rent; and the tenant may get some additional time
to find new housing. The parties may even be able to agree
to lodge the stipulation with the court so that the case can
be dismissed if the premises are vacated in good shape as
promised, relieving the tenant of an eviction record.

Small Claims

Mediation and settlement discussion for self-represented litigants can
be productive in small claims matters, particularly in light of the
difficulties related to collection of judgments.
1.

Court-based mediation. Some courts operate in-court
mediation programs for small claims court matters. The
judge can refer litigants to the mediator at the time of the
hearing. If no agreement is reached, either a further
mediation session can be scheduled or the hearing can be
held. Mediators from community mediation programs,
court self-help attorneys, volunteer attorneys, or local legal
services most frequently conduct court-based mediation.

2.

Community-based mediation. Frequently, judges refer
small claims litigants to mediation at community-based
dispute resolution programs. When this occurs, new court
dates should be scheduled fairly promptly in case no
agreement is reached. The judge should make it clear that
there is no pressure for the parties to agree. Mediation
should not be perceived as an obstacle to their right to a
hearing.
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V.

Providing Information to Judges and Court Staff

A.

Intra-Court Communication

Whatever settlement process the court chooses to provide, it is
important that each part of the court know what the others are doing.
For example, judges need to know what settlement services are
available at the self-help center, what cases are being handled, and at
what times. A self-help center needs to know if judges are expecting
staff to be providing same-day settlement services to litigants so that
planning to provide such on-demand services can be made. Clerks
need to know what specific types of settlement services are offered at
the courthouse, at what point in the court process they occur, what
preparation might be required, and what assistance is available.
B.

Community Resources Lists

The court should maintain a complete and updated list of community
resources available to self-represented litigants for settlement
services. This list should include information on contacts, areas of
expertise, language in which services are offered, any special cultural
competencies, eligibility requirements, and cost of services, if any. The
court may be able to obtain much of this information from the
coordinator of the county’s Dispute Resolution Programs Act (DRPA)
coordinator.
C.

Evaluation of Programs

In order to ensure that settlement services meet the goals set out in
this section, it is often helpful to provide for an evaluation of the
services. This can include interviewing or surveying litigants to get
feedback about their experience.

Conclusion
Settlement assistance processes have become a key part of the
options that courts use to help resolve cases. These processes can be
particularly helpful in self-represented litigant cases because they are
typically simpler, less formal, and easier for self-represented litigants
to understand and navigate.
However, courts need to be aware of the challenges self-represented
litigants face when the courts are designing and implementing their
settlement programs. It is critical for courts to keep in mind that selfrepresented litigants may not come into the settlement process with
enough information about their legal rights and the potential outcome
of their dispute in court to meaningfully negotiate with the other side
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and make reasoned decisions about whether and on what terms to
settle. These litigants may also be particularly vulnerable to pressure
to settle, which could leave them feeling that they were denied their
“day in court,” and feeling dissatisfied with the court system as a
whole. Courts should structure their settlement programs so that selfrepresented litigants are provided with necessary information about
both the settlement process and about their legal rights so that they
can effectively participate in settlement processes. Judges, court staff,
and neutrals should also avoid placing pressure on litigants to settle
cases.
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8
Appeals by Self-Represented Litigants
Introduction
This chapter discusses some tools available to address the barriers that
self-represented litigants can encounter in the appellate courts.
The appellate courts present difficult challenges for self-represented
litigants. The rules governing appeals are complex, requiring
adherence to strict timelines and procedures. The environment is
intimidating, especially in the courtroom itself, where litigants face not
one, but three, or seven, robed justices sitting behind a high bench.
Form pleadings that many self-represented litigants are accustomed to
in the trial courts are largely missing, and guidance—online or through
in-person self-help—is also limited.
In short, many barriers and a general lack of information make
appealing an adverse trial court ruling difficult, not to mention the
limited chances of prevailing on appeal. Similar obstacles confront
self-represented litigants defending a judgment on appeal.

I.

Providing Information to Litigants About the
Appellate Process

The first place self-represented litigants will turn to obtain information
about appeals is the trial court, particularly if they have been assisted
in the self-help center there. As a result, basic information about the
procedural steps to timely file the notice of appeal, designation of
record, and other necessary initial requirements should be available in
the self-help center. The center should refer to the appellate courts’
self-help website. 68 The self-help center should also provide
information about locating and using online resources concerning
appeals.

68
See the “Civil Appeals” webpage on the California Courts website at
www.courts.ca.gov/selfhelp-appeals.htm.
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Many appellate districts provide information on their websites about
the appellate process, and about the rules and procedures in their
appellate district. 69 To the extent possible, all materials posted on
these websites should be written in plain English and organized in way
to be accessible to represented and self-represented litigants alike.
Spanish and other commonly used language translations should also
be provided, consistent with the language access policies of the
California courts.

II.

Filing the Notice of Appeal

Because the failure to file a timely notice of appeal is a jurisdictional
defect, preventing the appeal from being successful it is particularly
important that self-represented litigants have the information
necessary to prepare, file, and serve their notice of appeal in the
superior court by the mandatory deadline. In addition to providing a
copy of the Judicial Council’s optional form (APP-002) and other
explanatory information in easily understandable language at self-help
centers and websites, trial courts should consider having the
courtroom clerk or judicial assistant provide a written notice to the
parties that information about appeals is available at the self-help
center and online.

III. Preserving and Preparing the Record on Appeal
Litigants have options that they likely do not understand in preparing
the record on appeal. The information made available should therefore
include explanations of the different elements of the record on appeal:
(1) the record of the oral proceedings, (2) the record of the documents
filed in the trial court, and (3) the exhibits (if any) received in evidence
or rejected by the trial court.
A.

Record of the Oral Proceedings

While not all self-represented litigants qualify for a fee waiver, the
California Supreme Court in Jameson v. Desta (2018) 5 Cal.5th 594
held that “an official court reporter, or other valid means to create an
official verbatim record for purposes of appeal, must generally be

The Second Appellate District and the Fourth Appellate District both make some
form of in-person self-help available to litigants and provide access to pro bono
representation in selected cases. These services have proven helpful to litigants and
the courts. Information about the program in the Second Appellate District is
available on the California Courts website at www.courts.ca.gov/2148.htm.
69
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made available to in forma pauperis litigants upon request.” For more
detail, see chapter 3, supra)
For those self-represented litigants who do not qualify for a fee waiver,
the record of oral proceedings presents a particular challenge. Many
courts no longer provide court reporters in a variety of civil
proceedings. Litigants who are unaware of this fact will be unprepared
to retain a private court reporter, even if they can afford the expense.
Where the court provides a court reporter, the costs of transcription
may be beyond the means of a self-represented litigant. The Supreme
Court in Jameson v. Desta, supra, specifically stated that it “has not
yet addressed the question under what circumstances an in forma
pauperis civil litigant may be entitled to obtain a free reporter’s
transcript when such a transcript is essential to the resolution of the
litigant’s appeal on the merits.”
Therefore, while the Supreme Court made clear that a court reporter
must be made available upon the request of a litigant who has been
granted a fee waiver, some trial courts may not cover the cost of
transcription until there is further guidance from the Supreme Court.
As a result, it is essential that litigants be made aware of their options
for presenting the record of the oral proceedings to the reviewing
court: a reporter’s transcript, 70 an agreed statement, 71 or a settled
statement. 72 In addition, although a statement of decision is not a
substitute for an appropriate record, litigants should be made aware of
the rules governing timely requesting and preparing statements of
decision. 73
Although the agreed statement and settled statement procedures may
result in additional tasks for the opposing party and the court, this fact
alone is not a basis for objection or denial of timely requests. 74
In Jameson v. Desta, supra, the Supreme Court in footnote 20 made
clear that the reporter’s transcript is preferred over an agreed or
settled statement.

70

CRC 8.130.

71

CRC 8.134.

72

CRC 8.137.

73

CRC 3.1590.

74

Randall v. Mousseau (2016) 2 Cal.App.5th 929 [206 Cal.Rptr.3d 526].
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As a general matter . . . the absence of a court reporter will
significantly limit the issues that must be resolved on the merits
on appeal. Further, the court policy at issue permits a party that
can afford the expense to obtain a verbatim record of the
proceedings and does not require such a party to rely upon a
settled or agreed statement. Thus, the potential availability of a
settled or agreed statement does not eliminate the restriction of
meaningful access caused by the policy upon fee waiver
recipients.
For self-represented litigants who either do not qualify for a fee waiver
or qualify for a fee waiver and have a court reporter at the trial, but
are not provided a transcript at court expense, the absence of a record
of the oral proceedings may end a meritorious appeal before it begins,
depriving the litigants of protected rights.
B.

Record of Documents Filed in the Trial Court

Self-represented litigants often need guidance in providing the
reviewing court a record of the pertinent documents filed in the trial
court. Most commonly submitted in the form of a clerk’s transcript, 75
the record of trial court documents may also take the form of an
appellant’s appendix. 76 Although used less frequently, an agreed
statement, 77 a settled statement, 78 or the superior court file 79 are
other options. Self-represented litigants should receive information
about the costs and procedures involved in each option.
C.

Exhibits

The record on appeal also includes any original exhibits that were
admitted in evidence, refused, or lodged by the trial court. 80 Because
trial courts in some counties no longer retain exhibits following civil
trials but instead return them to the parties, it is sometimes difficult,
particularly for self-represented litigants, to provide them to the
appellate court. When exhibits are returned to parties, trial courts
should emphasize the importance of maintaining the exhibits in the
event of an appeal. At a minimum, there should be a stipulation placed
75

CRC 8.122.

76

CRC 8.124.

77

CRC 8.134.

78

CRC 8.137.

79

CRC 8.128.

80

CRC 8.122(a)(3).
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on the record concerning maintenance and destruction of the exhibits.
A better practice is to have the parties, as they are receiving the
exhibits at the end of a hearing sign a stipulation that the court clerk
or judicial officer explains to them.
D.

Amending the Designation and Augmenting the Record

It is common for self-represented litigants to prepare record
designations that inadvertently omit important portions of the record,
such as an evidentiary hearing or a summary judgment opposition.
Appellate courts have discretion to allow litigants to cure such errors
by filing motions to amend their record designations (before the record
is filed) or motions to augment the record (after the record is filed). 81
These motions make it possible for a self-represented litigant’s appeal
to be heard on the merits, rather than being rejected based solely on
an inadequate record. 82

IV. Proceedings at the Appellate Court
A.

Prior to Argument

Appellate courts should maintain lists of available resources for selfrepresented litigants at the filing window. This will both assist the
litigants and lessen the time spent by the clerk’s staff in managing
filing and scheduling.
Because the appellate process is complex, self-represented litigants
have many opportunities to commit procedural errors that jeopardize
their case. Self-represented appellants may, for example, miss the
deadline for filing a record designation, leading to a default notice and
dismissal of their appeal. The appellate courts have discretion to
vacate a party’s procedural default and to reinstate an appeal upon the
filing of a proper motion, ensuring that, notwithstanding procedural
errors, appeals are heard on the merits in appropriate cases.
In cases where there are issues on which additional briefing would be
helpful, the court should consider creating a mechanism to request
amicus briefing from the bar or relevant legal services providers.

81

CRC 8.155.

82
See the “Practices & Procedures” webpage for the Second District Court of Appeal
on the California Courts website at www.courts.ca.gov/2970.htm (Notice of Appeal &
Record Preparation, Correct or augmenting the record).
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Where the court believes the parties did not adequately brief an issue
, 83 the appellate court may send a letter requesting additional briefing
written in plain English, making clear the issue on which the court is
requesting that briefing. Self-represented litigants are unlikely to be
familiar with the process, and the guidance as to what the court needs
will serve both the litigant and the court.
B.

Oral Argument

Many of the suggestions in this benchguide for handling cases
involving self-represented litigants for trial court bench officers also
apply to oral arguments at the appellate courts.
However, because appellate procedure differs from trial court
processes, appellate court justices should provide an orientation for
the self-represented litigant specifically for courtroom proceedings in
the appellate court.
For example, at the time the case is called, the presiding justice can
explain the process that will be followed, if that has not been done at
the beginning of the calendar. That explanation should include the
expectations of the panel with respect to asking questions of the
litigant during the course of the argument.
It may be helpful, in courts that do not call the calendar in case
number order, to place the self-represented litigant’s case in the
middle of the calendar. This will permit the litigant to observe
argument, and see the flow of the process, but will not make them
wait until the end of the calendar. This may be particularly important if
one party in the case is represented; explaining the process may
lessen the self-represented litigant’s feeling of being treated
differently.
As in the trial court, setting the stage as to what issues are before the
court is also useful. Many self-represented litigants believe it is
appropriate to re-argue the factual disputes, and do not have a clear
understanding of the more limited role of the appellate court.
If the court issues tentative rulings, either in writing prior to or on the
date of oral argument, or orally from the bench, the Presiding Justice
should explain what a tentative opinion is and emphasize that the
court may change its ruling based on oral argument and further
consideration of the case.
83

Gov. Code, § 68081.
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C.

Issuing the Opinion

At oral argument, the litigant should be given information about how
the decision will be made available, and given an idea of the probable
timing. Including the fact that the opinion is made available, published
or not, on the court’s website. Information on how to sign up for e-mail
alerts should be provided.
Appellate courts in California frequently include in the opinion language
suggesting that self-represented litigants must be held to precisely the
same standards as lawyers. 84 The leading Supreme Court authority on
this issue, however, is not so doctrinaire:
[M]ere self-representation is not a ground for exceptionally
lenient treatment. Except when a particular rule provides
otherwise, the rules of civil procedure must apply equally
to parties represented by counsel and those who forgo
attorney representation. Rappleyea v. Campbell (1994) 8
Cal.4th 975, 984–985
Equal application of the rules is not the same as rigid enforcement;
just enforcement of the rules is something altogether different. It is
entirely consistent with the Supreme Court’s instructions to avoid
language in the opinion that suggests, in tension with canon 3B(8),
that a self-represented litigant must be treated in all respects as if he
or she were a lawyer. Instead, Appellate opinion authors should
consider language that supports principles of procedural fairness by
conveying to the litigant that the court has heard and considered their
arguments to the extent possible.

Conclusion
Like the trial courts, the appellate courts can provide information for
self-represented litigants on appellate procedures. This information not
only assists the self-represented litigant in presenting their case to the
court, but it also helps court staff process cases more efficiently.

For example: “When a litigant is appearing in propria persona, he is entitled to the
same, but no greater, consideration than other litigants and attorneys (Monastero v.
Los Angeles Transit Co. (1955) 131 Cal.App.2d 156, 160 ; Muller v. Muller (1959)
141 Cal.App.2d 722, 732 ; Doran v. Dreyer (1956) 143 Cal.App.2d 289, 290 ; Sorci
v. Crisci (1957) 150 Cal.App.2d 90, 95 ; Taylor v. Bell (1971) 21 Cal.App.3d 1002,
1009). Further, the in propria persona litigant is held to the same restrictive rules of
procedure as an attorney” (Monastero, supra, at p. 160).” Nelson v. Gaunt (1981)
125 Cal.App.3d 623, 638–639 .
84
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Appellate courts can also play a valuable role in providing guidance on
the appropriate exercise of discretion to avoid depriving
self-represented litigants of a hearing on the merits of their case. By
reminding trial courts of their broad discretion to adjust procedures to
make sure a self-represented litigant can be heard, an appellate court
decision may have impact beyond the parties to the case.
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9
Special Due Process Considerations
Introduction
All people are guaranteed due process of law under both the United
States and the California Constitutions.
One of the paramount due process values is notice—notice of charges
or claims, notice of proceedings, notice of filings, and notice of
information that the court will consider in acting on a case—and the
opportunity to act on this notice.
Court procedures have been carefully established to guarantee that
parties to court proceedings receive from the court and from other
litigants the notice to which they are entitled and also that they are
given the time to act on this notice, as appropriate.
This chapter explores the interplay between these and other due
process rights, and the needs of self-represented litigants.

I.

Problems With Self-Represented Litigants Getting
and Giving Notice

Special challenges exist in making sure that self-represented litigants
both receive the notice to which they are entitled and give the notice
to opposing parties to which those parties are entitled. Some of the
factors behind these challenges include the following:
1.

Self-represented litigants generally do not know the rules
about what information can be shared, what must be
shared, what must not be shared, and when such sharing
must occur;

2.

Self-represented litigants are generally more difficult to
contact than attorneys by fax or e-mail with reports and
other documents that need to be received shortly before a
hearing;
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II.

3.

Professionals assisting the court as mediators,
investigators, and researchers are often reluctant to
contact a self-represented litigant directly with information
that they would provide to an attorney as a matter of
course because they are concerned about the potential
response of the litigant to that information;

4.

Self-represented litigants are unfamiliar with the
procedures required to subpoena and cross-examine
witnesses, and to explain or refute information in
documents of which they have been given notice; and

5.

Self-represented litigants often have multiple cases
pending before different judges or court divisions and thus
might reasonably expect that these courts would be
automatically aware of the issues in a litigant’s different
cases, even when the courts are not so informed. Another
type of problem that can occur in multiple case situations is
when judges inadvertently rely on information from
another court case file without the party’s knowledge or
opportunity to respond to that information.

Problems With Ex Parte Communications to the
Court

Ex parte communications can occur inadvertently when judges and
other court staff are in close contact and are working hard to process
cases efficiently and in the best interest of the litigants. For example:
1.

A family court services mediator or probate investigator
may speak about interactions with the litigants with the
judge in chambers or another location where the parties
are not present and are unable to comment.

2.

A court-based self-help attorney or paralegal may provide
a judge with information about the financial issues with
respect to child or spousal support outside the presence of
the parties.

3.

A clerk in a domestic violence court may provide the
criminal court judge with a record of related cases that
includes information from a juvenile dependency case. This
information is not made available to the litigants because
of the confidential nature of the dependency case. There is
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no chance to object to the information or to respond to it in
any way.
Self-represented litigants are less likely to discover that such ex parte
communications have occurred, are less likely to know how to
challenge them when they have occurred and are less able to rebut
inappropriately communicated information. It is also possible that
opposing attorneys and even court staff may be more likely to initiate
ex parte communication when they know that the self-represented
litigant is not in a position to prevent this from happening.
The responsibility of courts to “self-police” in such situations is
therefore particularly high.

III. Problems With Information in Internal Court
Systems
Given the increased amount of information available in computer
systems and through case managers, judges may be presented with
information not developed by the litigants or their attorneys. Moreover,
even when litigants are aware of the information and can respond to it,
some kinds of information can create substantial risk of undue
prejudice and confusion of issues and can potentially mislead the trier
of fact. (Evid. Code, § 352.)
1.

Criminal history information (rap sheets) obtained by a
domestic violence court coordinator. For instance, a Family
Code section 6306(a) search of criminal history may reveal
that a respondent in a domestic violence matter is on
probation for possession of a controlled substance. Does
this make the litigant any more likely to have committed
domestic violence in the judge’s mind? How will the court
give the parties notice that the information has been
received and considered by the judge in a manner that
provides a reasonable opportunity to respond to it? Who
will have access to this information? 85

2.

Information about cases involving people or incidents that
are remote in time, relationship, or nexus to the issue
before the court. For instance, a mother has a current

85
Family Code section 6306(b)(2) provides that the court must not consider any
information obtained as a result of the search that does not involve a conviction
described in Family Code section 6306(a). That information must be destroyed and
must not be a part of the court file or any civil case file.
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dissolution with a contested custody issue. The court’s case
manager has located a previous paternity case in which
this mother had been involved in a custody dispute over
two children with another man. In that five-year-old case,
there was a child custody evaluation recommending that
the children be in the primary custody of their father.
Should a judge see and be influenced by the previous
evaluation in the older case? If so, how will the parties be
notified that this evaluation is being considered? Who
should have access to the evaluation? How will the case be
set for hearing in a way that allows time for selfrepresented parties to respond to this information?
3.

Information in current cases that may prejudice a judge
unfairly on a particular issue in a related but different case.
For instance, a woman has filed for dissolution and set a
hearing to ask for custody. The judge is aware that she is
also the defendant in an eviction case in which the basis
for eviction is loud parties in violation of the lease. Should
the judge be influenced by this information in making the
decision about custody in the current dissolution case? How
will the court bring the matter to the attention of the
parties?

IV. Procedures to Minimize Risks of Due Process
Violations
Since attorneys are not available to raise concerns and objections
about due process in all such types of situations, judges should be
especially mindful of due process in cases involving self-represented
litigants. Litigants—just like attorneys—must be informed of all the
information that the judge will be using to make a decision and must
have sufficient time to review the information to be able to raise
concerns about its accuracy and probity and to rebut it.
Many of the institutions designed to provide information to the court
are overburdened. Judges need to be aware that there may well be
factual errors in reports—or that terms may be used that are imprecise
or inappropriate. In addition to time to review the reports, litigants
must be given the opportunity to raise questions at the hearing and
present evidence to rebut the report.
Judges can also encourage reporting professionals to review their
reports with self-represented litigants before submission, thereby
providing the opportunity to correct and rebut. In one county, the
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common practice is for the child custody mediator to review the
materials in the custody evaluator’s report with the self-represented
litigant. The review is intended to ensure that the litigant understands
it, that errors are corrected, and that the litigant receives from the
mediator perspective on how the information will be considered.
Formal written protocols can help set the boundaries for
communications among judges and between judges and court staff on
substantive matters (those that go beyond calendaring or other nonsubstantive procedural issues). The following protocols and procedures
are helpful:
1.

Written policies for communications among judges,
between judges and court staff, and between judges and
other government workers such as probation officers,
social workers, and child support enforcement attorneys
and staff, about any substantive matters related to
litigants.

2.

A standard procedure whereby all communications to
judges about substantive matters related to cases must be
in writing and be provided in advance to all parties.

3.

A standard procedure whereby litigants are given the
opportunity to question a person making a report about its
content, to question anyone whose hearsay statements or
opinions may be contained in the report, and to offer
evidence with respect to it. Reports should contain contact
information for those whose input has been considered in
the report so that the litigants may have the opportunity to
bring these individuals to court for questioning.

If the court intends to review any documents not submitted by the
parties such as docket sheets or computer printouts about related
cases, notice should be given to the parties indicating which specific
documents are to be reviewed, and copies of these documents must be
available to the parties in a timely fashion so that they have the
opportunity to be heard if they object.
Sometimes forms are marked as “confidential,” thereby creating in the
litigants an expectation that the information they provide will be kept
private. Litigants must always be informed of the limits to this
confidentiality. Examples include family court services reports and
recommendations as well as probate investigator reports and files.
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It is important to inform litigants of their legal rights against selfincrimination. Judges may also want to consider taking precautions
against eliciting potentially self-incriminating information, or other
information against a litigant’s legal interest, in cases where there are,
or are likely to be, criminal charges. Training for court staff is also
helpful on issues such as limitations of confidentiality of
communications with litigants and on evidentiary privileges relevant to
the types of information common to cases involving self-represented
litigants (e.g., public information, medical records, mental health
information).

Conclusion
To protect due process rights of self-represented litigants, judges and
court staff must remain alert to the particular enhanced risks that
these litigants face and must implement systematic protections to
minimize these risks. They also need to make use of this same
sensitivity as they obtain information and act on it in individual cases.
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10
Communication Tools
Introduction
Communication is the foundation of all our interactions with others. It
influences how we perceive and judge not only other people but also
the facts and circumstances of cases. The court system rests heavily
on the communication skills of its various participants. This chapter
surveys the communications challenges facing judges in cases
involving persons representing themselves. It describes techniques
that judges can use to get the information they need to make
appropriate decisions and to convey those decisions in ways that are
more likely to result in compliance.

I.

Communication Challenges With Self-Represented
Litigants

Under the time pressure and stress of heavy and intense calendars,
judges must determine how they can best perform their fact-finding
and decision-making functions when the involved parties are not
legally trained or familiar with courtroom culture. Judges have to
decide how to make sure that parties who do not have attorneys as
intermediaries nonetheless understand and comply with the court’s
orders and rulings. How can a judge make sure that justice is not more
difficult to attain for self-represented litigants than it is for those with
counsel?
A judge’s communication skills will help determine success in this
endeavor. A judge’s communication choices will influence not only the
amount and quality of the information successfully conveyed in the
courtroom (both information given, and information received) but also
the likelihood of compliance with court orders and, ultimately, both the
actual and perceived fairness of the court proceedings.
Good communication also involves being aware of those persons in the
courtroom who are waiting for their cases to be heard. Through
“teachable moments” the bench officer can draw the audience’s
attention to the cases being heard, increasing their comprehension of
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the process and thus the likelihood that they will participate within this
established process when their own cases are called.
Verbal communication refers to the words used, either written or
spoken. Nonverbal communication is everything communicated except
the words. It includes vocal elements—how something is said—as well
as what is commonly called “body language.” Listening, of course, is
another basic element of communication, one that usually combines
both verbal and nonverbal communication.
Communication between the judge and self-represented litigants will
necessarily involve the content of actual words spoken or written, how
those words are conveyed, and listening or reading skills. Word
content can be general or specialized (e.g., “legalese”), formal or
informal, and high- or low-grade-level equivalent, and the context
within which words are conveyed can increase or decrease the
likelihood of their comprehension.
Self-represented litigants come from a large variety of backgrounds.
They have significant variances in literacy levels and comprehension
skills. Communication that may work for some will not make any sense
to others. In addition, misleading portrayals of the law or justice
system on television and movies cause the public to have preconceived
ideas of what a judge is supposed to do and what is needed to decide a
case. Misunderstandings can happen due to a variety of factors
including the educational level of the litigant, limited English
proficiency, or even the use of legalese. Language can mean one thing
in the legal context and another in “civilian” life. These
misunderstandings can be compounded by the stress many litigants
experience in court due to anxiety, conflict, and overcrowded
calendars.
Nonverbal communication can be even more significant than verbal
communication, and listening may be the most used but least taught
communication skill. Nonverbal cues are not just critical when coming
from a judge and are observed (and possibly misunderstood) by a selfrepresented litigant but can also affect a judge’s perception of a litigant
if the self-represented litigant’s nonverbal communication sends the
judge contradictory messages or triggers assumptions or judgments,
as is natural in all interpersonal communication. Awareness that these
issues exist, and attention to one’s personal body language and
nonverbal cues as well as possible preconceptions about what those
cues mean in someone else, is a critical element of communication.
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II.

Word Content, Formality, and Overall Language
Level

A.

The Importance of Understandable Terms and Definitions

In all cases, especially those involving self-represented litigants, it is
important to try to make sure that the information and ideas conveyed
are understood by listeners, whether those listeners have a law degree
or not. Consider the terms used. Obviously, judges must be able to use
and understand legal vocabulary, but they do not always have to use
it. Using the specialized language of a profession can be a good
shortcut if everyone understands it, but it is not a good shortcut if the
listener does not understand it.
When there is no alternative to the use of a specific legal term and
there is a possibility that the parties may not understand it, it is helpful
to briefly explain the term. It is not necessary to sound erudite in order
to sound professional and to have the record hold up on review. On the
contrary, adapting to the listener is a hallmark of an effective
communicator in any field. And it is essential in dealing with selfrepresented litigants.
Getting into this habit is particularly helpful when dealing with limitedEnglish-proficient (LEP) litigants and court interpreters. Legalese in
English is hard enough, but when translated into another language,
particularly for someone who may not be familiar with our system of
justice or who speaks a language that may not have a direct legal
equivalent for a given term, the difficulties in understanding are
compounded. Interpreters are not permitted to explain terminology to
the LEP litigant, so by providing the explanation, even if brief, the
judge is ensuring all litigants are on equal footing.
Most professionals are not aware of how specialized their language is.
When professionals think back to law school or to any time that they
were introduced to a new area of law, some terms that might have
seemed incomprehensible at first are probably now second nature. Like
most professionals, judges tend to think in the “terms of art” of their
profession, some to the point where they cannot “translate” legal
terms except by using more of them.
Here are a few commonly used terms and their possible nontechnical
equivalents:
alleged: claimed
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appellant: a person who asks a higher court to reverse (or
change) the findings of a lower court
bears a significant resemblance to: is like
in compliance with: comply, follow
the court: the judge
defendant: the person who is accused or sued
effectuate: cause
entitlement: having rights to particular benefits
evidence: what is used as proof to establish facts, including
testimony from the parties, testimony from witnesses, or
exhibits (documents or other objects)
exhibit: documents or other objects produced in court as
evidence (proof)
hearsay: the report of another person’s words; a statement,
either oral or written, by a person who is not in court as a
witness
jurisdiction: the right to decide a case, the official power to make
legal decisions and judgments about particular cases
legal elements: the components or factors that need to be
proved legally
litigant: a person involved in a lawsuit
make contact with: see, meet, talk to
moving party: the person who asked the court to make a
decision
obtain relief: to receive a court award of damages or an order
requiring the defendant to do or not do something
the parties: the sides
petitioner: the person who asked the court to make a decision
plaintiff: the person who brings a case against another in a court
of law
the proceeding: the action taken in court, what’s happening in
court
prove the elements: demonstrate the truth or the existence of
the necessary components
provisions of law: law
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pursuant to: under
respondent: the defendant in a lawsuit, someone who has to
respond to or answer the claims of a person who asked the
court to make a ruling
rules of evidence: the rules for what is considered evidence or
proof in a court of law, and how that evidence must be
presented
sufficient number of: enough
under oath: sworn to tell the truth
weight: importance
Many judges find it useful to think through common questions to ask
them in a way to make it more likely to get better information.
Does the matter stand submitted?
Do you have anything else to say before I make my ruling?
Did you cause to be filed?
Did you file?
Do you want a continuance?
Do you want to have this hearing at a later date?
B.

Formal Versus Informal Speech

To communicate better with self-represented litigants, many judges
find it helpful to use practices common to informal spoken language
even in the more formal environment of the court.
Less-formal language includes the use of:
•
•
•
•
•

Contractions—“it’s,” not “it is”;
Shorter sentences;
First and second person—“I,” “we,” and “you,” not third
person (e.g., “one”);
Active voice—“You need to understand,” not passive (“It
should be understood”); and
Informal connectors to open a sentence—“And,” “Now,”
“Then,” “Because”; not “Additionally,” “At this point in time,”
“Subsequently,” “In light of the fact that.”

Beware of introducing informality by using common sayings or
idioms or even jokes, especially when dealing with selfrepresented litigants from different cultural backgrounds and
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LEP speakers. Even fluent or fairly proficient English speakers, if
from a different culture, may not get references or “sayings” and
may misunderstand what is intended. With LEP speakers, the
communication divide that can be created is even worse because
an interpreter would have to quickly find an equivalent phrase or
saying in the LEP speaker’s language, or default to explain the
expression or joke, taking up time and undoing the intended
effect of the informal speech. At worst, the expression will not
get interpreted and the intent behind the communication will be
lost altogether.
C.
Language Level as a Barrier, a Diagnostic Tool, and a
Solution
Judges should be aware of the level, or grade equivalent, of
language, and adapt it so that it is accessible to listeners,
without being condescending. The average reading level in the
United States is at the eighth- to ninth-grade level. One out of 5
Americans reads at the fifth-grade level or below; for seniors
and inner-city minorities, this number rises to almost 2 in 5.
Focusing on using plain language for your communications,
whether verbal or written, will significantly increase the
likelihood your message will be understood and instructions
followed.
Most commonly used software programs have measures for
assessing the grade level of a document. Measures such as the
Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level Score—which is included as a tool in
Microsoft Word and WordPerfect word processing software—
include the word length (how many letters), sentence length
(how many words), sentences per paragraph, and usage of the
passive voice. Using these tools can be very helpful. But keep in
mind that evaluating a document’s reading level is only one
aspect of plain language. The federal government’s website
www.plainlanguage.gov provides useful information and tools for
understanding and using plain language.
D.

Value of Written Materials

Some information is best provided in written form. When information is
complex or lengthy, a handout—ideally accompanied by oral
summaries or a question-and-answer session—reduces pressure on the
listeners and makes it more likely they will both receive and process
the information. Some written material is best provided in advance of
the court proceeding (e.g., by the clerk or through websites or selfhelp centers), which will greatly increase the likelihood that both sides
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will be better prepared. 86 Written material also allows for multilingual
translation and gives litigants the opportunity to obtain help to
understand the information. And it provides a resource for litigants to
refer to when needed. Some information is important enough to be
conveyed in both written and spoken form.
E.

Recognizing the Literacy Barrier

However, judges must always remember that as a practical matter,
information given in written form is inaccessible to many of the selfrepresented.
It is estimated that over 2 million native English speakers in California
are functionally illiterate, 87 which is defined as being unable to read,
write, and communicate in English at a level necessary to function on
the job and in society. The Correctional Education Association
estimates that 65 percent of adult prisoners are functionally illiterate. 88
In Judging for the 21st Century: A Problem-Solving Approach, 89 Justice
Paul Bentley (Ontario Court of Justice, Ottawa, Canada) has written
that judges must learn to recognize and read the signs of low literacy.
People may try to hide literacy problems by:

86

1.

Saying they cannot read a document because they forgot
to bring reading glasses;

2.

Claiming to have lost, discarded, forgotten to bring, or not
to have had time to read documents;

3.

Asking to take home forms “to read later”;

4.

Claiming to have a hurt hand or arm and are therefore
unable to write;

R. Albrecht et al., supra, 41 Judges’ Journal at p. 45.

S. White and S. Dillow, Key Concepts and Features of the 2003 National
Assessment of Adult Literacy (National Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Dept. of
Education, 2005); L. Jenkins and I. Kirsch, Adult Literacy in California: Results of the
State Adult Literacy Survey (Educational Testing Service, 1994).
87

A. Bazos and J. Hausman, Correctional Education as a Crime Control Problem
(UCLA School of Public Policy and Social Research, 2004), p. 28.
88

89
S. Goldberg, Judging for the 21st Century: A Problem-Solving Approach (National
Judicial Institute, Canada, 2005), pp. 16–17.
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5.

Glancing quickly at a document and then changing the
subject, or becoming traumatized, quiet, or
uncommunicative when faced with a document;

6.

Hesitating when asked to read a document and/or reading
it excessively slowly; or

7.

Appearing to read a document very quickly, although they
are unable to summarize its contents. 90

Possible markers of low literacy include the following:
1.

A person who has not completed high school or has
difficulty speaking English;

2.

A person who has filled in a form with the wrong
information or has made many spelling and grammatical
errors;

3.

A person who claims to go to legal aid every day,
butdoesn’t have time to fill in the relevant forms;

4.

A person who seems not to relate to or understand
questions about particular times, dates, and places;

5.

A person whose writing and speaking styles don’t match;
or

6.

A presentence report that indicates that an individual left
school at a young age, and/or before completing grade 10,
or that chronicles a history of unemployment or refusal of
job training, promotion, or reassignment. 91

Persons who have limited literacy skills may attempt to cope with
feelings of fear, embarrassment, or inadequacy by behaving in ways
that can appear flippant, dishonest, indifferent, uncooperative,
belligerent, defensive, evasive, indecisive, frustrated, or angry. These
emotional markers of low literacy may appear on the surface to be
markers of a “bad attitude.” 92

90

Ibid.

91

Id. at p. 17.

92

Ibid.
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F.

Overcoming the Literacy Barrier

To address low literacy in the courtroom, judges can do the following:
1.

Be aware of their own biases relating to low literacy;
remember, low literacy does not equal low intelligence.

2.

Educate themselves about low literacy in their community
and in the courtroom.

3.

Make it easier for people to understand by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.

Slowing down;
Doing as much orally as possible;
Speaking clearly and repeating important information;
Supplementing oral information with a written note that
the person can mull over in private or have someone
read later;
Previewing or reading aloud documents in the
courtroom; and
Asking the person if they understood and listening
carefully for the answer, or asking the person to repeat
back what was ordered to ensure understanding. 93

Keep literacy in mind when sentencing; consider literacy
training as part of rehabilitation; keep in mind that most
rehabilitative programs (job skills training, anger
management, substance abuse, spousal abuse, etc.) are
literacy based; and
•
•
•
•
•

Use plain language instead of legalese;
Use short sentences and clear language;
Use words consistently;
Use the active voice; and
Avoid strings of synonyms (“authorize and empower”). 94

III. Increasing Listener Comprehension
Various techniques have been shown to increase a listener’s
comprehension of verbal information.

93

Ibid.

94

Ibid.
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A.

Setting Ground Rules

It is far easier for people to follow the rules when they know what they
are. For example, courtroom protocol includes wearing appropriate
clothing, standing when the judge enters the courtroom, not
interrupting, and so forth. These ground rules may be available in
written form at different steps in the process such as at the clerk’s
office, self-help centers, or legal services offices. Videos on courtroom
protocol could also be streaming in public areas of the courthouse or
available on the court’s website, or the information could be conveyed
by a court clerk, self-help center staff, or bailiff. Procedural examples
should be provided that include how to state objections and how to
present different types of evidence.
B.

Providing a Mental Map

It is helpful to give court participants a “mental map” of what’s
ahead—what will take place. After each major stage, judges should let
them know where they are in the process and what comes next.
For example, the following statement could be used: “The first thing I
need to find out is whether this court has jurisdiction—that is, the
court’s power to decide this case. Then I need to find out whether the
financial situation of the parent who does not have custody has
changed, and if it has, I need to decide what change in monthly
support would be appropriate.” 95
C.

Using Repetition

Given that much of what a self-represented litigant is exposed to in
court is often new information, it can be helpful to repeat important
information. As mentioned above, judges will want to consider having
important information in both written and spoken form. It is helpful if
the same information is also conveyed to litigants at all steps in the
process so that the clerks, self-help center staff, and judges are
providing consistent information to litigants.
D.

Using Paraphrasing

It is often productive to ask court participants to paraphrase important
information out loud in their own words to check their understanding.
This will also increase retention.
This example combines explanation and paraphrasing: “You are
required to sign a piece of paper promising the court to do certain
95

Adapted from R. Albrecht et al., supra, 41 Judges’ Journal at p. 46.
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things. If you do not keep your promise, the consequences are . . . Are
you clear what you need to do? What is that?”
E.

Asking Questions to Clarify Comprehension

Frequently ask if court participants have questions, and pause—for at
least 5 seconds for fairly basic questions and at least 8 to 10 seconds
for more complex ones. Make sure that participants understand that
it’s okay to have questions.
1.

Count to yourself, if necessary, to make sure the pause is
long enough to allow listeners to process your question and
formulate their own.

2.

Use nonverbal behaviors to show that you are open to
questions. Include some of the following: establish eye
contact, pause, sit up straight or lean forward slightly, tilt
your head a little to one side, use a nonthreatening vocal
tone, gesture with open hands.

3.

Watch the listener’s nonverbal cues to see if he or she has
questions but is hesitant to ask them. This is especially
important for people who speak English as a second
language or others who might be confused or intimidated
by the surroundings and the process.

4.

Answer likely questions, even if your listeners don’t ask
them, if you think the information is important: “A question
people often have is . . .”

IV. Nonverbal Communication
A.

Cultural Context of Nonverbal Communication

Anytime oral communication is involved, nonverbal communication is a
factor. Even when judges are not speaking, they are still
communicating nonverbally. Indeed, nonverbal messages can be more
significant than verbal ones. They cannot be avoided, they vary with
background and culture, and they are often difficult to interpret.
Within the courtroom setting, nonverbal communications reflect the
relationships between various pairs of participants, build confidence
and trust in the judge and in the process, and help maintain courtroom
traditions. Consciously or, more often, unconsciously, they affect
perceptions of credibility and are interpreted as expressing emotion.
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Research on communication shows that we rely on nonverbal
behaviors even though we often misinterpret them and even though
there are no absolute formulas for their interpretation. For instance,
crossed arms do not always mean “closed to communication,” although
some people might respond to crossed arms as if they do.
Interpretation of nonverbal behavior becomes more accurate when
“clusters” of behavior, or several behaviors, indicate the same
conclusion.
There are, of course, major cultural differences over the meaning and
interpretation of nonverbal behaviors. For example, the accepted
length of a pause before answering a question varies greatly—some
cultures consider it disrespectful to answer too quickly (it’s more
respectful to really consider the question before answering it). These
differences take effort to understand, and while they are not the
specific subject of this benchguide, they indicate the need to be
cautious in cross-cultural situations when interpreting the nonverbal
behavior of persons from various cultures.
B.

Paths of Nonverbal Communication

Judges should be aware that they are sending—and receiving—
messages through all of these nonverbal paths:
1.

Voice (volume, articulation, pace and rhythm, pitch and
inflections, pauses);

2.

Eye contact;

3.

Facial expressions;

4.

Gestures;

5.

Posture, movement, and body orientation;

6.

Use of space and room arrangement;

7.

Appearance and objects (clothing, jewelry, items on the
bench, etc.);

8.

Time (on time or not, time allotted, time allowed to speak,
etc.);

9.

Silence (differences in meanings assigned to silence, length
of silence); and
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10.

C.

Others—anything that people can interpret as being
meaningful is communication (blushing, sweating, blinking,
touching, crying, etc.).

Effective Nonverbal Communication

The following are tools for effective nonverbal communication on the
bench:

V.

1.

Awareness that voice/vocal tone and inflections are key
components in conveying respect for others. The rate of
speaking also has an impact on the message’s clarity,
which is particularly important when there are cultural
differences.

2.

Looking at people when they are speaking shows
attentiveness and makes it easier to see the speaker’s
body language and to regulate the interaction better.
Judges should not be offended when litigants are shy about
looking at them—power and cultural differences are often
reflected this way.

3.

Orientation of the body toward the speaker and sitting up
straight or leaning forward slightly demonstrates
engagement in the interaction, reinforces that the speaker
should be directing remarks to the judge, and encourages
more active listening.

4.

If verbal and nonverbal behaviors are inconsistent, people
tend to believe the nonverbal cues. Maintaining congruence
between the verbal and nonverbal messages—that is,
sending a consistent message—will reduce uncertainty and
add strength to the message.

Effective Listening Techniques

Effective listening means understanding the speaker’s entire message,
bringing together verbal and nonverbal communication skills. As the
proverb says, “Speaking is when you sow, listening is when you reap.”
The skills discussed below should be considered from the perspective
of the judge as listener and of others in the courtroom as they listen to
the judge.
A.

Active Listening: Capturing and Confirming the Message

Active listening usually involves four steps. First, focus on the speaker
and the message. This should involve both being attentive and
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receptive and demonstrating that the listener is attentive and
receptive—using nonverbal behaviors such as eye contact, nods, a
positive tone of voice, and upright posture or a slight forward lean as
well as verbal encouragers such as “I see,” “Mm-hmm,” and “Go on.”
If the listener has to look down to take notes, it is helpful to explain
that “what you are telling me is important and I am writing it down. I
may not be looking at you when I am writing, but I am listening.
Please continue.”
Second, draw out the message as necessary. It might be necessary to
initiate the interaction, to encourage fuller responses or bring the
speaker back from a tangent. Of course, one of the best ways to do
this is to ask questions. The form of the question will affect the
answer.
•

Close-ended questions allow for short, direct answers; they
often start with is, are, did, do, when. These are effective
when specific information is needed and when it is necessary
to establish control of the topic or the proceeding.

•

Open-ended questions allow for a broader range of responses;
they often start with what, how, why, describe, explain, tell,
give an example. These are effective when probing for
information and when answers of greater depth are needed.
Examples include “How so?” “Give me a little more
information about . . . ,” “Help me understand . . . ,” “Tell me
more about . . . ,” “Give me some specific details about . . . ,”
and “Give me a word picture—like a slow-motion instant
replay of . . . .”

Third, communicate understanding of the message. There are usually
several levels of meaning in every exchange.
•

Content: facts, information. Paraphrasing is one of the most
useful tools there is for checking (and showing) understanding
of a message’s content.
•
•
•

•

“If I understand you correctly . . .”
“What I’m hearing is . . . Is that right?”
“So, you’re saying . . . ?”

Emotions: feelings, reactions. When emotions play an
important role in the message, it can be effective to
acknowledge their existence. Even if the emotions aren’t
relevant to your decision, reflecting the emotions back lets the
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litigants know they’ve been heard and often allows them to
move past the emotions to give you the information needed.
•
•
•

“It sounds like you’re very frustrated. What I need from
you now to help me make my decision is . . .”
“I’m sorry that you and your family are going through
this at this time; could you tell me more about . . .”

Intent: why they’re giving you this message, what they’re
trying to achieve with it, what the connection to the overall
proceeding is.
•
•

“You believe this information proves that . . .”
“You want to make sure that I understand that . . .”

Fourth, encourage confirmation or clarification of the meaning. To
make sure that the listener got the message, the judge should give the
litigant a chance to verify or clarify the judge’s interpretation (“Yes,
that’s what I meant” or “Well, not quite, Your Honor. What I meant
was . . .”).
Voicing the speaker’s own feelings can be useful in conveying
empathy: “I can tell that you really tried to . . .”; “I can tell that you
really care about . . .” 96
B.

96

Additional Tips for Better Listening
1.

Listeners should begin with the desire to listen. Attitude
affects effectiveness.

2.

Listeners should focus on the message. Tune out
distractions, including those created by the speakers
themselves (e.g., nervous quirks) and their own internal
distractions.

3.

Listeners should try to understand that a speaker’s
viewpoint is affected by the speaker’s life experiences.
Some effort can overcome the potential for
misunderstanding that sometimes comes with differing life
experiences.

4.

Listeners should withhold judgment as long as possible.
Once we label something as right or wrong, good or bad,
we lose objectivity.

Ibid.
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C.

5.

Listeners should reinforce the message. Everyone can think
four times faster than most people speak. One can become
a better listener by making good use of this ratio—mentally
repeat, paraphrase, and summarize what the speaker is
saying.

6.

Listeners should provide feedback. They can use both the
verbal and nonverbal channels when possible. (See below
for tips on giving verbal feedback.)

7.

Listeners should listen with their whole body and look at
the speaker. Being physically ready to listen usually
includes sitting erect, leaning slightly forward, and placing
both feet flat on the floor. Not only will the speaker feel
that the listener is actually listening, but the listener is
more likely to listen better (behavior both reflects and
affects attitudes).

8.

Listeners should listen critically. Even though listeners
should try to understand a speaker’s viewpoint and
withhold early judgment, they obviously need to test the
merits of what is heard. This is the real balance—being
open-minded and being able to critically evaluate what is
heard and the credibility of the sources.

Constructive Feedback for the Listener
When it is particularly important that the listener receive feedback
(e.g., they need to get to the point or calm down and speak more
clearly), the following tips may make it less likely that the listener
will become defensive and tune the message out. Speakers should
do the following:
1.

Begin with a positive statement;

2.

Be specific—make clear both what is meant and what is to
be done about it;

3.

Be honest but tactful (a real skill!);

4.

Personalize your comments by using the listener’s name
occasionally and using “I” language to describe your
perceptions and reactions, to reduce defensiveness and
help establish rapport;

5.

Reinforce the positive and mention what they’ve done well;
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D.

6.

Tell them what’s in it for them (positive consequences of
getting this feedback);

7.

Emphasize a problem-solving approach to the negative;
and

8.

End with a positive statement. Sandwiching the negatives
between positives makes them more palatable.

Tips for Helping Others Listen Better

Judges should also consider these choices in addition to using the
techniques discussed earlier.

97

1.

Visual supporting materials. Getting the information
through more than one channel enhances comprehension
and retention. There are many different types of learners—
visual and auditory are two—and using more than one
channel will build on the strengths of more listeners and
reinforce the information for everyone. 97

2.

Conducive listening environment. Even though speakers
may not have control over such factors as the acoustics,
the seating and temperature, the frequency of breaks, the
ambient noise, the number of interruptions, and so forth,
they can significantly affect how well the listeners can
concentrate. Controlling the factors that one can, and
balancing the others by using as many techniques as
possible for better communication, will help.

3.

Decreasing “distance.” The courtroom environment and
procedure, including the level at which the judge sits and
the robe and demeanor, establish the judge’s clear position
of authority. But “judicial demeanor” does not mean that a
judge has to be intimidating. Judges should speak directly
and personally to the litigants. The judge will appear to be
more in control and will get better responses when they
seem comfortable with the litigants as people and appear
to want to understand their needs and problems.

4.

Building self-awareness and skills. A speaker’s mannerisms
can distract even good listeners—try to identify any

Ibid.
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distracting habits (videotaping can help to identify these)
you may have and work on removing them.

VI. Potential External Barriers to Communication
The following can be significant barriers to communication.
A.

B.

C.

Physiological and Environmental Factors
1.

Thinking ahead of the speaker;

2.

Preoccupation/boredom;

3.

Message overload/listener fatigue;

4.

Physical distractions (noise, disruption);

5.

Stress, physical discomfort, fear;

6.

Mental illness; and

7.

Time pressures.

Individual Differences and Assumptions
1.

Personal mannerisms;

2.

Fear of appearing ignorant; and

3.

Assuming that listening is passive and effective
communication is the responsibility of the speaker.

Bias, Both Conscious and Unconscious
1.

Power or status;

2.

Language comprehension and proficiency;

3.

Accent;

4.

Culture or ethnicity;

5.

Economic level or factors;

6.

Gender and sexual orientation;

7.

Education level;

8.

Age;
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9.

Physical or mental ability or disability;

10.

Appearance; and

11.

Other differences.

VII. Tools for Dealing With Cross-Cultural
Communication Issues
Cultural norms and values shape all communication experiences.
Because the mainstream American culture and justice system place a
high value on explicit, direct communication (what is said—the content
and exact meaning of words), there is ample opportunity, if not a
likelihood, for miscommunication in cross-cultural exchanges where the
context of words, how words are said or written, and the
circumstances surrounding the communication event are emphasized.
Strategies to minimize potential barriers created by cross-cultural
communication include all the techniques mentioned (especially
listening), but might also include the tips that follow.
Speakers should:
1.

Speak audibly and distinctly, but without exaggeration;

2.

Speak in a relaxed and unhurried manner, and slowly, if
necessary;

3.

Not speak louder in an effort to be understood (a common
reaction, but often interpreted as intimidating, even
hostile);

4.

Be willing to take the time to explain or rephrase what is
said, if necessary;

5.

Communicate concepts clearly and in an orderly manner;

6.

Give examples to demonstrate;

7.

Learn the correct pronunciation of a person’s name;

8.

Not expect tone of voice that is meant to convey emotion
(e.g., sarcasm, humor, praise, blame) to be understood
(messages not intended literally may be interpreted as
such);

9.

Avoid colloquialisms, slang, and mixed language;
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10.

Not rely on eye contact (or lack thereof) to indicate
respect, honesty, credibility, guilt, and innocence;

11.

Not ask questions in the negative;

12.

Remember that “yes” or “OK” may mean “I am listening”
or “I have heard what you said” rather than agreement, or
that nodding may be a sign of respect, not of agreement;
and

13.

Understand that non-direct answers, or brief limited
answers, are not necessarily signs of lying or withholding.

Listeners should:
1.

Ask the speaker to slow down, enunciate more clearly,
repeat, rephrase, or simplify;

2.

Rephrase or summarize for clarification and confirmation;
make it clear that you really want to understand what the
speaker is saying;

3.

Not interrupt, unless necessary;

4.

Respect silence;

5.

Allow extra time;

6.

Not make assumptions about facial expressions, body
movement, or hand gestures (or lack thereof);

7.

Not make assumptions about tone of voice or nonlanguage
sounds;

8.

Not misinterpret an effort to make oneself understood by
speaking more loudly as anger or aggression;

9.

Not interpret silence as agreement;

10.

Expose themselves to different accents to get used to
them; and

11.

Educate themselves as much as possible on cultural issues
of the communities the court serves.
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In asking questions of persons from different cultures, it is helpful to
remember that the frame of reference can make a large difference in
communications. For example:
1.

Persons who have grown up in most countries other than
the United States or England use the metric system. It
may be easier to ask the person to compare the length of
the object in question to something in the courtroom.

2.

In many countries, December 14 would be written as
14/12 rather than as 12/14. In asking about dates, it is
helpful to ask for the name of the month and date.

3.

In Mexico, the father’s last name appears first and the
mother’s second. For example, Jose Garcia Chavez would
generally go by the name of Jose Garcia. Judges may want
to ask what the father’s last name is in order to determine
the person’s “official” last name.

4.

Students in Spanish-speaking countries are generally not
taught to spell in their head. Thus, it can be difficult to
spell their name out for the judge or court reporter. It is
generally better to give them the opportunity to write out
their name in order to avoid discomfort and misspellings.

5.

In traffic cases, questions like “Were you going southbound
or northbound?” may be difficult to answer for persons
from cultures more apt to think of landmarks—toward the
ocean, toward the mountains, toward the city.

6.

Many persons from other cultures find it rude to point at
others. Thus, they can be asked where the person is
sitting, what clothing they’re wearing, or similar identifying
questions.

Context is so important! I once interpreted in a case where a Guatemalan
was asked to describe one of the parties. He said that she was a tall
blonde. Well, that was true from his perspective, but to the judge and most
members of the jury, she looked more like a medium-height brunette. And
it seemed like he was lying. Instead of asking for a description, I
recommend that judges ask if there is a person in the courtroom who
looks like the person being discussed.
— Court interpreter
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Conclusion
Judges who use the techniques in this chapter report that they obtain
more information from litigants on which to base a decision and that
they feel more in control of their courtroom. Research indicates that
good communication results in a higher level of compliance with court
orders. 98 Thus, these techniques have the potential not only to make
the judicial experience more satisfying but also to improve the quality
of justice.

98
D. Eckberg and M. Podkopacz, Family Court Fairness Study (Fourth Judicial District
of the State of Minnesota, Fourth Judicial District Research Division, 2004).
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11
Avoiding Unintended Bias
Introduction
One of the special challenges of dealing with self-represented litigants
is that judges have to interact with people from a wide variety of
cultures and backgrounds without a lawyer acting as the “translator.”
This chapter describes the often serious unintended problems that this
can cause for access to justice for the self-represented, presents the
experiences and insights of many judges, and suggests ways that
judges can work to overcome these dynamics in their judging.

I.

The Roots and Dynamics of Unintended Bias

Lawyers have generally been to law school for at least three years.
They’ve spent time with other law students and lawyers. They’ve read
cases, watched hearings, and often have years of experience in the
courtroom. They know the legal shorthand used in most types of
cases. Often, they’ve appeared in front of a particular judge on
multiple occasions. They generally understand what information that
particular judge wants, which issues are relevant and which are not,
and they are not as emotionally involved in the case as their client is.
A judge can therefore interact with all attorneys in pretty much the
same way; a judge does not have to adapt to accommodate the minor
differences among the attorneys.
In contrast, most people representing themselves have had very little
contact with the court system. They know a lot about the facts in their
case, but they often don’t know how to fit that knowledge into a legal
solution. They don’t know what to expect in court.
Sometimes they’ve come from other countries where it may be
disrespectful to look a person in authority in the eye—or where going
to court means paying money in bribes or being fearful of going to jail.
Sometimes they’ve gone to court in different states or for different
types of cases and have expectations based on those experiences.
Most have family or friends who’ve had some type of experience in
court, and those people have given suggestions that vary dramatically
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in their helpfulness. Most people have seen Judge Judy or L.A. Law or
Perry Mason or Judging Amy or The People’s Court or the films Kramer
vs. Kramer or My Cousin Vinny. They know that it isn’t all true, but it
still forms some part of their understanding of the legal system and
shapes their expectations.
The canons of ethics require judges to act without bias. But when
dealing with litigants directly—people of all colors, economic
backgrounds, 99 cultural backgrounds, and mental capacities—it is
nearly impossible to expect that judges won’t have some biases to
confront and consider. Most judges aren’t even aware of these biases,
but it’s important to consider these issues while being a judge in one of
the most diverse areas in the world.
As a lawyer and now a judge, I’ve always worked in a culture where most
of my colleagues are quite smart and articulate. We all went to school for
many years, read a lot, and write well. I was really shocked to learn that
half of the American people read at less than fifth-grade reading level—
and that doesn’t even count litigants who come from other countries,
many of whom had few opportunities for organized education. I find that
when I read a pleading from someone who clearly has problems with
writing or spelling, I remind myself not to confuse literacy with stupidity. I
figure they can probably fix a car or my computer much easier than I can.
Sometimes it’s really frustrating, but overall, I’m really proud that our court
system is open enough that everyone can have their day in court (even if
they can’t spell).
—Judicial officer

II.

Social Science and the Dynamics of Unintended
Bias

The field of social cognition (the study of the relationship between
mental processes and social behavior) offers one way to think about
these issues. Research in this field helps us understand the natural
processes of categorization of and preference for people based on
group identity. In one study, judges (like other groups) demonstrated
the following common cognitive illusions: 100

For a discussion of the challenges of identifying and addressing implicit
socioeconomic bias in the judiciary, see M. Benedetto Neitz, “Socioeconomic Bias in
the Judiciary” (2013) 61 Cleveland State L. Rev. 137.
99

100
C. Guthrie, J. Rachlinski, and A. Wistrich, “Inside the Judicial Mind” (2001) 86
Cornell L. Rev. 777.
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1.

Anchoring (making estimates based on irrelevant starting
points); 101

2.

Framing (treating economically equivalent gains and losses
differently); 102

3.

Hindsight bias (perceiving past events to have been more
predictable than they actually were);

4.

Representativeness (ignoring important background
statistical information in favor of individuating
information); and

5.

Egocentric biases (overestimating one’s own abilities).

The following conclusions drawn from cognitive science research
provide judges with valuable insight into the human vulnerability to
unintended bias.
A.
Categorization of and Preference for People Based on
Group Identity
In fact, the human ability to categorize experience is an indispensable
cognitive device for understanding, negotiating, and constructing the
world. 103
The human mind tends to organize everything, including people, into
categories. Social scientists believe that this mental process may have
prehistoric roots, ensuring the survival of our genetic code. Today it
translates into social categorization, or grouping people based on any
number of characteristics, including race, ethnicity, skin color, gender,
age, sexual orientation, physical and mental abilities, religion,
economic status, language ability, education level, and so forth.

For instance, if a class of students is asked whether the Mississippi River is longer
or shorter than 2,000 miles and then asked the river’s length, and a second class is
asked whether the Mississippi River is longer or shorter than 500 miles and then
asked the river’s length, the first class will invariably provide answers that are higher
than those given by the second class.
101

For instance, most people will prefer a certain $100 gain to a 50 percent chance of
winning $200. On the other hand, most will prefer a 50 percent chance of losing
$200 to a certain loss of $100. In other words, people tend to make risk-averse
decisions when choosing between options that appear to represent gains and riskseeking decisions when choosing between options that appear to represent losses.
102

103

R. Brown, Prejudice: Its Social Psychology (Blackwell Publishing, 1995), p. 39.
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Within a fraction of a second of encountering another person, human
brains register automatically and without conscious awareness that
person’s race, gender, and age. Our brains take “shortcuts” to deal
with, organize, and simplify a complex world. These are sometimes
referred to as heuristics.
B.
Human Brains Encode Information About Groups of People
Into Memories
These mental constructs are sometimes called “schemas.” In this way,
brains can be likened to computer hardware—what goes in that
hardware will differ from person to person, but humans all process,
code, store, and retrieve data similarly.
Similar to categorization, stereotyping is a mental shortcut that forms
associations between groups of people and the attributes we believe
typical of those groups. Stereotypes can also be either positive or
negative. One might, for example, have a stereotype of all lawyers
from one law school as smart and from another law school as dumb.
C.
Humans Strongly Prefer Persons From the Same Social
Categories
This phenomenon is sometimes called in-group favoritism and outgroup derogation. Whether these preferences are strong or weak, or
whether they exist at all (there are instances where people prefer
those within groups to which they do not belong, for example) will vary
from person to person.
D.
Humans Tend to Perceive Out-Group Members as All the
Same
An example of this is the “they all look the same” phenomenon. We
also engage in in-group overexclusion whereby ambiguities as to
whether someone belongs or does not belong to our group are most
likely to be resolved against inclusion.
E.
Preference for Members of In-Groups Begins at an Early
Age
These preferences become automatic, habitual lenses through which
we view the world. Children can show in-group preference before the
age of two.
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Children exposed to racial diversity at an early age often exhibit a clear
absence of in-group favoritism and out-group derogation.
However, contact alone is generally not enough, and other factors
must be present:
1.

There should be institutional support for the measures
designed to promote the contact;

1.

The contact should be of sufficient frequency, duration, and
closeness to permit meaningful relationships to develop
between members of the groups concerned;

2.

As much as possible, the participants in the contact
situation should be of equal status; and

4.

The contact should involve cooperative activity. 104

F.
Human Brains More Readily Process Information That
Confirms Our Beliefs, Attitudes, or Stereotypes
In fact, when humans are faced with information inconsistent with our
beliefs, we revise them under certain circumstances, but we are more
likely to create a subgroup category (an exception), leaving the initial
general belief intact. This is especially true when the out-group is large
and the association or stereotype negative.
Some examples of this are “You’re different from (or ‘not like’) other
___” or “You can come home for Thanksgiving, but don’t bring your
___ friends.” Thus, stereotypes are much like heat-seeking missiles in
search of confirming information.
We also have a propensity to ascribe the mistakes or failures of others
to their inherent qualities or flaws but our own mistakes or failures and
those of people in our in-groups to external circumstances.
G.
These Early Beliefs, Attitudes, or Stereotypes Continue to
Exist at an Unconscious Level
These biases may persist despite a commitment to moral and ethical
principles such as equal justice, honesty, and integrity in decision

104

Id. at pp. 268–269.
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making, or to making decisions based only on the facts and
circumstances of each case.
H.

Implicit Bias Affects Even Nonverbal Behavior

Research indicates that the extent of teachers’ differing expectations
about girls’ and boys’ abilities to learn various subjects is directly
correlated to girls’ and boys’ subsequent actual learning in those
subjects. 105
This phenomenon has been repeatedly demonstrated in studies of the
interview process. Without knowing the purpose of these experiments,
interviewers consistently sit farther from, are less friendly to, make
more speech errors, and take less time with interviewees who are
members of disfavored groups. Conversely, interviewees who are
interviewed by experimenters who are instructed to exhibit these
behaviors deliberately mirror the behaviors.
I.

Implicit Bias Increases Under Certain Circumstances

These circumstances include stress, time pressure, distraction,
boredom, absence of accountability, and lack of motivation to be fair
and accurate.
This poses real challenges for judges, who are often under stress, lack
time, and are distracted and bored.
Of course, judges are extremely motivated to be fair and accurate.
However, the possibility of implicit bias may arise more in cases with
self-represented litigants with no intermediary lawyer to facilitate or
carry out the communication, or when some judges may feel less
accountability where there is less likelihood of an appeal.
In one interesting experiment on accountability, subjects who were
convinced that a (bogus) skin electrode apparatus could detect their
“true” feelings were far more willing to report socially sensitive
attitudes and stereotypes than those not connected to electrodes. 106

M. Palardy, “The Effects of Teachers’ Expectations on Children’s Literacy
Development” (1998) 35(4) Reading Improvement 184–186; P. Murphy and E.
Whitelegg, “Girls and Physics: Continuing Barriers to ‘Belonging’” (2006) 17(3)
Curriculum Journal 281–305.
105

106

R. Brown, p. 211.
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J.
Emotional State Can Also Influence the Tendency to
Implicit Bias
Psychologists investigating the link between emotions and prejudice
have found that anger increases the likelihood of a negative reaction to
members of a different group and that sadness or a neutral emotion
does not.
They have also found that the responses of happy people are quite
similar to those of angry people—both are more likely to draw on
negative stereotypes when judging guilt or innocence. Sad people
“may have been in a frame of mind that led them to evaluate the case
histories more slowly and to reach more judicious conclusions.” Sad
people were, if anything, biased in favor of those linked with negative
stereotypes.

III. Implications for the Judicial Fact-Finding and
Decision-Making Process in Cases Involving
Self-Represented Litigants
Cases involving self-represented litigants raise the usual unintended
biases that judges have to consider in all cases—biases such as race,
gender, language, and economic status. The stereotypes to which we
are all vulnerable may be triggered more easily during stressful, highvolume, repetitive, time-pressured, tiring calendars—all too often
hallmarks of calendars involving self-represented litigants. Moreover,
this likelihood might become even greater in the absence of attorneys
who normally act as intermediaries between the judge and the litigant
and who also bring to the courtroom certain distancing formalities of
language, discourse style, and interaction.
In addition to these usual biases, the issue of self-representation can
itself bring up various attitudes and assumptions on the part of judges.
Some of these include the following beliefs:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

High-volume/high self-represented litigant calendars are
“punishment” assignments;
Self-represented litigant calendars are not real “judge
work”;
Self-represented litigants are unable to effectively
represent themselves and are usually unprepared, and
their pleadings and papers are unintelligible, do not raise
relevant issues, or both;
Self-represented litigants are less educated if not illiterate;
Self-represented litigants lie;
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6.
7.

8.

Cases and calendars where one or both parties are selfrepresented are longer, slower, more stressful, more
frustrating, often volatile, and sometimes unsafe;
Hearings in which one side is represented and the other is
not are prone to numerous evidentiary challenges and
accusations of judicial impropriety when efforts are made
to “level the playing field”; and
If they really wanted to, self-represented litigants could get
a lawyer.

The “kernel of truth” notion asserts that stereotypes and assumptions
about people must be based on something, so there must be a kernel
of truth in each of them. Although some stereotypes (not all) reflect a
real difference in averages between groups, it is obvious that
stereotypes are unreliable as a basis for making judgments about
individuals.
We also need to remember that litigants come to court with various
expectations and biases and that those assumptions and biases may
also affect how they act in the courtroom.
I use a script at the beginning of my domestic violence calendar. It takes
about 10 minutes, and I use it to explain how the day is going to go and
set the tone. I don’t even have to think about it anymore. I watch to see
who’s sitting with who, who has a little kid that we’ll want to get out early,
who is really upset, who’s laughing at my jokes. It also gives them some
time to get used to the idea that I’m a Chinese-American woman hearing
their case.
—Judge

IV. Specific Techniques to Minimize Implicit Bias
How do we counter these implicit biases to treat everyone as an
individual who deserves a day in court? Research has shown that the
following techniques minimize the potential impact of implicit bias.
Strategies that judges report using are set out below.
A.

Stay Motivated to Be Fair and Accurate

Within our system of justice, there are many safeguards against the
operation of personal bias in judicial decision making, foremost among
them the ethical imperatives that guide and constrain judges. It is
unlikely that any judge is not motivated to be fair and accurate.
However, research indicates that good intentions are not enough to
offset implicit bias. Conscious attention and effort are also needed.
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“Remember the canons relative to bias, prejudice, fairness, etc.
Remember the Constitution requires a ‘neutral, detached magistrate.’”

B.

Maximize Accountability

Again, the justice system incorporates various safeguards against the
operation of personal bias, including, in most cases, the availability of
a record and the opportunity to appeal. Judges have also suggested
reviewing their own rulings or decisions for patterns or asking a
colleague to periodically observe their courtroom communication or
review a difficult ruling.
“Have someone else review my decision if I feel it may contain bias.”

C.

Take Ample Time

Are hearings with some groups longer? Shorter? Why? Studies in the
context of interviewing indicate that interviewers with negative bias
toward a certain group take less time, make less eye contact, sit
farther from, and make more speech errors (e.g., stuttering,
hesitations) when interviewing a member of that group.
“Allow both parties the same amount of time to address the court.”

“Prepare in advance about the people and the issues; allot sufficient time
for hearings to avoid impatience; listen in the courtroom to make each
person become an individual to me.”

“Slow down; listen carefully.”

D.

Minimize Distraction and Pay Attention

Strong emotion, stress, or distraction increase the likelihood of relying
on automatic responses. One’s physical and mental health will
influence one’s ability to stay focused.
“Focus hard on the argument being presented to counteract
boredom/stress/time pressure.”
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“Avoid becoming overworked; when overworked, I revert to rote/easy
methods of accomplishing things. Bias can creep in when taking the easy
way out.”

E.

Be Conscious of Difference

This may seem somewhat counterintuitive and even dangerous,
because we are taught that “justice is blind,” that we live in a “colorblind society,” and that we must “treat everyone the same.” In reality,
we are acutely aware of differences whether or not we consciously
acknowledge them, and we are more likely to make judgments based
on implicit biases related to those differences if we attempt to ignore
them. Recent research indicates that once the defendant’s race in a
jury simulation is explicitly referred to and jurors are made aware of
the potential for their race bias, they are better able to correct for it. 107
“I affirmatively recognize that I might have a bias about a person and then
consciously put it aside.”

F.

Think About Thinking

To engage in an intentional thought process, judges might make a
conscious effort to wait until all facts are present before judging, as
jurors are admonished to do.
“Question basis for determinations—assumptions or facts?; question
inferences—accurate or caused by bias?”

“I try flipping—pretending that the litigants have switched roles. For
example, if a litigant is not well-dressed, I pretend that the other litigant is
dressed that way and ask myself if I would rule differently.”

G.

Confront Cultural Stereotypes

Cognitive scientists have developed an online experimental tool, the
Implicit Association Test (IAT), that assesses unconscious attitudes, or
implicit bias. Data gathered from over 2.5 million online tests reveals,

107
S. Sommers and P. Ellsworth, “White Juror Bias: An Investigation of Prejudice
Against Black Defendants in the American Courtroom” (2001) 7(1) Psychology, Public
Policy and Law 201–229.
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for example, that at least 75 percent of test takers show an implicit
bias favoring the young, the rich, and whites. 108
Readers are encouraged to take the IAT by going to the Project
Implicit website at www.implicit.harvard.edu. (Project Implicit is a
nonprofit organization and collaboration between researchers who
study implicit social cognition.) Most test takers report at least some
disparity between their conscious intention and the test results. At the
very least the test may direct one’s attention to areas in need of
self-scrutiny.
“Cross-check analysis (e.g., sentence) with substitute category (male for
female, or race).”

H.
Seek Out Images and Social Environments That Challenge
Stereotypes
In “How (Un)ethical Are You?,” an article that appeared in the Harvard
Business Review, 109 the authors describe a judge who, despite a strong
belief that her decisions were unbiased, was concerned that she might
be harboring unconscious prejudices from working in an environment
that daily reinforced the association between black men and crime.
She decided to create an alternative environment by spending some
time in a neighboring court where the population of criminals being
tried were predominantly white. Malcolm Gladwell, in his bestseller
Blink: The Power of Thinking Without Thinking (2007), recommends
periodically calling to mind positive representatives of groups that are
routinely stigmatized by negative cultural stereotypes.
“Get into the community more often with diverse groups.”

“Educate myself about other cultural norms. Take time to talk to
interpreters, even if the litigant does not appear, about the culture and
language nuances as they relate to the issues we handle.”

I.

Maintain Constant Vigilance

What the Harvard Business Review says of managers holds true for
judges: “Managers who aspire to be ethical must challenge the
assumption that they’re always unbiased and acknowledge that
M. R. Banaji, M. Bazerman, and D. Chugh, “How (Un)Ethical Are You?” (Dec.
2003) Harvard Business Review 56–64.
108

109

Ibid.
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vigilance, even more than good intention, is a defining characteristic of
an ethical manager.” 110
“Keep reminders (nonobvious notes) on the bench not to buy into
patterns.”
I know that I’m not going to understand all of the cultures in the world, but
I do try to learn about the cultures of people in my community. I go to
community events, read books about their cultures and affirmatively work
to find out more about their lives. One of my favorite books is The Spirit
Catches You and You Fall Down, which Ann Fadiman wrote about the
Hmong culture in the Central Valley.”
—Family law judge

Conclusion
The roots and dynamics of unintended bias run deep throughout all of
life, and the judging enterprise is no exception. A commitment to
understanding and eradicating these dynamics can go far in building
access to truly neutral justice for all.

110

Id. at p. 64.
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Addressing Litigant Mental Health Issues
in the Courtroom
Introduction
For many judges and court staff, the problems of dealing with selfrepresented litigants are exacerbated by the fact that some of them
may be suffering from forms of mental illness, recognized or
unrecognized. This is particularly apparent in criminal cases where
litigants have the right to counsel and are choosing to represent
themselves. Or in family law cases where it may be difficult to
determine whether a litigant is experiencing the stress associated with
dissolution of a relationship or exhibiting the symptoms of mental
illness. 111
Judges and court staff are often uncertain about how to deal with these
litigants, fearful of a potential loss of control and sometimes even of
actual physical risk. At a minimum, these litigants are seen as highly
disruptive to court functioning.
This chapter discusses the dynamics of mental illness in the selfrepresented litigant context and suggests approaches to assist in
addressing litigants’ needs and to minimize disruption of court
processes.

I.
Current Scientific Perspective on Mental Health
Problems
A.

The Roots of Mental Illness

Historically, mental health problems were thought to be behavioral in
origin and nature. Modern medical research has taught us that many
mental health problems are caused by a variety of genetic and
environmental factors that are diagnosable and often treatable.
Effective treatment, however, is often difficult for many to access.

111
J. Block, “Developing Beneficial Parenting Plan Models for Children Following
Separation and Divorce (2005) 19 J. Am. Academy of Matrimonial Law 237–253.
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Generally, the behaviors exhibited by those with mental problems are
symptomatic of their brain dysfunction.
B.

The Burdens of Mental Illness

Litigants with mental health problems usually have significant
psychological burdens. Some examples of such burdens are the
following:

C.

1.

Adjusting to the disease. Living with mental illness is
frightening. Mentally ill individuals are frequently
misunderstood and isolated. They often feel like a
disappointment or a burden to loved ones, and can also
worry about harming them.

2.

Social stigma. Mental illness carries a social stigma that
depletes a person’s sense of self-worth. Mentally ill
individuals often have been subjected to shaming, blaming,
and guilt-inflicting behavior by others.

3.

Fear. Litigants with mental health problems can be
expected to be significantly fearful in the courtroom. How
they exhibit this stress will vary from individual to
individual.

Common Responses to Mentally Ill Litigants

Judges working with mentally ill litigants are often highly motivated to
be helpful to them. Cognitive neuroscience has found that the desire to
help people in trouble is strong. 112 This normal interpersonal response
mechanism for human beings, as well as other highly social mammals,
accounts for such things as our drive to hold our families together, to
empathize with others whether or not we have consciously chosen to
do so, or to commit acts of heroism entailing enormous self-sacrifice
without much prior conscious analysis.
It also helps account for the varying levels of pain and discomfort,
sometimes referred to as “survivor guilt,” that we feel when exposed
to those less fortunate than ourselves. Examples vary all the way from
the horror of witnessing an injury accident, to listening to the
testimony of a person who has been brutalized, to avoiding a homeless
E. Kohler et al., “Hearing Sounds, Understanding Actions: Action Representation
in Mirror Neurons” (2002) 297(5582) Science 846–848; L. E. O’Connor, “Pathogenic
Beliefs and Guilt in Human Evolution: Implications for Psychotherapy” in Genes on
the Couch: Explorations in Evolutionary Psychology (P. Gilbert and K. Bailey, eds.,
London: Brunner-Routledge, 2001), pp. 276–303.
112
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person trying to sell papers on the street, to how we feel generally
around sick people or while visiting in hospitals. 113
Judges must recognize their own feelings of discomfort that they may
have when dealing with a litigant’s mental health issues. Many people
feel uncomfortable working with such individuals. (This can be just as
true for mental health professionals as for lawyers and judges.) The
“survivor guilt” response can account for much of this discomfort.
This feeling can arise fairly easily—prompted by the litigants’
appearance, speech, or demeanor, or some bizarre act on their part. A
judge may be only vaguely sensitive to the feeling, particularly while
working on a busy calendar, and will simply feel more pressured or will
experience impatience or some other uncomfortable state.
Unfortunately, the emotional defenses against these uncomfortable
feelings are such things as anger, frustration, or blaming the litigant.
These undesirable responses are particularly likely to appear when
judges are unaware of, or do not understand the reason for, their own
discomfort and act out on those feelings perhaps because of being
distracted by a busy docket.
Judges are required to work with litigants with mental health problems
in situations that can cause significant frustration. It is important that
such feelings not get in the way of decision making.
Unfortunately, it is not always possible for the court to intervene in
some way that will be helpful to a litigant. Litigants with mental health
issues are more likely than most to ask the court for relief that is
simply not available.
I was handling a case with a really resistant defendant who just wasn’t
complying with any of my orders. During hearings he would often fail to
pay attention when I spoke to him, would not respond directly to
questions, and seemed unwilling to cooperate with reasonable requests. I
tried sanctioning him, but that didn’t seem to make a difference.
In reviewing his file, I saw that his mother had only been 20 years old
when he was born and had been repeatedly incarcerated for alcoholrelated offenses. It occurred to me that he might be suffering from fetal
alcohol syndrome and that maybe his failure to comply with orders was as
a result of an inability to do so.
I changed my approach from treating him as willfully noncompliant to
someone who was going to need coaching to make it through the legal
requirements. I had him come to court more often and started praising him
113
L. E. O’Connor, J. W. Berry, and J. Weiss, “Interpersonal Guilt, Shame and
Psychological Problems” (1999) 18 Journal of Social and Clinical Psychology 181–203.
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for anything positive that I could find that he had done. Lo and behold, he
actually started following my orders. I’m not a doctor and don’t know if
that’s really what his situation was, but realizing that there might be a
physical cause for some of his actions helped me not take what he was
doing so personally and helped me be more creative in how I responded
to it.
—Judge

Being unable to help litigant, or even to help them understand why the
proceedings are going the way they are, is highly unpleasant for
almost any judge. If this occurs frequently, judges can become
vulnerable to withdrawing empathy from the litigants altogether in an
attempt to avoid the emotional stress of the situation.
Even when a judge is able to be helpful, litigants are not always able to
acknowledge the help they are receiving. They may behave in an
argumentative or otherwise difficult manner toward the judge, which
may add to the judge’s frustration and ultimately create resentment.
Mental Health Treatment
There are numerous reasons why individuals with mental illness may
not seek or accept treatment that has been offered to them. When
litigants appear as if they do not want help, it will stem from one or
both of two sources: either a negative prior experience with mental
health treatment or their own symptomology.
Although improvements continue to develop, many antipsychotic
medications have serious and permanent negative side effects. Many
persons with serious chronic mental illness are simply not capable of
keeping up a medication regimen or routinely getting to appointments
on time, and so reasonable outpatient treatment is not feasible.
Without support systems and the capacity to cope with the social
interactions necessary to manage handling a serious chronic illness on
their own, many give up on the mental health system.
Mental Health and Addiction
Some individuals with mental health issues, and often those addicted
to drugs and alcohol, will not seek treatment because they have lost all
hope of being able to recover. These litigants will often deny that they
have a problem. This denial disappears quickly as the possibility of
recovery becomes more of a reality.
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The overlap with the lack of medical detoxification facilities is clear.
When medical detoxification is available, the resistance to treatment
declines considerably.
If a judge can communicate to litigants a genuine belief that recovery
is possible, the effect can be dramatic in breaking through addicts’
hopelessness and denial. Drug treatment courts have found coercive
treatment to be effective for many addicts, particularly when
conducted in treatment courts presided over by genuinely supportive
judges who can communicate their confidence in the individual’s ability
to get and stay clean and sober.
Mental Illness and Safety
Unless they are abusing alcohol and other drugs, most people with
mental illness are no more violent than people without mental illness.
Nevertheless, if feelings of discomfort rise to the level of fear, it is
imperative to pay attention to that feeling. Judges must put their own
safety, and that of their staff, above other considerations. Litigants
with mental health issues may act in a threatening manner simply to
see how a judge will respond, hoping that the judge will remain calm
and in control. Or they may be threatening as a warning that they are
about to actually go out of control. There is no way to know for sure.
Security must be the priority.
The legal system has become a frontline of mental health treatment.
People who are in trouble, who need help far beyond what the court
has traditionally provided, are now appearing as self-represented
litigants. Court staff, self-help centers, prisons, and county and state
jails are charged with taking care of the chronically mentally ill, the
suicidal and high-acuity mental crises, the drug addicted, and those
without resources. There are simply not enough places to refer people
for the help they need.

II.

Strategies for Responding to These Challenges

A.

The Importance of Case Specificity

The following suggestions are generalizations and are given in hopes of
being helpful; however, judges should understand that there are no
formulas for dealing with litigants’ mental health problems. What
works well with one litigant may be completely ineffective or even
harmful to another with the same disorder. While medical professionals
have clustered mental health symptoms into patterns of diagnoses,
there is no patient profile that predicts anyone’s interpersonal
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reactions in any particular situation. The most important thing is to pay
careful attention to each individual. Each case is different and requires
the judge’s specific attention and assessment.
B.

Responding to Seriously Impaired Litigants

Judges may be called on to make certain kinds of mental health
judgments from the bench, even when not in civil commitment or
other mental health court assignments. Progress of a case may have to
be deferred until the mental health issue has been addressed.
1.

Hospitalization. Most jurisdictions have similar criteria for
determining whether a person should be taken
involuntarily to an emergency inpatient facility:
•
•
•

Is the person a danger to themselves?
Is the person a danger to others?
Is the person so impaired as to not be able to tend to
the basic necessities of life?

2.

Law enforcement. If a judge perceives that any of the
factors listed in item 1 above is applicable to litigants in the
courtroom, the judge may want to request the immediate
assistance of local law enforcement such as the courtroom
bailiff. In most counties, law enforcement officers are
trained in the assessment required for admission to an
emergency psychiatric facility, or they know where to
promptly obtain such an assessment.

3.

Adult Protective Services. If the litigant is not going to fit
the hospitalization criteria, but is still so seriously impaired
as to prevent meaningful participation in the case, a call to
the local Adult Protective Services might be helpful in
getting services for the litigant—including legal services.

4.

Guardian ad litem (GAL). A seriously disordered litigant
may have a friend or family member who would be willing
to serve as a GAL. The court should consult with local legal
services programs, public defender offices, and local bar
association pro bono programs to determine how to get
qualified legal representation for GALs and to have review
of the appropriateness of the proposed guardian. The court
should not proceed with a GAL unless it is clear that the
nature of the disorder prevents the litigant from
proceeding on their own.
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5.

C.

Public guardian. A call to the public guardian might also
result in assistance for the person, possibly through the
provision of a GAL or a conservatorship proceeding.

Dealing With the Chronically Mentally Ill

Often, persons suffering from chronic mental illnesses bring matters to
the court. They are either asking for help from the court or are the
subject of an action for relief by some other person. The following
approaches may be helpful.
1.

Relieving the litigant’s anxiety. Judges might think of
themselves as anxiety relievers for a chronically mentally ill
person. A litigant may be suffering from a delusion or
hearing voices, or may be in some other equally frightened
state of mind.

2.

Seeking help for delusions. Mentally ill litigants might ask
the court to help them with their delusions. For example,
they might ask the court to stop the government from
implanting a microchip in their tooth; to restrain their
neighbor from coming through the wall at night while they
sleep; or to offer relief from the poison the phone company
has put into their air vents. In these cases, calling the
public guardian may make sense.

3.

Paying respectful attention to the litigant. The litigants will
be paying close attention to whether the judge is trying to
simply “get rid” of them. They have most likely had many
experiences with people being frightened by them and
trying to dismiss them as quickly as possible, and so are
highly sensitive to this sort of treatment.

4.

Using staff to talk to litigants. If there are self-help support
people available, they may be able to spend some time
with the litigants, work with them, and help find useful
resources for them.

5.

Sticking strictly to facts—and being honest. The judge can
say that the litigant’s story sounds unusual; that they have
never heard of the government implanting chips before,
and so forth. This can be done without directly dismissing
the person’s own sense of reality. There is no need to
verbally label the person as crazy or directly point out the
mental illness. Point out what evidence would be needed to
get the relief requested—is it possible to get an x-ray from
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a dentist showing the chip in the tooth? a photograph of
the neighbor coming through the wall? or an analysis of
the poison air from the vent? In asking for this proof, the
judge is merely asking what would be asked of anyone.
Once this is explained to litigants with mental illness, they
generally accept this information as an indication that they
are not being singled out.
It is helpful in these conversations with the litigant to
validate the concern. For example, “I understand you are
worried the government placed an implant in your tooth.
That must be scary.” Let the litigant respond. Then, “In
order for you to prove your case to me, I would need to
see the implant. An x-ray from a dentist would show the
implant exists in your tooth.”

D.

6.

Making a legal services referral. If the litigant is making a
request for relief from the court, a referral to a community
legal services resource or to the local pro bono program
would be enormously beneficial. If the litigant is the
subject of a request for relief by another, this referral
becomes even more critical to prevent the problem from
further escalation.

7.

Making a social services referral. If the litigant seems open
to suggestions, it may be possible to make a referral to
some local mental health resource. In making such a
referral, the judge should make it clear that the intention is
to be helpful and not to be disapproving or punitive. For
example, the judge might say, “I think you might be able
to get assistance at County Behavioral Health” rather than
“I think you should go to . . . ,” as if the judge had
diagnosed the litigant. The individual, however, may simply
be too fearful to be open to such a suggestion.

Excessively Frightened or Paranoid Litigants

Most litigants are anxious about being in a courtroom. Self-represented
litigants who are excessively frightened or even paranoid can be
particularly challenging for judges because it can often be difficult to
question them. A litigant may resist answering the questions the judge
asks.
1.

Not pushing. Pushing for answers by the judge may make
the problem worse. If the judge is instead calm, speaks
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softly, and uses open body language, the mentally ill
litigant is more apt to answer questions.

E.

2.

Stepping back. In stepping back rather than increasing
pressure on the litigant, the judge can redirect the
conversation or take a brief break and try again.
Aggressive questioning is likely to fail and can lead to an
increasing sense of struggle between the judge and the
litigant. This type of courtroom tension is
counterproductive for everyone.

3.

Using staff. If there are self-help support staff available,
perhaps they can take time to work with the litigant while
the judge proceeds with other matters.

4.

Being realistic. Judges should be prepared for the fact that
they may not get the information they need from the
litigant. The litigant simply may not be able to comply.
Accepting and acknowledging this reality will contribute far
more to courtroom control than protracted arguing.

Argumentative or “Unhappy” Litigants

Some litigants demonstrate their illness to the court by being
completely incapable of acknowledging help. No matter what the judge
does, it will be wrong. Regardless of the amount of help offered, such
litigants may insist that they have not been helped at all. They may
say things like the following:
•
•
•
•
•

“You aren’t really helping me”;
“You don’t care at all, I’m just a number”;
“If I don’t get help soon . . .”;
“So you are saying they can do anything they want . . .”; and
“So you don’t care if my children are safe.”

Appropriate and helpful responses include the following:
1.

Not taking it personally. Judges should not take comments
such as these personally. Litigants tend to test judges the
same way they test doctors, therapists, and other
authorities to see how the authority will respond. These
sorts of comments from litigants tend to make the
recipient feel bad, like a failure, disrespected, defensive, or
some other negative thing that the litigant has repeatedly
felt. It usually mirrors some experience that they have had
in their lives that is beyond the inquiry of the court. The
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behavior is symptomatic of the illness and not a sign of
personal disrespect.
2.

Relaxing. When a judge can be aware of this dynamic, it
makes a productive response far easier. A relaxed, calm,
firm, and nonreactive or non-defensive response from a
judge is the best reaction available.

3.

Engaging and listening. The litigant needs to know that the
judge is listening and paying attention. Active listening is
important.

4.

Expressing the desire to help. Litigants place a great deal
of weight on their perceptions about a judge’s motives
toward them. 114 Judges should expressly show that it is the
court’s intention to help them and to be of value to them.
A judge might say:
•
•
•

“How can I help you today?”
“I want to be helpful to you.”
“I’m sorry—I just can’t think of anything else to help
you.”

5.

Being firm. Litigants should not be allowed to escalate into
angry or genuinely disrespectful behavior toward the judge
or other courtroom staff. For example, “I can see that you
are upset, but it is not acceptable to use foul language in
my courtroom. We will not be able to proceed if you
continue to use that language.”

6.

Disengaging when necessary. Do not hesitate to take a
recess to stop or redirect unacceptable behavior.
Sometimes a brief break is all it takes to establish order
and cooperation.

F.
The Importance of Disengagement and of Saying “No”
Calmly
The ability of a judge to disengage from dysfunctional interactions with
litigants cannot be overemphasized.
1.

114

Trusting oneself. Judges can rely on their own feelings and
perceptions to tell them what is happening. If judges find
themselves feeling uncomfortable during an exchange with

T. Tyler, supra, 22 Law & Society Review 103.
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a litigant, it is almost certain that the litigant is also
uncomfortable. Something needs to be changed. Judges
should make themselves feel as relaxed and comfortable in
the courtroom as possible. When the judge feels genuinely
comfortable, the chances are better that the litigants will,
too.
2.

Setting limits calmly and firmly. Litigants do not really
benefit from being allowed to go on endlessly, arguing with
a judge. Certainly, giving litigants their “voice” in a hearing
is central to any justice proceeding. However, when
litigants cannot refrain from repeating themselves or
arguing with or even verbally abusing the judge or
opposing party, the judge must put a stop to it. In many
cases, the longer that litigants are allowed to continue with
this behavior, the more anxious and upset they get.

3.

Judges actually help litigants by setting limits on
unacceptable behavior. By keeping such behavior to a
minimum, judges are reducing the chances that it might
affect their decision-making process.

4.

Judges are responsible for maintaining a calm and
comfortable process for everyone else in the courtroom.
Being able to relax and say “no” to an unhappy or angry
litigant without becoming defensive or unkind
demonstrates to the rest of the courtroom that the judge is
clearly in control of their emotions, and of the situation.

5.

Disengagement can be made in various ways, for example:
•
•
•
•
•

“I’m sorry, but we are simply out of time.”
“I have to leave enough time for the other people here
in the courtroom.”
“I appreciate what you have said and I will think about
it before making a decision.”
“I would like you to talk with the (court staff) while I
move on to the next case.”
“I am going to take a short recess.”

III. Community Resources
Knowledge of available resources in the community and of those
working with litigants’ mental health issues helps the judge and the
court as a whole manage these issues.
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1.

Resource guides. Each court should have a guide for
judges on what culturally competent and multilingual
resources are available in the community to assist litigants
with mental health and related issues.

2.

Collaborative courts. In some cases, it may be possible to
establish specialized calendars, such as drug treatment
court, mental health court, or domestic violence court,
during which particular social service providers can be
present to assist litigants in the courtroom.

3.

Community resources. If courts are located in communities
without many legal service or social service resources, it is
a good idea to locate the nearest place where services are
available. Partnerships, supported by computer, telephone,
and video-conference technology, may be able to help.

4.

Family court services offices. For custody and visitation
issues, family court services are required to provide
resources to parents. They often have directories of
community resources.

IV. Strategies for Coping With Difficult Cases
A.

Keeping Perspective

One way that judges can become vulnerable to added stress is by
losing perspective on the degree of power they actually have to help a
litigant with mental health issues. If judges expect too much from
themselves or from their roles as judges, or if they accept unrealistic
expectations placed on them by the litigants, the result is increased
stress and lower job satisfaction. While it is understandable that one
would feel unhappy about matters such as those listed below, judges
should not hold themselves responsible for fixing them. Feelings of
guilt and frustration at not being able to change things over which they
have no control can become a problem for judges if not recognized. It
is useful to remember the following:
1.

Judges will not always be able to be helpful to litigants.

2.

Judges will not always be able to make litigants believe
that the court cares about them, even when it does.

3.

Judges cannot make up for the lack of mental health
treatment services available in the community, but may
provide impetus to further address the need. Seek help
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from the Judges’ Leadership Initiative, a group of judges
interested in mental health issues
https://csgjusticecenter.org/courts/judges-leadershipinitiative/.

B.

4.

Judges cannot make up for the lack of legal assistance
services available in the community.

5.

Often there may simply not be a good solution available to
a judge.

Avoiding Isolation

Isolation is a commonly cited factor in research on judicial stress. 115
Working with others in the courtroom is helpful in relieving courtroom
isolation. Naturally, rigorous care must be paid to the constitutional
safeguards for the litigants and protocols developed so as to avoid
such things as ex parte communications. Self-help programs can place
attorneys and other legal assistance staff in courtrooms to assist with
procedural information, help parties reach settlements, and write up
the court’s orders. Having self-help staff in the courtroom to whom
litigants can be referred works to relieve some of the isolation of
judging. In the collaborative court models, often there are social
service providers in the courtroom to whom litigants can be referred.
This also helps relieve isolation. Studies have found that judges who
are involved in community work outside the court report higher levels
of job satisfaction. 116 Judges should try to participate in community
activities, join professional work groups and committees, and
communicate with family and friends.

Conclusion
While mental health issues do indeed increase the challenge of serving
the self-represented, both judges and court staff, when properly
prepared and supported, can move toward resolving any legal issues
and assisting in getting such litigants the help they need.

T. Eells and R. Showalter, “Work-Related Stress in American Trial Judges” (1994)
22(1) Bulletin of American Academy of Psychiatry and the Law 71–83.
115

116
P. Fulton Hora and D. J. Chase, “Judicial Satisfaction When Judging in a
Therapeutic Key” (2003–2004) 7(1) Contemporary Issues in Law 8, 19; J. P. Ryan,
A. Ashman, and B. Sales et al., American Trial Judges (New York: Free Press, 1980).
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Judicial Leadership in Access to Justice
Introduction
Court systems are highly complicated organizations, perhaps
appropriately not conducive to rapid transformative change. Judges
are often the only players with the credibility, reputation, and leverage
to build the momentum needed to increase access for the selfrepresented—and indeed for all people.
This chapter explains that it is appropriate for judges to play this role,
both within the court and in the community beyond, explores some of
the ways that judges have exercised this leadership, and emphasizes
the importance of making sure that such leadership is part of a
comprehensive strategy for access to justice, not just for the selfrepresented but for all.

I.

Judicial Leadership and the Judicial Role

Some judges fear that engagement in the overall functioning of the
justice system—particularly when it involves leadership in building and
inspiring partnerships with the bar, legal aid, and community
organizations—is inconsistent with judicial neutrality and therefore
with their role.
However, this role is critical to expand services and resources that will
allow the system to work effectively and to build resources so that
cases involving self-represented litigants can truly be decided on the
law and facts of the case.
As the Standards of Judicial Administration, standard 10.5 (The role of
the judiciary in the community), puts it:
(a) Judicial participation in community outreach activities should
be considered an official judicial function to promote public
understanding of and confidence in the administration of justice.
This function should be performed in a manner consistent with
the California Code of Judicial Ethics. [¶] (b) The judiciary is
encouraged to:
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(1)

Provide active leadership within the community in
identifying and resolving issues of access to justice within
the court system;

(2)

Develop local education programs for the public designed
to increase public understanding of the court system;

(3)

Create local mechanisms for obtaining information from
the public about how the court system may be more
responsive to the public’s needs;

(4)

Serve as guest speakers, during or after normal court
hours, to address local civic, educational, business, and
charitable groups that have an interest in understanding
the court system but do not espouse a particular political
agenda with which it would be inappropriate for a judicial
officer to be associated; and

(5)

Take an active part in the life of the community where the
participation of the judiciary will serve to increase public
understanding and promote public confidence in the
integrity of the court system.

The reference to the California Code of Judicial Ethics underlines the
consistency between the code and such leadership and educational
activities. It also highlights the importance of being aware of the
demands of the code, by, for example, being careful not to give any
impression that the court is on one “side” or the other, or would show
favoritism to any parties, or that judges have “prejudged” persons or
issues that may become before the court.
When judges explain their role in any community or court leadership
activity, it reinforces the public’s understanding both of the court’s
commitment to access and neutrality and of the importance of that
commitment.

II.

Sensitivity to the Value and Potential of the Roles
of Others

Whenever judges walk into the room, they bring an inherent credibility
possessed by almost no other professional. That credibility comes in
part from a presumed intellectual and moral capacity validated by their
appointment or election, and in part from an awareness of their broad
experience in making decisions in complex and important matters. But
it may come more than anything from the understanding of the
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judge’s role as neutral—the belief that what the judge is saying and
doing is not driven by any self-interest or bias but by a considered
understanding of what the public interest requires.
Therefore, those judicial leadership activities that make use of this
unique credibility are both most likely to be successful and most
valuable, in that through such activities judges can achieve changes
that no one else may be able to bring about.
Such activities are likely to include the following roles.
A.
Building a Consensus Within a Court for Access
Innovations
The unique credibility of a judge can help the staff and the court’s
leadership focus on the ultimate purpose of the court as an institution,
as well as encouraging flexibility and creativity in support of those
innovations that will better serve that ultimate access purpose.
Matters such as budget, job descriptions, departmental
responsibilities, and inertia are less likely to provide insurmountable
barriers to change when judges promote the need for change or a
particular innovation.
B.
Building and Reinforcing Staff Support for Such
Innovations
Innovations that increase access to justice frequently have the effect
of asking court staff and community service providers to do more than
is typically in their job description. While such staff receive gratification
from helping people, and from the positive response that most litigants
show to those who are genuinely trying to help, recognition by the
judge for their efforts is also tremendously helpful. Some judges
consider giving awards, holding a reception, or just saying thanks.
C.

Working With the Bar to Build Joint-Access Innovations

Occasional rhetoric notwithstanding, lawyers deeply respect judges
and generally do look to judges for guidance on the direction of the
legal system. Judges are therefore ideally positioned to help both bar
organizations and individual lawyers expand their views concerning the
need for all persons to be able to access the justice system, to think
more broadly about their obligations as part of a profession committed
to the public interest, and to assess whether the bar might benefit
from new forms of attorney-client relationships such as limited-scope
representation.
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D.
Developing Programs That Engage Judges in Access
Innovations
It is a truism: judges listen to judges. Judges are therefore
indispensable in creating, marketing, and shaping any programs that
seek to assist judges in ensuring effective access to the courts for selfrepresented litigants.
A wide variety of educational programs, seminars, writing, and
discussion about issues regarding self-represented litigants is
necessary to deepen the judiciary’s collective understanding of
courtroom dynamics before the system is truly as effective as it can
be. Judges must lead these activities.
Moreover, the promotion of the judicial role in the kinds of leadership
activities described in this chapter is primarily a role for judges.
E.
Encouraging and Supporting Community Initiatives That
Facilitate Access
In the community, the judge brings a similar unique credibility and can
help convince community leadership of the court’s integrity and its
interest in access.

III. National Perspective on Judge’s Role in
Encouraging Access to Justice for All
In July 2015, the Conference of Chief Justices and the Conference of
State Court Administrators adopted a resolution “reaffirming the
commitment to meaningful access to justice for all.” The resolution
restated these basic principles from a 2001 joint resolution:
[T]he promise of equal justice is not realized for individuals and
families who have no meaningful access to the justice system
and . . . the Judicial Branch has the primary leadership
responsibility to ensure access for those who face impediments
they cannot surmount on their own. 117
It then recognized “significant advances in creating a continuum of
meaningful and appropriate services to secure effective assistance for
Conference of Chief Justices, Policy Resolutions, Resolution 5: Reaffirming the
Commitment to Meaningful Access to Justice for All (adopted as proposed by the
CCJ/COSCA Access, Fairness and Public Trust Committee at the 2015 Annual Meeting
on January 31, 2018),
https://ccj.ncsc.org/~/media/Microsites/Files/CCJ/Resolutions/07252015Reaffirming-Commitment-Meaningful-Access-to-Justice-for-All.ashx.
117
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essential civil legal needs have been made by state courts, national
organizations, state Access to Justice Commissions and other similar
bodies, and state bar associations during the last decade” and
enumerated the following such advances:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expanded self-help services to litigants;
New or modified court rules and processes that facilitate
access;
Discrete task representation by counsel;
Increased pro bono assistance;
Effective use of technology;
Increased availability of legal aid services;
Enhanced language access services; and
Triage models to match specific needs to the appropriate
level of services.

Finally, it expressed the conferences’ support for “the aspirational goal
of 100 percent access to effective assistance for essential civil legal
needs” and urged their members to provide leadership in achieving
that goal and to work with their Access to Justice Commission or other
such entities to develop a strategic plan with realistic and measurable
outcomes” to achieve that goal.
Trial court judges can take steps within their own courts to help
achieve the 100 percent access goal by advocating for and supporting
activities that improve access in their own jurisdictions.
When judges speak about the importance of access to justice, their
perspective can resonate with a wide variety of stakeholders.

IV. Supporting Many Kinds of Innovation
It is not surprising; therefore, that many judges find it rewarding and
effective to deploy their skills and credibility in support of the following
solutions.
A.

Self-Help Services

Self-help services remain the gateway to the courts and a major
guarantor of the smoothness of the court’s entire operations.
Judicial credibility plays a major role in making sure that self-help
services are available throughout the court process and are properly
staffed and supervised by qualified attorneys. Judges can ensure that
self-help services are seen as part of the court’s core infrastructure,
are integrated into the court’s senior management structure, and that
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the court’s systems of evaluation and self-assessment include services
for the self-represented.
B.

Simpler Procedures

System simplification is a major challenge. Over the years processes
have acquired their own logic, their own constituencies, and their own
rationalizations. Often, they are widely believed to be mandated by
external forces such as the Legislature or the Constitution, and thus
not subject to any reassessment. The result is often that processes
that are highly complicated and wasteful, and that result in sometimes
insurmountable barriers to access for the self-represented, are
considered “off the table” for discussion and revision.
Because judges are the experts on the primary sources of perceived
external mandate, and because they are the most respected sources of
authority in the court system, they are the logical ones to launch the
review and reform of these processes.
Such processes include paper flow, clerk and case management
processes, calendaring, and forms (to the extent that they are
developed locally).
C.

Language Access

Litigants with limited English proficiency present special challenges to
the court’s ability to provide access to justice. Judges should work with
their court administrators to enhance language access services and to
maximize the effective use of limited resources for court interpreters.
D.

Coordination With Legal Aid

The fact that legal aid agencies represent parties in court does not
mean that judges and legal aid agencies cannot communicate about
administrative issues of mutual concern. Identifying common problems
will often lead to streamlined solutions. Learn what types of cases your
local legal aid programs will accept. Refer indigent parties who have
those cases, and only those cases, to legal aid.
E.

Supporting Limited-Scope Representation

Clearly, not all litigants are able to represent themselves, and pro
bono and limited-scope or unbundling programs are crucial to meet
the needs of persons requiring more than self-help assistance. Judges
are the effective heads of local legal culture and should seek ways to
send signals that help transform that culture.
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In 2003, the California Judges Association published an article entitled
“20 Things Judicial Officers Can Do to Encourage Attorneys to Provide
Limited Scope Representation,” 118 with the subtitle “How judges can
get more attorneys to draft intelligible declarations and enforceable
orders for self-represented litigants.”
Some of the ideas suggested in that article include the following:

F.

•

Make positive comments about limited-scope
representation and how you appreciate having attorneys
assisting with cases.

•

Encourage the bar association to set up a limitedrepresentation panel.

•

Let the attorney out of the case when the scope of
representation is completed.

•

Recognize that clients who have consulted with an attorney
may not present that attorney’s advice fully or even
accurately.

•

Mention limited-scope representation when making
presentations to lawyers and the public—try to dispel the
notion that judges will not let attorneys substitute out of
the case when the representation is completed. This may
be the only opportunity many litigants have to get some
legal help.

Encouraging Pro Bono

The support of the bench can have a major impact on encouraging pro
bono work in a community. The Judicial Council, in collaboration with
the State Bar and the Commission on Access to Justice, has created a
pro bono toolkit with information on what judges can ethically do to
support pro bono work, as well as sample speeches, letters, and other
resources.119 Some things judges can do:

Limited Scope Representation Committee of the California Commission on Access
to Justice, “20 Things Judicial Officers Can Do to Encourage Attorneys to Provide
Limited Scope Representation” (Summer 2003) The Bench.
118

119
Judge’s Toolkit: Resources to Assist Judicial Officers in Encouraging Pro Bono
Work is available on the “Equal Access Project” webpage on the California Courts
website at www.courts.ca.gov/partners/56.htm.
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•

Thank volunteer lawyers:
o Make positive comments about pro bono services and
how important it is.
o Attend award ceremonies recognizing pro bono
attorneys.

G.

•

Refer litigants needing pro bono assistance.

•

Help with training of pro bono attorneys at legal services
program.

•

Encourage pro bono work publicly when speaking at bar
association or public events.

•

Award fees to attorneys for pro bono services as
appropriate.

•

Expedite pro bono lawyer calendaring.

•

Support limited-scope representation—this may be the
best way to have attorneys provide pro bono assistance in
family law and domestic violence matters.

Community-Focused Court Planning

The judge’s participation in community-based court planning sends the
strongest possible signal of the court’s sincerity in its desire to listen to
the community’s agenda. Hearing from the community provides critical
information to the court as it seeks to appropriately serve all members
of the community—including self-represented litigants.
Such participation can also be educational for the community. The
judge’s clear voice in explaining the court’s philosophy can do much to
legitimate the court’s overall approach and insulate it against the
short-term attacks that unpopular rulings can trigger.
H.

Meetings on Self-Represented Litigants

As courts focus on self-represented litigant issues, and as they seek to
understand better what goes wrong for such litigants and how it might
be fixed, the judge’s participation brings a critical perspective lacking
in other court participants. The perspective of the problems the judge
may experience are needed to craft overall changes, and the judge’s
presence signals the importance of the issue and the priority that
should be placed on it.
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Judges can convene meetings to discuss coordinated services for selfrepresented litigants. As is common in bench-bar meetings, general
information regarding operation of the court and common
administrative issues can be addressed to ensure better use of court
time.
Judges can also convene meetings to explore triage models to match
the specific needs of self-represented litigants to the appropriate level
of services. Work with your self-help staff, the bar, legal aid, domestic
violence advocates, law and public librarians, and community and
government social services providers to develop referral processes that
reduce the burdens on the public to locate the right service provider
and reduce the burdens on service providers to deal with people
seeking services they do not provide.
I.

Speeches to Community Groups

General educational programs, while not necessarily leading to specific
innovations, convey a clear message to the community about how the
court works and about general legal issues while exposing the judge to
community dynamics and perspectives. Business leaders will want to
know about small claims and other consumer matters as well as
services to which they can refer employees with legal concerns. Law
enforcement officers will appreciate the court understanding the
challenges they routinely face. They may also encourage courts to
write orders that are easier to enforce.
J.

Reforms of Internal Courtroom Procedures

In the courtroom the judge is supreme. Courtroom innovations—
whether in the way judges themselves manage hearings and the
receipt of evidence, or through new courtroom services for litigants
such as those that help prepare written orders or provide day-ofhearing limited scope assistance—depend on judicial support and
energy. Judges can encourage the effective use of technology to
improve access. For example, remote appearances in court can save
time for the judge, the parties, the lawyers and the witnesses. These
innovations often have the added advantage of making the judge’s job
easier.
K.

Community Resources for Litigants

Judges also report that they have been able to expand resources
available to the litigants in front of them by:
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V.

1.

Convening meetings with social services providers
(preferably with food). People come when the judge calls
the meeting;

2.

Talking about the problems that the litigants face and why
it would be helpful to have social services programs in the
courtroom or to have easy referrals to services;

3.

Asking the social services agencies what their needs are
and how the court can help them to provide services; and

4.

Thanking them for their efforts.

Access for the Self-represented as Part of an
Overall Access Strategy

Each step that a judge takes in support of access for the selfrepresented becomes part of the long-term collective agenda of the
court system as a whole.
In the long term, judges are generally most effective when they see
these steps as part of an overall strategy, not just for the selfrepresented, but for all those in need of access to justice.
Again and again, an innovation targeted initially at the selfrepresented, whether standardizing forms and processes, creating
additional courthouse assistance resources, redesigning caseflow
management, or changing the way the judge conducts hearings,
comes to be seen as assisting all.
The forms reduce costs by speeding legal work and facilitating
unbundling; the courthouse assistance programs serve lawyers, too,
as well as speeding courtroom procedures and reducing delay and
adjournments; and changes in the conduct of hearings reduce
frustration and increase trust and confidence.
Thus, a strategic view that always looks at the system as a whole
provides the best chance for change, the greatest chance for the most
effective change, and the greatest hope for broad stakeholder
participation.

Conclusion
In the end, it is simple: The role of the judge is crucial. An inspired,
inspiring, and engaged judge can help lead changes in our system that
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will greatly improve access to justice and the public’s perception of the
court system as a fair and trustworthy institution.
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Appendix

1. ETHICAL ISSUES FOR JUDGES WHEN SELF-REPRESENTED LITIGANTS
APPEAR IN COURT (CANONS 3B & 2A), CJA Ethics Committee, Opn.
No. 76 (2018)
2. JUDICIAL MISCONDUCT INVOLVING SELF-REPRESENTED LITIGANTS
(Commission on Judicial Performance & Supreme Court Cases)

MEMORANDUM
TO:

All CJA Members

FROM:

Nicole Virga Bautista
Executive Director & CEO

DATE:

December 2018

SUBJECT:

Formal Ethics Opinion No. 76

The Judicial Ethics Committee of the California Judges Association has
issued the following formal opinions:
Opinion No. 76
ETHICAL ISSUES FOR JUDGES WHEN SELF-REPRESENTED
LITIGANTS APPEAR IN COURT (CANONS 3B & 2A)
Judges may direct questions on the Code of Judicial Ethics to the current
2017/18 Ethics Committee by writing or calling the CJA office or any Ethics
Committee member. The Ethics Committee, as a matter of policy, does
not answer inquiries which are moot or raise issues of law. Nor does the
Committee respond to questions that involve matters pending before the
Commission on Judicial Performance.
All opinions of the committee are advisory only.
Special thanks to Ethics Committee member Judge Leonard Edwards, Santa
Clara Superior Court, Retired, for preparing this Opinion.
NVB:jmg

California Judges Association
2520 Venture Oaks Way, Suite 150, Sacramento, CA 95833
(916) 239-4068 Toll Free (866) 432-1CJA (1252)
www.caljudges.org

CALIFORNIA JUDGES ASSOCIATION
Judicial Ethics Committee
Opinion No. 76
ETHICAL ISSUES FOR JUDGES WHEN SELF-REPRESENTED
LITIGANTS APPEAR IN COURT (CANONS 3B & 2A)
Many self-represented litigants (SRLs) appear in our courts on a daily basis.
Most are not trained in the law and do not understand legal rules and procedures. When one or both litigants are unrepresented, ethical issues arise
regarding judicial participation and management of the proceedings. This
opinion will address some of the ethical issues facing judges in a variety of situations involving self-represented litigants.
Some judges take the position that the job of the judge is to call the balls and
strikes, not to throw the pitches. Is this an accurate statement of the role of
the judge? Not necessarily. The judge may make reasonable procedural accommodations that will provide a diligent self-represented litigant acting in good
faith the opportunity to have his or her case fairly heard. Fundamental justice
should not be sacrificed to procedural rules and cases should be decided on
their merits. Exercising discretion – not just calling balls and strikes – is the
nature of judging, from granting motions for extensions of time to handing out
sentences.
Frequently, there is tension between the represented party and the self-represented litigant. One side is ready to proceed, has done the legal work, and
would like to complete the proceeding as soon as possible. The self-represented
litigant often is struggling with legal terms, time limits, and court procedures.
The judge must decide what reasonable accommodation is proper and when
it is unreasonable. Judges may grant continuances, explain legal terms, refer a
litigant to self-help services or the library, or refer him or her to the local bar
association for a low-cost meeting with an attorney. Whether the judge should
take any of these or other steps is a matter of judicial discretion.
This opinion takes the position that under the Code of Judicial Ethics, no reasonable question is raised about a judge’s impartiality when the judge, in an
exercise of discretion, makes procedural accommodations that will provide
to a diligent self-represented litigant acting in good faith, the opportunity to
have his or her case fairly heard. In other words, judges should understand the
difficulties encountered by self-represented litigants and that it is ethical to
exercise discretion to treat them differently. The judge may provide reasonable
accommodations, affording latitude, being lenient and solicitous, making allowances, applying less stringent standards, and give self-represented litigants
leeway and consideration. As one appellate court wrote:
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The fundamental tenet that the rules of procedure should work to do
substantial justice,… commands that judges painstakingly strive to
insure that no person’s cause or defense is defeated solely by reason
of their unfamiliarity with procedural or evidentiary rules....Cases
should be decided on the merits, and to that end, justice is served
by reasonably accommodating all parties, whether represented by
counsel or not. This “reasonable accommodation” is purposed upon
protecting the meaningful exercise of a litigant’s constitutional right
of access to the courts.1
THE LAW:
CANON 2A: A JUDGE SHALL AVOID IMPROPRIETY AND THE APPEARANCE OF IMPROPRIETY IN ALL OF THE JUDGE’S ACTIVITIES
A. Promoting Public Confidence - A judge shall respect and comply with
the law and shall act at all times in a manner that promotes public confidence
in the integrity and impartiality of the judiciary. A judge shall not make statements, whether public or nonpublic, that commit the judge with respect to
cases, controversies, or issues that are likely to come before the courts or that
are inconsistent with the impartial performance of the adjudicative duties of
judicial office.
CANON 3: A JUDGE SHALL PERFORM THE DUTIES OF JUDICIAL OFFICE IMPARTIALLY, COMPETENTLY, AND DILIGENTLY
(1) A judge shall hear and decide all matters assigned to the judge except those
in which he or she is disqualified.
(7) A judge shall accord to every person who has a legal interest in a proceeding, or that person’s lawyer, the full right to be heard according to law.
(8) A judge shall dispose of all judicial matters fairly, promptly, and efficiently.
A judge shall manage the courtroom in a manner that provides all litigants the
opportunity to have their matters fairly adjudicated in accordance with the law.
ADVISORY COMMITTEE COMMENTARY: Canon 3B(8) The obligation
of a judge to dispose of matters promptly and efficiently must not take precedence over the judge’s obligation to dispose of the matters fairly and with
patience. For example, when a litigant is self-represented, a judge has the discretion to take reasonable steps, appropriate under the circumstances and consistent with the law and the canons to enable the litigant to be heard. A judge
should monitor and supervise cases so as to reduce or eliminate dilatory practices, avoidable delays, and unnecessary costs.
1 Blair v Maryland, 3224 S.E. 2d 391 (West Virginia, 1984).

2
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Benchguide: Handling Cases Involving Self-Represented Litigants: A Benchguide for Judicial Officers (California 2007)
CASE LAW:
Turner v Rogers, 131 S. Ct. 2507 (2011)
Monastero v. Los Angeles Transit Company, 131 Cal. App. 2d (1955)
Taylor v. Bell, 21 Cal. App. 3d 1002 (1971)
McCartney v Commission on Judicial Qualifications, 12 Cal. 3d 512 (1974).
Estelle v. Williams, 425 U.S. 501, 512, 96 S. Ct. 1691, 48 L.Ed.2d 126 (1976)
Taylor v. Kentucky, 436 U.S. 478, 485, 98 S. Ct. 1930, 56 L.Ed.2d 468. (1978)
Nelson v. Gaunt, 125 Cal. App. 3d 623 (1981)
Commonwealth v Sapoznik, 549 N.E. 2d 116 (1990). Accord Indiana Supreme Court: Grubbs v State, 265 N.E. 2d 40 (1970)
Gamet v. Blanchard, 91 Cal. App. 4th 1276 (2001)
Ross v Figueroa, 139 Cal. App. 4th 856 (2006)
Gonzalez v. Munoz, 156 Cal. App. 4th 413 (2007)
Petrosyan v. Prince Corporation, 223 Cal. App. 4th587 (2013)
Holloway v. Quetel, 242 Cal. App. 4th 1425 (2015)
People v. Garton 4 Cal. 5th 485, 499–500 (2018)
Morgan v. Ransom, 95 Cal. App. 3d 664 (1979)
Rappleyea v. Campbell, 8 Cal. 4th 975 (1994)
OTHER AUTHORITY:
(Inquiry Concerning Judge D. Ronald Hyde, No. 166 (Commission of Judicial
Performance, 2003)).
HYPOTHETICAL SITUATIONS:
1. An unrepresented plaintiff files a suit for damages against a store where
the plaintiff slipped and fell. At the close of the plaintiff ’s case, the plaintiff
makes no specific claim for damages. May the judge ask the plaintiff, “Are
you asking for damages in this case? If so, what is the amount you are asking
for? And why are you asking for this amount?”
Is it ethical for the judge to ask these questions?
Yes: “The obligation of a judge to dispose of matters promptly and efficiently must not take precedence over the judge’s obligation to dispose of
the matters fairly and with patience. For example, when a litigant is selfrepresented, a judge has the discretion to take reasonable steps, appropriate under the circumstances and consistent with the law, and the canons,
to enable the litigant to be heard.” ADVISORY COMMITTEE COMMENTARY: Canon 3B(8).
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2. At a domestic violence proceeding, the respondent (R), a self-represented litigant, asked for a continuance which the trial court denied. It was
discovered that R had a statement written out, but R had not served it on
the moving party (P). R asked if R could read the statement, but the trial
court said “no.” The trial court entered judgment for P without informing R
that R could present oral testimony.
Would it have been ethical for the judge to inform R that R could present
oral testimony?
Yes, and not to do so was reversible error. “…here it was incumbent on the
referee to apprise Figueroa it was his right to present oral testimony when
[R] indicated he wanted to put on a defense by asking whether he could
tender the written evidence he has prepared but not served.” See Ross v
Figueroa, 139 Cal. App. 4th 856, 867 (2006)
3. The judge observed a defendant/husband (D) in the courtroom gesturing to his wife (P) that he was going to slit her throat. At the next court hearing, the judge spoke to P (a self-represented litigant) who asked the judge
for assistance. The judge went with P to the clerk’s office, helped her file a
fee waiver application, went to the commissioner so that it got immediate
attention, carried the application/order to the clerk’s office where the dissolution petition was filed and a summons issued, and took the summons
and petition to the judge’s deputy, who served them on the D before he was
transported back to jail.
Was the judge’s conduct ethical?
No. The judge’s behavior “embroiled” the judge in the matter, evidenced by
a lack of impartiality, and constituted prejudicial conduct. The judge essentially became P’s attorney. (Inquiry Concerning Judge D. Ronald Hyde,
No. 166 (Commission of Judicial Performance, 2003).
4. In a domestic violence restraining order hearing, the judge did not permit a support person to accompany the moving party, a self-represented
litigant, to counsel table, stating that only the parties could appear.
Was this unethical?
Probably not, but contrary to law. The judge should have allowed the support person to accompany the moving party. “…[I]n a purely adversarial
setting, it is reasonable for the judge to sit back and expect a party’s lawyer
to know about and either assert or by silence forfeit even the most fundamental of the party’s constitutional and statutory procedural rights. But
not so in a judicial forum, such as this domestic violence court, which can
expect most of those appearing before the court to be unrepresented. To
that end, the code specifically allows a party in such a proceeding to be as4
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sisted by a nonlawyer “support person” who is permitted to sit with the litigant at counsel table unless that litigant has a lawyer.” See Ross v Figueroa,
139 Cal. App. 4th 856, 867 (2006).
5. The self-represented litigant (SRL) filed a civil suit for damages against
an auto repair shop (D) for faulty work on the SRL’s car. During the presentation of evidence, the SRL testified that another repair shop told her that
D’s work on the car was faulty and caused the engine to break down. D’s
lawyer objected to the evidence as hearsay. The judge sustained the objection and after the SRL had no further evidence, dismissed the case stating
to the SLR that she should have hired a lawyer.
Was J’s conduct ethical?
Yes, but it would not have been unethical for the judge to have exercised
discretion and asked SRL if she wanted to have a continuance to bring the
witness into court.
6. Self-Represented Litigant (SRL) Plaintiff sued Defendant (D) for unpaid
wages at a car wash where SRL worked. During the jury trial, SRL testified
about an agreement to purchase the car wash. D objected pointing out that
the probative value of this information was outweighed by the prejudice to
D. The court agreed and advised SRL not to mention the agreement again.
When SRL referred to the agreement again, D objected and requested a mistrial. J granted the motion. In a subsequent jury trial, J warned SRL not to
mention the agreement or prior lawsuits. Nevertheless, SRL testified that
the Labor Board awarded him $12,000. After objection, the court declared
a mistrial and dismissed the case.
Was J’s conduct unethical?
Probably not. However, J could have simply instructed the jury to disregard the testimony and continued with the trial. Citing the California
Code of Judicial Ethics, an appellate court reviewing this factual situation
noted that judges may take reasonable steps to enable a self-represented
litigant to be heard. “For example, when a litigant is self-represented, a
judge has the discretion to take reasonable steps, appropriate under the
circumstances and consistent with the law … and the canons, to enable the
litigant to be heard.” (Advisory Com. com., Cal. Code Jud. Ethics, Canon
3B(8).) Petrosyan v. Prince Corporation, 223 Cal. App. 4th587 (2013).
7. At the outset of a civil case where one litigant was unrepresented by
counsel and the other was represented, the judge explained how the proceedings would be conducted. The explanation included explaining that the
party bringing the action has the burden to present evidence in support of
the relief sought, the kind of evidence that may be presented, and the kind
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of evidence that cannot be considered. The judge also explained how to respond to a motion for summary judgment. The judge made these explanations in a neutral way, not as an advocate.
Was this conduct ethical?
Yes. These explanations do not raise reasonable questions about a judge’s
impartiality. Refer to Advisory Committee Commentary to Canon 3B(8).
8. During a trial with one side unrepresented by counsel, the judge asked
several questions of witnesses to clarify testimony and develop facts. The
judge asked the questions in a neutral fashion, not as an advocate.
Was this conduct ethical?
Yes. “Because questioning is within a judge’s discretion, questioning is only
likely to be considered inappropriate if it is done in the manner of an advocate, casts aspersions or ridicule upon a witness, or is on matters collateral
or entirely irrelevant to the case.” (McCartney v Commission on Judicial
Qualifications, 12 Cal. 3d 512, 533-4 (1974).
9. In a criminal trial for possession for sale of heroin, the prosecution introduced a prior drug -related arrest and information about the factual
basis justifying the search of the defendant’s room. Both of these offers were
clearly prejudicial in that they supported the police officer’s testimony and
entered on the record information that was more prejudicial than probative. The self-represented defendant did not object to these admissions and
the jury found the defendant guilty of one of the charges. After the trial, the
defendant asked for a mistrial based on the admission of the prior drugrelated arrest. The judge denied the motion stating that “…there was no
objection.”
Would it have been ethical for the judge, recognizing that the prosecutor
engaged in improper tactics to take advantage of defendant’s unrepresented
status, to not permit the testimony to be admitted at trial?
Yes. The trial judge could have recognized that the prosecutor engaged
in improper tactics to take advantage of defendant’s unrepresented status
and not permitted the testimony to be admitted at trial. As an out-of-state
appellate court wrote in reversing a conviction based on these facts: “We
are not ruling that a judge must become a lawyer for an unrepresented defendant. In this case, however, the judge should have recognized very early
in the trial that the prosecutor was engaging in improper tactics and taking advantage of the defendant’s unrepresented status. The judge should
have promptly intervened, not to be of assistance to the defendant, but to
assert a judge’s traditional role of making sure that all the parties receive
6
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a fair trial.” (Commonwealth v Sapoznik, 28 Mass. App. Ct. 236, 248. Another appellate court found that the judge’s failure to protect the defendant
in these circumstances denied him a fair trial. (Indiana Supreme Court:
Grubbs v State, 265 N.E. 2d 40 (1970).
10. In a domestic violence case, the self-represented plaintiff sought to introduce hospital records showing her injuries, treatment, and expenses. She
failed to lay a foundation for the records’ admissibility as required by the
business records exception to the hearsay rule. Following the defense lawyer’s objection, the judge ruled the records inadmissible.
Was the judge’s ruling ethical?
Yes. However, the judge had the discretion to give the plaintiff a short continuance in order to learn about the relevant rules of evidence and the
procedural requirements to lay a foundation for the admission of records.
(Sheldon, Murray, “Rethinking the Rules of Evidentiary Admissibility in
Non-Jury trials,” 86 Judicature 227 (AJS March-April 2003) and Gray, Cynthia, Reaching Out or Overreaching: Judicial Ethics and Self-Represented
Litigants, SJI, American Judicature Society, 2005, at p. 36-39.
11. The parties in a civil suit approached the judge with a settlement agreement resolving the case. The attorney for one party prepared the document
while the other party (unrepresented) signed it.
Is it ethical for the judge simply to sign the document and return it to the
parties?
Yes, but the best practice is to ask the parties if they understand the contents of the document and inquire of the unrepresented party if he/she
understands his/her responsibilities under the agreement.
12. In a small claim’s proceeding in which the plaintiff did not ask for costs
or damages, the judge suggested that the plaintiff “may want to ask for medical costs or other damages in addition to the requested compensation for
vehicle damages.”
Was this action by the judge ethical?
No. While the SRL Benchbook describes the active role of a judge in small
claim’s proceedings, in this situation the judge’s suggestion goes beyond
statutes or issues of which litigants are unaware. Instead, the suggestion
is partisan, not impartial, and amounts to advocacy, particularly when the
plaintiff ’s moving papers did not request costs or damages and the defendant had no notice that this issue would be raised.
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13. When a judge learns that a self-represented litigant has filed a complaint about the judge to the Commission on Judicial Performance, do ethics require the judge to recuse?
No; it is ethical for the judge to remain on the case so long as the judge
believes the judge can be fair and impartial. This is the same rule for represented parties.
14. In a criminal trial, the self-represented litigant (SLR) was in custody.
SLR made a request to have clothing provided so that it would not be evident that he was in custody. The judge denied the request stating that the
judge did not know if such clothing was available.
Was it ethical for the judge to deny the SRL defendant the right to be dressed
in non-jail clothing?
No. The judge had a duty to inquire about the availability of clothing for
the SLR. The United States Supreme Court has declared “that one accused
of a crime is entitled to have his guilt or innocence determined solely on
the basis of the evidence introduced at trial, and not on grounds of official
suspicion, indictment, continued custody, or other circumstances not adduced as proof at trial.” (Taylor v. Kentucky (1978) 436 U.S. 478, 485, 98
S. Ct. 1930, 56 L.Ed.2d 468.) In particular, “the State cannot, consistently
with the Fourteenth Amendment, compel an accused to stand trial before a jury while dressed in identifiable prison clothes.” Estelle v. Williams
(1976) 425 U.S. 501, 512, 96 S. Ct. 1691, 48 L.Ed.2d 126. See also People v.
Garton (2018)4 Cal. 5th 485, 499–500.
15. Plaintiff (P), an incarcerated and self-represented litigant, sued two
tenants for unpaid rent and damages to P’s apartment. P filed a number
of documents in an effort to obtain a default judgment. Each was returned
by the court for a variety of reasons including using the incorrect forms and
failure to sign the declarations under penalty of perjury. The trial court
gave P incorrect advice relating to the forms P should file. The trial court
finally dismissed P’s case stating that P had failed to meet his burden of
proof and judgment was entered for the defendants.
Would it have been ethical for the judge to take reasonable steps to allow P
to obtain a judgment?
Yes. The trial judge had shown great discretion in granting P a number
of opportunities to obtain a default judgment. However, the trial judge
inaccurately informed P about the steps P should take to obtain a default
judgment. The trial judge failed to exercise its discretion to give neutral
(and accurate) guidance to P about the requirements for an entry of a default judgment – “reasonable steps, appropriate under the circumstances…
8
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to enable the litigant to be heard.” (Cf. Austin v. Valverde (2012) 211 Cal.
App.4th 546, 550). (“Failure to exercise discretion is an abuse of discretion.”) See Holloway v. Quetel, 242 Cal. App. 4th 1425 (2015).
CONCLUSION:
Judges are required to adhere to the concept of impartiality. However, the canons and Advisory Committee Commentary indicate that the judge “has the
discretion to take reasonable steps, appropriate under the circumstances and
consistent with the law and the canons, to enable the litigant to be heard.” The
case law indicates that many judges are doing this without significant concerns
being raised about their impartiality.
The adversary system is not embedded in the Code of Judicial Ethics, nor is
it the primary purpose of the code to protect the formalities of the adversary
system. Reasonable procedural accommodations for self-represented litigants
do not change the facts, the law, or the burden of proof, nor do they ensure a
victory for the unrepresented. Such accommodations simply mean that both
sides will have a fair opportunity to tell their stories.
There is a delicate balance between providing too much assistance to a selfrepresented litigant to the detriment of the other party and the appropriate use
of discretion to allow an SRL access to justice. Reasonable accommodations
include liberally construing pleadings, explaining the bases for a ruling, refraining from using legal jargon, questioning witnesses for clarification, freely
allowing amendment of pleadings, and explaining general legal matters such as
the burden of proof and what types of evidence may and may not be presented.
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JUDICIAL MISCONDUCT
INVOLVING SELF-REPRESENTED LITIGANTS
Abuse of Authority
Before the conclusion of a judgment debtor examination, the judge exceeded the court’s
authority by ordering a self-represented debtor to give the debtor’s wallet to the bailiff, who
searched it and turned over the money found in the wallet to the judgment creditor. [Com. on
Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2015), Advisory Letter 16, p. 26.]
In addition to other misconduct, at the outset of a hearing on a temporary restraining order and
without providing the petitioner an adequate opportunity to be heard, the judge ordered on the
judge’s own motion that the restrained parent would be allowed visitation as a condition of
granting the restraining order. No notice had been given to the pro per petitioner that the
visitation issue, which was previously set for hearing at a later date, would be addressed at the
TRO hearing. The commission concluded that the judge abused the judge’s authority and
disregarded the litigant’s fundamental right to due process. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann.
Rept. (2013), Advisory Letter 19, p. 22.]
In addition to other misconduct, a judge routinely locked the courtroom door during
arraignments and told a defense attorney that the judge “preferred” that the attorney not be
present in the courtroom during pro per arraignments. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept.
(2012), Private Admonishment 5, p. 24.]
After granting a criminal defendant’s motion to proceed in pro per and relieving his courtappointed counsel, Judge Comparet-Cassani presided at a pretrial hearing at which the defendant
submitted two motions. After receiving one of the motions, the judge stated that she did not
believe the defendant had prepared the motion himself and repeatedly restated this opinion while
questioning the defendant about the motion. She concluded that the defendant was lying to the
court about not having received legal assistance in preparing the motion, and on that basis
revoked his pro per status and appointed an attorney to represent him.
The defendant petitioned the Court of Appeal for a writ of mandate to restore his pro per status,
and the prosecution filed a preliminary response conceding that Judge Comparet-Cassani had
improperly revoked his pro per status. The judge ordered the defendant’s pro per status
reinstated after the Court of Appeal issued a notice of intention to grant the writ.
The commission found that Judge Comparet-Cassani’s revocation of the defendant’s pro per
status was based upon her belief that the defendant had received legal assistance in preparing a
motion and her belief that he was lying about whether he had received such assistance. The
commission found that neither of these factors, if true, provided a legal basis for the judge’s
action, and that her conduct constituted abuse of authority, disregard of the defendant’s Sixth
Amendment rights, and intentional disregard for the law. [Public Admonishment of Judge Joan
Comparet-Cassani (2011).]
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A judge relieved the defendant’s attorney and remanded the defendant for failing to obey the
judge’s order to be quiet, without following any of the procedures for contempt. Before new
counsel appeared, on the judge’s own motion and off the record, the judge increased the
defendant’s bail significantly, which gave the appearance that the judge was acting out of pique
and trying to coerce a guilty plea from the defendant. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept.
(2011), Private Admonishment 3, p. 23.]
In addition to other misconduct, when a pro per litigant continued to express concern about a
judge’s ruling, the judge threatened to make an adverse ruling and used unduly harsh language.
[Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2011), Advisory Letter 26, p. 26.]
Judge O’Flaherty was censured for willful misconduct for his treatment of a small claims
litigant. The judge presided over a small claims case in which an independent car dealer alleged
that an employee of a credit union made derogatory remarks about independent car dealers that
caused a woman to break a contract with him for the sale of the car. When the plaintiff presented
his case, the judge interrupted numerous times with questions and comments generally critical of
his defamation claim. The prospective buyer, by contrast, was allowed to give a lengthy
narrative without interruption. The judge also heard from the employee and her supervisor.
After the judge said the plaintiff’s case was not “even close to libel,” the plaintiff said that he
knew he was right, but had not been allowed to prove his case and that the judge could dismiss
the case. The judge dismissed the case and the plaintiff left the courtroom.
Judge O’Flaherty overheard the three women who had testified for the defense conversing
among themselves about the plaintiff, expressing concern that he would come after them and
stating that they were afraid. The judge ordered the bailiff to return the plaintiff to the
courtroom. When the plaintiff returned, the judge told him that he thought he had been abusing
the women and that all three of them were afraid of him. The judge then said that he was not
going to issue a formal restraining order, which he had “the right to do,” but if there was any
contact between the plaintiff and the three women in the next few months he would “issue a
formal restraining order on the spot,” and the plaintiff would have to pay the fees and then face
criminal charges if he violated the restraining order. The judge then repeatedly told the plaintiff
that he was to have “no contact” with the women and instructed him to stay away from the credit
union. When the plaintiff mentioned that he was a customer of the credit union, the judge said
that he could go to other branches, and that he was not to have any contact with the branch in
question for at least 90 days. The commission found that the judge issued a no contact order that
he knew he did not have authority to issue and that the judge became embroiled in the matter to
the extent that he issued orders that were neither requested nor legally proper. [Inquiry
Concerning Judge Joseph W. O’Flaherty (2010) 50 Cal.4th CJP Supp. 1.]
At the conclusion of a small claims hearing, a judge engaged in an abuse of authority by ordering
one party to stay away from the other party and ordering a party to receive counseling. The
advisory was strong. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2010), Advisory Letter 21, p. 26.]
In addition to other misconduct, while on the bench, the judge directed the bailiff to take the car
keys of pro per defendants who were charged with, but had not been convicted of, driving
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without a valid license if they stated they had driven themselves to court. [Com. on Jud.
Performance, Ann. Rept. (2010), Advisory Letter 30, p. 27.]
Judge Velasquez was removed from office for conduct that included prejudicial misconduct in
criminal cases. When defendants questioned a sentence or otherwise commented, the judge
threatened to increase the defendant’s sentence and in some instances did increase the sentence.
This occurred with both represented and unrepresented defendants. [Inquiry Concerning Judge
Jose A. Velasquez (2007) 49 Cal.4th CJP Supp. 175.]
Judge Ross was removed from office for conduct that included his treatment of an unrepresented
traffic litigant. While Judge Ross was presiding over a traffic calendar, a woman appeared on
two old outstanding traffic citations, and the description of her differed on each citation. She
presented a “Wrong Defendant” declaration and identification. The judge told the defendant that
he believed she was lying, unilaterally added a misdemeanor count to the charges in both cases
and summarily sentenced her to jail for 30 days. The judge entered a not-guilty plea for the
defendant but did not arraign her or otherwise advise her of any rights. She was taken into
custody immediately and she remained in jail for two and one-half days. The judge’s actions
were determined to be willful misconduct. [Inquiry Concerning Judge Kevin A. Ross (2005) 49
Cal.4th CJP Supp. 79.]
After a criminal defendant requested representation by the public defender, the judge directed the
bailiff to search the defendant’s wallet. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1998),
Advisory Letter 7, p. 27.]
A judge allowed an attorney to participate in a small claims matter under circumstances in which
attorney participation was prohibited by law. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1997),
Advisory Letter 9, p. 21.]
The judge had refused to exercise his discretion to consider traffic school as a possible
disposition in traffic matters. He told traffic litigants requesting traffic school that he did not
give traffic school because it was “a joke,” and that he would not give traffic school until the
traffic school system, which the judge characterized as “corrupt,” was cleaned up. [Public
Reproval of Judge Kenneth E. Vassie (1995).]
A defendant who was representing himself in a felony criminal proceeding appeared before
Judge Friedman for sentencing. The defendant told the judge he had been unable to read the
probation report in part because he had observed and smelled a snake outside his cell. He told
the judge that fear of snakes outside his prison cell had kept him awake at night. For the purpose
of playing a joke on the defendant, the judge caused the head of a rattlesnake, enclosed in a
plastic ball, to be displayed to the defendant when he was locked in a holding cell, causing an
emotional outburst. There was additional misconduct. [Public Reproval of Judge Gary T.
Friedman (1993).]
In addition to other misconduct, the judge ordered a plaintiff not to appear again pro per on any
civil matter. When the plaintiff complained to the presiding judge about the order banning him
from appearing pro per, the judge wrote a memo to the presiding judge suggesting that the ruling
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be maintained in other cases and opining that the plaintiff was trying to manipulate the system.
[Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1992), Advisory Letter 4, p. 14.]
A judge sentenced a traffic defendant for speeding based on the judge’s unfounded “diagnosis”
that the defendant was “addicted to something.” The “diagnosis” was entered onto the court
docket, which is a public document. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1991), Private
Admonishment G, p. 10.]
A traffic defendant refused to enter a plea. Instead of entering a not guilty plea and moving on,
the judge made the defendant wait in the courtroom all day before entering the plea. This
appeared to be a vindictive use of judicial power. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept.
(1990), Advisory Letter 34, p. 25.]
A judge had a sentencing “policy” that expressly contradicted State policy set forth by statute:
the judge refused even to consider sending traffic defendants to traffic school (Veh. Code,
§ 42500). When a defendant protested, the judge told the defendant to shut up. [Com. on Jud.
Performance, Ann. Rept. (1989), Advisory Letter 31, p. 25.]
In one case, a judge hinted to a pro per defendant that there would be a light sentence after a
guilty plea. In fact, the judge imposed a harsh one. There was other misconduct. [Com. on Jud.
Performance, Ann. Rept. (1988), Advisory Letter 33, p. 15.]
Judge McCartney was censured for conduct that included holding benchside conferences with
one of his bailiffs in sentencing pro per defendants in traffic and misdemeanor cases. The court
actually imposed some of the sentences which the bailiff fashioned. [McCartney v. Commission
on Judicial Qualifications (1974) 12 Cal.3d 512.]

Failure to Ensure Rights
During remarks delivered prior to the start of calendars, the judge made derogatory comments
about small claims litigants and the small claims process and repeatedly announced an arbitrary
time limit for presentation of cases, which gave the impression that litigants should not expect a
full and fair opportunity to be heard. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2016), Private
Admonishment 8, p. 27.]
In addition to other misconduct, the judge threatened to revoke a defendant’s pro per status
without sufficient grounds and handled the defendant’s complaints about access to the law
library without giving the defendant the opportunity to have the matter fairly adjudicated. The
judge also disparaged the defendant for representing himself. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann.
Rept. (2016), Private Admonishment 3, pp. 26-27.]
A judge regularly advised traffic defendants that traffic school was not generally available after
trial, although judges had made exceptions to this practice. The advisory was strongly worded,
pointing out that the law requires a court to base its decision to grant or deny traffic school on the
individual circumstances of the case, that attendance should be authorized if the court believes a
defendant’s circumstances indicate that the defendant would benefit from attending traffic
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school, and that it is an abuse of discretion to rely on court policy to deny a defendant permission
to attend traffic school after trial. The commission pointed out that the court may not punish
defendants for exercise of their right to trial or discourage them from exercising their right to
trial by telling them they will receive harsher sentences if convicted at trial. [Com. on Jud.
Performance, Ann. Rept. (2015), Advisory Letter 8, p. 25.]
In addition to other misconduct in the handling of traffic matters, the judge also maintained a
policy of not giving fine reductions after trial, and advising defendants that fines would not be
reduced after trial, creating the appearance that defendants were being penalized for exercising
their right to trial. In mitigation, the judge corrected the practices. [Com. on Jud. Performance,
Ann. Rept. (2015), Advisory Letter 19, p. 26.]
A judge, in a small claims trial, believing the plaintiff’s evidence was insufficient to prove one
theory of recovery, did not allow the plaintiff, whose claim included other theories, to speak at
all. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2015), Advisory Letter 9, p. 25.]
A judge with administrative responsibilities adopted procedures for filings by pro per litigants
that raised an appearance that the litigants received unequal treatment based on their indigency or
lack of counsel. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2011), Advisory Letter 18, p. 26.]
A judge excused a represented party from the stand without offering the opposing party, a pro
per litigant, an opportunity for cross-examination; the judge had offered the represented party’s
counsel the opportunity to cross-examine the pro per litigant. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann.
Rept. (2009), Advisory Letter 11, p. 19.]
Judge Velasquez was removed from office for conduct that included his handling of eight
criminal cases in which unrepresented defendants appeared before him to request a modification
of probation. Without notifying the defendants that a probation violation hearing would be
conducted and without advising them of their rights, the judge determined that the defendants
were in violation of probation and immediately remanded them into custody. In one case, the
time for completing the terms of probation had not yet expired. The judge’s actions were
determined to be willful misconduct.
In seven cases, at arraignment on misdemeanor charges, Judge Velasquez gave the defendants
the choice between diversion and jail time, and did not tell them of the option of pleading guilty
and having a trial. The judge also told defendants if they failed to complete diversion they would
go to jail, although the consequence of failing to complete diversion is resumption of the
proceedings. The judge’s actions were determined to be prejudicial misconduct. [Inquiry
Concerning Judge José A. Velasquez (2007) 49 Cal.4th CJP Supp. 175.]
The defendant in a domestic violence case who had been put on probation failed to appear and
provide proof of enrollment in a substance abuse program. Judge Iles ordered his probation
revoked and a bench warrant issued. Two days later, the defendant appeared voluntarily without
counsel to request a payment schedule for the money he owed. The bench warrant was recalled
and the judge set a date for hearing concerning the defendant’s medical condition and ability to
enroll in a substance abuse program. The judge then sent the defendant to her judicial assistant
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to discuss payment of the funds he owed. Later, the judicial assistant came to the judge’s
courtroom, slammed the defendant’s file down on the sidebar, and told the judge that the
defendant was not cooperating and that she could not work with him. The judge told the
defendant that since he was not willing to cooperate with the assistant, he would be taken into
custody, and she instructed her bailiff to do so. The defendant repeatedly asked the judge why
he was being put in custody. The judge told him that he was going into custody because he was
not cooperating with her judicial assistant. She later told him that he was in custody for a
probation violation. The defendant’s petition for writ of habeas corpus was granted based on
Judge Iles’s de facto revocation of the defendant’s probation without affording him due process.
The commission’s discipline was predicated upon the judge’s disregard of the defendant’s
fundamental rights. [Public Admonishment of Judge Pamela L. Iles (2006).]
A judge went forward with a brief hearing in the absence of the pro per defendant. [Com. on
Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2005), Advisory Letter 1, p. 26.]
At arraignment on a failure to appear, the judge proceeded without appointed counsel despite the
defendant’s statements that he wanted counsel. The judge made comments that disparaged the
defendant’s version of the case and fostered the appearance that the judge was attempting to
pressure the defendant into pleading guilty. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2001),
Private Admonishment 5, p. 19.]
Judge Heene was disciplined for nine incidents of failing to respect the rights of unrepresented
individuals, including the following incidents:
A pro per traffic defendant asked to cross-examine the police officer after the
officer testified. Judge Heene would not allow the defendant to question the
officer.
A pro per traffic defendant charged with driving with expired registration
appeared in court two weeks before the scheduled trial date because he was
unable to post bail. Judge Heene ordered the defendant to get rid of his car and
threatened the defendant with jail if the car was not disposed of by the trial date.
An unrepresented defendant on a traffic misdemeanor and related infractions had
not completed community service by the due date and came to court two weeks
after the due date to seek an extension. Judge Heene asked her if she had
completed the community service or paid the fine. When the defendant said she
had not, the judge sentenced her to 44 days in county jail and had her remanded
into custody. The judge failed to advise the defendant that he was conducting a
probation violation hearing and did not advise her of her rights in connection with
the hearing.
A pro per defendant appeared for arraignment on speeding and misdemeanor
failure to attend traffic school charges. Without a guilty or no contest plea ever
having been entered or a conviction at trial, Judge Heene sentenced the defendant
to 20 days in jail and remanded him into custody.
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An unrepresented defendant appeared before the judge at a probation revocation
hearing in a misdemeanor case. Without advising the defendant of his rights with
respect to the hearing, Judge Heene reinstated and modified the defendant’s
probation by adding 30 days to his jail sentence, and then remanded the
defendant.
After Judge Heene declined to appoint counsel for an unemployed defendant
charged with a misdemeanor and urged him to get a job, the judge suggested to
the defendant that he “go back and talk to the D.A. in earnest about the case.”
An unrepresented defendant appeared before Judge Heene at a probation
revocation hearing. Without advising him of his rights, the judge reinstated the
defendant’s probation and modified the terms by imposing community service in
lieu of a fine.
[Censure of Judge Fred L. Heene, Jr. (1999).]
In addition to other misconduct, on a number of occasions, the judge’s advisement about a
defendant’s right to appointed counsel and obligation to pay for appointed counsel was
misleading. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1999), Advisory Letter 28, p. 24.]
A judge failed to advise unrepresented defendants of their right to counsel at arraignment. In
two matters, the judge engaged unrepresented defendants in discussions of the facts of their cases
during arraignment; in one of those cases, the judge also read police reports without consent.
[Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1997), Private Admonishment 2, p. 20.]
Judge Whitney was censured for conduct that included his practices at arraignment. While
conducting his court’s in-custody misdemeanor arraignment calendar, Judge Whitney abdicated
his responsibility to protect the statutory and constitutional rights of defendants in certain
respects. As a matter of routine practice, the judge failed to exercise his judicial discretion to
consider release of defendants on their own recognizance, or to consider grants of probation or
concurrent sentencing for defendants pleading guilty or no contest at arraignment. He also
refused to appoint counsel to assist defendants at arraignment, and failed to inform defendants
entering pleas of guilty or no contest of the negative immigration consequences a conviction
could have for a non-citizen. [In re Claude Whitney (1996) 14 Cal.4th 1.]
Judge Ormsby told a defendant that the services of the public defender’s office were for trials
and that if he wanted drug diversion he could not have a deputy public defender. [Censure of
Judge William M. Ormsby (1996).]
Judge Drew was disciplined when he denied a defendant his right to appointed counsel after
using improper criteria for determining whether he was indigent. The judge had refused to
appoint counsel for an unemployed construction worker who indicated that he was not working
and was living with another person who was supporting him, on the ground that the defendant
was potentially employable. Rather than appoint counsel, Judge Drew ordered the defendant to
apply for work so that he might be able to retain private counsel. When the defendant later failed
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to appear in court for a scheduled pretrial conference, Judge Drew issued a bench warrant, and
the defendant was remanded to custody. After the defendant was taken into custody, Judge
Drew again improperly refused to appoint counsel for him. There was additional misconduct.
[Public Admonishment of Judge Stephen Drew (1996).]
A judge denied a legally valid application for a waiver of court fees and costs in a small claims
case on the ground that the applicant had been able to pay for the goods which were the subject
of the lawsuit. The judge indicated he did not know the law concerning eligibility of indigent
litigants for fee waivers. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1995), Advisory Letter 23, p.
26.]
A judge found an unrepresented defendant in violation of probation without affording the
defendant a hearing or advising of the right to a hearing and counsel. In mitigation, the judge did
appoint counsel and set a hearing when the public defender called the judge’s attention to the
matter. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1993), Advisory Letter 15, p. 18.]
On several occasions, a judge seemed to act in disregard of the rights of criminal defendants.
For instance, the judge sometimes questioned defendants during arraignments in what appeared
to be an effort to elicit admissions; the judge appeared to force a defendant to choose between
the right to counsel and the right to a speedy trial. The commission determined that private
admonishment was appropriate because of the judge’s exceptionally constructive attitude toward
the problem and the concrete steps the judge took to prevent further problems. [Com. on Jud.
Performance, Ann. Rept. (1990), Private Admonishment G, p. 20.]
A judge refused to let attorneys represent parties in small claims appeals. [Com. on Jud.
Performance, Ann. Rept. (1990), Advisory Letter 19, p. 23.]
Judge Kloepfer was removed from office for conduct that included his treatment of a pro per
defendant who appeared before the judge with proof that the criminal case underlying a charge
of probation violation had been dismissed. The judge insisted that the probation violation
proceed to hearing immediately, although the defendant had never waived his right to counsel
and repeatedly asked for counsel. After listening to hearsay testimony from a police officer, the
judge found the defendant in violation of probation and sentenced him to six months in jail.
[Kloepfer v. Commission on Judicial Performance (1989) 49 Cal.3d 826.]
A judge did not adequately inform a traffic defendant of the defendant’s constitutional rights.
The judge found defendant guilty of an alleged failure to appear, supposedly on a plea of guilty,
although defendant did not in fact plead guilty or waive any constitutional or statutory right. The
commission imposed a severe private admonishment. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept.
(1989), Private Admonishment I, p. 22.]
A judge had the practice of taking some guilty pleas with no advisement of rights, taking other
guilty pleas with no waiver of rights, and giving inadequate advice to defendants on their right to
counsel. In response to the commission’s investigation, the judge’s attitude was extraordinarily
cooperative. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1989), Advisory Letter 21, p. 24.]
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A judge imposed obstacles to defendants’ exercise of right to counsel. For instance, although the
judge would give a mass advisement of rights informing defendants of their right to counsel or
appointed counsel, the judge did not give any information on how to exercise that right, or an
opportunity to do so. After being contacted by the commission, the judge’s attitude was
exceptionally constructive; and the judge took the necessary steps to correct the problem. [Com.
on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1989), Advisory Letter 22, pp. 24-25.]
Judge Ryan was removed from office for conduct that included in three instances failing to
provide a court reporter in a criminal proceeding. The judge knew that a court reporter had to be
provided on request; but he failed to inform pro per defendants of their right to make the request,
thereby “effectively den[ying] those defendants their constitutional right to have a reporter
present.” [Ryan v. Commission on Judicial Performance (1988) 45 Cal.3d 518.]
Judge Furey was removed from office for conduct that included denying the unrepresented
defendant’s rights during a traffic trial. After telling a group of traffic defendants that if there
was a discrepancy between their version of the facts and that of a police officer, he would always
believe the police officer, the judge heard a traffic matter. An officer testified for the
prosecution. During his defense, the unrepresented defendant began reading from a Vehicle
Code section. The judge cut him short and found him guilty. The appellate department of the
superior court later reversed the judgment because the defendant had been denied the opportunity
to cross-examine the police officer and to make a closing argument. The Supreme Court found
both the judge’s announcement to the defendants and his denial of the defendant’s right to be
heard to be willful misconduct. [Furey v. Commission on Judicial Performance (1987) 43
Cal.3d 1297.]
A judge altered court records to resolve an apparent inconsistency in the record, with results
adverse to a pro per litigant. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1986), Advisory Letter, p.
5.]
A judge created a perception of unfairness by ordering a new trial in a small claims case after
receiving a letter from the losing party. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1986),
Educational Letter, p. 4.]

Bias/Lack of Impartiality
In addition to other misconduct, a judge made injudicious remarks about a pro per defendant that
suggested bias. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2016), Advisory Letter 24, p. 29.]
In addition to other misconduct, a judge made remarks about a pro per criminal defendant –
impugning the defendant’s character, referring to the defendant as a fraud, and accusing the
defendant of being willing to make false statements to the court – in an attempt to persuade the
defendant to waive the right to self-representation. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept.
(2014), Advisory Letter 26, p. 24.]
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In addition to other misconduct, a judge’s treatment of a pro per family law litigant was
discourteous and gave rise to an appearance of embroilment. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann.
Rept. (2014), Advisory Letter 24, p. 24.]
In pretrial and jury trial proceedings in a criminal case involving a pro per defendant, the judge
made comments disparaging the defendant and the defendant’s defense, made a statement
reflecting bias against pro per defendants, and sometimes appeared to assume a prosecutorial role
in questioning the defendant. There was additional misconduct. [Com. on Jud. Performance,
Ann. Rept. (2014), Private Admonishment 1, p. 21.]
In numerous cases, mostly involving pro per litigants, the judge injected the judge’s personal
views or made remarks that were discourteous or created the appearance that the judge was
acting as an advocate or lacked impartiality. There were mitigating factors, including corrective
measures taken by the judge to change the judge’s behavior. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann.
Rept. (2014), Advisory Letter 4, p. 21.]
During a jury trial with a difficult pro per criminal defendant, the judge made a number of
statements in the presence of the jury to the effect that the defendant was misrepresenting the
facts and was attempting to manipulate the proceedings; this created an appearance of a lack of
impartiality. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2011), Advisory Letter 4, p. 24.]
During a traffic calendar, the judge announced that the judge wanted to meet with the police
officers privately. When one of the traffic defendants expressed concern about the meeting, the
judge called the defendant a demeaning name. The judge previously had met with law
enforcement supervisors about their ticketing practices and presentation of evidence, which gave
the appearance of alignment with law enforcement. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept.
(2011), Advisory Letter 5, pp. 24-25.]
During a telephonic appearance, a pro per inmate plaintiff was able to hear the judge and the
opposing counsel, but they could not hear the inmate and believed the inmate was not on the line.
The judge made remarks that created the appearance the judge was coaching counsel about
responding to the inmate’s legal position. The judge also made a remark about the inmate’s case
being no different from other inmate cases, suggesting stereotyping of inmates’ cases. [Com. on
Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2011), Advisory Letter 6, p. 25.]
During the lengthy criminal trial of an obstreperous pro per defendant, a judge made disparaging
and demeaning comments to the defendant and made numerous improper threats, sometimes in
the presence of the jury, in an attempt to control the defendant. At one point, the judge ordered
the out-of-custody defendant placed in a holding cell without following proper procedures. The
judge engaged in conduct suggesting assumption of a prosecutorial role rather than that of an
impartial arbiter. The advisory was strong. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2010),
Advisory Letter 2, pp. 24-25.]
A judge exhibited a lack of impartiality towards a pro per criminal defendant and also displayed
inappropriate demeanor, including telling the defendant at the end of the proceeding, “Shut up
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and get out of here, please.” [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2007), Private
Admonishment 1, p. 30.]
Judge Hyde was removed for conduct that included becoming embroiled in a pro per litigant’s
marital dissolution and acting as the litigant’s advocate. In 2001, the judge was presiding over a
domestic violence case. After arraigning the defendant, the judge spoke with the defendant’s
spouse in the court hallway. She told the judge that she wanted to serve marital dissolution
papers on the defendant before he was transported back to jail. The judge accompanied the wife
to the clerk’s office, advised her about the need for a fee waiver, obtained a fee waiver
application for her and may have assisted her in filling it out. Later, the judge went to the
chambers of the commissioner handling fee waiver applications. The judge asked if the
commissioner had reviewed the application yet and explained that the wife wanted the husband
served before he returned to jail. The commissioner pulled the application from the file,
reviewed it and signed it. The judge volunteered to return the paperwork to the clerk’s office.
The judge filed the fee waiver order and the dissolution paperwork with the clerk’s office. The
judge’s conduct was determined to be prejudicial misconduct.
The decision noted Judge Hyde’s receipt of an advisory letter in 1998 for assisting a pro per
litigant. The advisory letter expressed disapproval of the judge’s “involvement in a pro per
defendant’s case including reading an inmate’s letter addressed to [him] at the courthouse
regarding her receipt of a complaint and summons in an unlawful detainer case, [the judge’s]
direction to the clerk’s office to send her an ‘answer’ packet so she could respond to the unlawful
detainer complaint and summons and [the judge’s] direction to a clerk to prepare a fee waiver
order, which the judge signed.” The inmate/defendant was given additional time in which to
respond, without notice to the other side. The commission viewed the judge’s actions “as
providing legal and judicial assistance not available to other pro per litigants,” and cited canons
2B (use of the prestige of judicial office) and 3B(7) (ex parte communications). [Inquiry
Concerning Judge D. Ronald Hyde (2003) 48 Cal.4th CJP Supp. 329.]
A judge appeared to provide legal assistance outside of court to a pro per litigant in a case
pending in another department of the judge’s court. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept.
(1998), Advisory Letter 31, p. 28.]
In addition to other misconduct, in a small claims matter, the judge, without sufficient cause,
threatened one of the litigants with perjury charges. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept.
(1996) Advisory Letter 21, p. 25.]
A small claims litigant refused to stipulate to a temporary judge. The judge to whom the case
was then assigned interrogated the parties as to which of them had refused to stipulate, giving the
appearance that the judge would retaliate against that party. The judge also made remarks
disparaging small claims litigation. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1992), Advisory
Letter 36, p. 17.]
Judge Furey was removed from office for conduct that included telling a group of traffic
defendants that if there was a discrepancy between their version of the facts and that of a police
officer, he would always believe the police officer because perjury was a felony and a police
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officer would not jeopardize his career over such an insignificant matter. The Supreme Court
found the judge’s announcement to the defendants to be willful misconduct. [Furey v.
Commission on Judicial Performance (1987) 43 Cal.3d 1297.]
A judge appeared to treat the parties to an action unevenly by excusing an instance of tardiness
by defense counsel while sanctioning the in pro per plaintiff for the same act. [Com. on Jud.
Performance, Ann. Rept., Ann. Rept. (1986), Educational Letter, p. 4.]
Judge McCartney was censured for conduct that included, in a welfare fraud case, angrily telling
a pro per defendant’s wife to “shut up” or be held in contempt when she persisted in making a
series of boisterous outbursts which interrupted the proceedings. In the same case, the judge
strongly criticized the pro per defendant, alleging that he had previously perpetrated frauds and
stating that in an attempt to evoke the court’s sympathy, he had brought his children to court.
For an apparent misrepresentation to the court, petitioner called the defendant a “liar,” “cheat,”
and “deadbeat.” The judge also responded to the defendant’s boisterous interruptions at the
sentencing by angrily threatening to triple the jail sentence.
Judge McCartney told another pro per defendant, who had previously appeared before him to
plead guilty to a drunk driving charge, to “get in [the] courtroom or I’ll have you arrested,” when
the defendant approached him in the courthouse hallway during the noon recess to casually
inquire about the availability of a blood-alcohol test.
In another case, where a pro per defendant sought transfer of his case to another court because
the judge seemed emotionally upset, Judge McCartney engaged in a verbal attack upon the
defendant with respect to his experience as a paramedic in a deliberate effort to embarrass the
defendant or provoke him into a contemptuous response. [McCartney v. Commission on Judicial
Qualifications (1974) 12 Cal.3d 512.]

Demeanor
In addition to other misconduct, the judge also disparaged the defendant for representing himself.
[Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2016), Private Admonishment 3, pp. 26-27.]
In addition to other misconduct, during remarks delivered prior to the start of calendars, the
judge made derogatory comments about small claims litigants and the small claims process.
[Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2016), Private Admonishment 8, p. 27.]
In addition to other misconduct, the judge was discourteous and demeaning to a self-represented
civil litigant. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2015), Advisory Letter 17, p. 26.]
In multiple proceedings in 2012 and 2013, Judge Healy made denigrating and undignified
remarks to family law litigants, most of whom were unrepresented by counsel. The judge told
parents in one case that they were “rotten” and then suggested that he should have had their child
taken from them, told the mother that she was “a train wreck” and a “liar” who deserved to have
a cell door closing behind her, and referred to the mother as a “total human disaster.” In another
case, the judge threatened to put both parents in jail, although he later told them that he could not
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do this without citing them for contempt and conducting a hearing. In a third case, the judge
remarked that if the mother “had been smart enough,” her son would not have had to go through
the process of changing schools, and said, “[n]ow your son is screwed.” In a fourth case, the
judge expressed concern that the children might “do something stupid and thuggish because their
father is stupid and thuggish[,]” threatened to jail the parents and take away their children, told
them that they could be in jail until their children were adults if he was “in the wrong mood” the
next time he saw them, and told them that life was too short to let children “be tortured by rotten
parents like you two.” In a fifth case, the judge described a father’s claim that he would get a job
as “pie in the sky,” and said that the father was making this claim even though he admittedly was
“morbidly obese and at risk of dying at any time….” In a sixth case, the judge told parents that if
they were exposing their daughter to “one-fifth of the attitude” they were showing the judge,
they “might as well have her start walking the streets as a hooker.” The commission disagreed
with the judge’s position that blunt and evocative language was sometimes necessary to compel
litigants to gain awareness of their circumstances, the harm that they are causing their children
and the importance of respect and cooperating, noting that many of the judge’s comments were
“the antithesis of imparting the importance of respect” and that the judge’s goals “can and must
be accomplished in a manner that comports with the Code of Judicial Ethics. [Public
Admonishment of Judge Daniel J. Healy (2014).]
In a family law case, the judge made an undignified and discourteous remark about a pro per
litigant’s weight during a hearing on the litigant’s motion to reduce support payments. [Com. on
Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2014), Advisory Letter 13, p. 23.]
Commissioner Friedenthal was disciplined for conduct that included, when the unrepresented
mother in a child custody dispute said that she did not want to “bag on” the commissioner
(meaning insult or offend the commissioner), Commissioner Friedenthal remarked, “Bag on me?
Is that a legal term?” The commission found that the remark, which appeared to be sarcastic,
violated canon 3B(4). [Public Admonishment of Commissioner Alan H. Friedenthal (2012).]
Judge Comparet-Cassani was disciplined for abuse of authority, disregard of a pro per
defendant’s Sixth Amendment rights and intentional disregard of the law when she revoked the
defendant’s pro per status because she believed he had received legal assistance with a motion
and had lied to the court about it. The commission further found that the judge’s demeanor
toward the defendant during the hearing was improper. The judge spoke to the defendant in a
harsh manner, repeatedly stated that she did not believe him, grilled him on cases cited in his
motion, and stated three times that he was lying to the court, although the defendant remained
respectful to the judge throughout the hearing. [Public Admonishment of Judge Joan ComparetCassani (2011).]
In addition to other misconduct, a judge made unduly harsh and disparaging remarks to a pro per
criminal defendant during a pretrial hearing. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2011),
Advisory Letter 25, p. 26.]
Judge Salcido was censured for conduct that included her treatment of an unrepresented
defendant who appeared before the judge after apparently having failed to comply with a
condition of probation. The judge advised her that she would allow her to serve 24 hours in
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custody, instead of the customary 48 hours, for the violation of probation. The judge advised her
that she had a right to be counseled by an attorney before admitting the violation and being
sentenced, and informed her that she would have to come back another day if she wanted to
speak with an attorney. At one point the judge told her, “But I might not be so gracious on
Monday.” After further discussion, the defendant said that she wanted to “do the 24 hours.”
When the defendant paused after the judge said that this meant she would waive her right to
speak to an attorney, the judge asked, “You want to ask the lifeline? You need a lifeline?” The
audience laughed at these remarks.
In another matter, an unrepresented defendant appeared for arraignment on an alleged probation
violation. After asking the defendant about his relationship with the subject of a protective order
issued in the case, Judge Salcido made the following comments:
Court: Are you guys together or not together?
Defendant: Nope. We haven’t been together for like over a year now. But
she’s the whole reason why I have to keep coming back to court.
Court: She is, or the fact that you broke the law?
Defendant: No, she is. She’s --Court: Oh, you didn’t break the law? You’re an innocent man on probation?
Defendant: -- All’s I’ve been trying to influence --Court: You’re an innocent man on probation?
Defendant: Yes.
Court: Is that what you’re trying to tell me, you’re an innocent man? I’ve
met my first innocent man on probation. He’s completely innocent, he’s on
probation?
Defendant: Have, have you went over the case?
Court: Oh my gosh, you’re innocent.
[Inquiry Concerning Judge DeAnn M. Salcido (2010).]
In addition to other misconduct, a judge made a disparaging remark to a small claims litigant.
[Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2009), Advisory Letter 2, p. 18.]
In addition to other misconduct, a judge was disciplined for conduct that included using
demeaning and unduly harsh language toward a pro per litigant seeking a protective order, and
telling her that she should blame herself if she could not present her case and should hire a
lawyer. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2008), Private Admonishment 1, p. 25.]
Judge Velasquez was removed from office for conduct that included, in a number of cases,
joking with unrepresented defendants about imposing jail time. For example, when one
defendant asked if jail time would be imposed, the judge said: “If you want some, I’ll give you
some.” When another defendant asked a question about his fine, the judge said: “Would you
like some jail?” In another case, the judge pretended to find information that the defendant
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“owed” 35 days of jail time on a previous case. The defendant objected that he had already
served that time and the judge disagreed and referred to “35 new days.” Eventually, the judge
told the defendant that he was “[j]ust kidding.” [Inquiry Concerning Judge Jose A. Velasquez
(2007) 49 Cal.4th CJP Supp. 175.]
Judge Petrucelli was disciplined for his remarks while presiding over a hearing concerning
spousal support in which the wife was represented by counsel and the husband was appearing in
propria persona.
Near the outset of the hearing, after questioning the husband, Judge Petrucelli asked him to go
ahead and say what he wanted to say. The husband responded, “Sir?” The judge then said, “Is
there a language problem here?” in a loud and angry tone of voice.
Judge Petrucelli made gratuitous sarcastic remarks about the husband’s affair that had caused the
divorce (“It was cold and so you needed someone to stay warm with”), belittling comments
about the husband’s income as a car salesman (“You’ve got to be the lowest car salesman …
maybe you should consider doing something else. I mean, I don’t know of anybody that makes
$40,000 selling cars”) and sarcastic remarks about the husband’s new wife (“You’ve got a new,
young wife apparently. That’s wonderful. Is it the Mongolian lady I hope … Did she make it
back? ... Okay … so she made it to America. I hope you’re happy. That’s wonderful. We
should all be happy. So, anything else you want to tell me about the support issue?”). [Public
Admonishment of Judge James M. Petrucelli (2007).]
A judge made sarcastic and demeaning remarks to a pro per litigant in family court, including
mocking the litigant’s use of a legal term. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2007),
Advisory Letter 3, p. 31.]
A judge made a vulgar remark to a pro per respondent in a domestic violence matter. [Com. on
Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2007), Advisory Letter 6, p. 31.]
In an angry outburst during court proceedings, a judge expressed frustration with the judicial
system and made rude and undignified remarks to a pro per family law litigant. [Com. on Jud.
Performance, Ann. Rept. (2006), Advisory Letter 3, p. 32.]
A judge made a gratuitous comment about sending a pro per litigant to jail that was likely to be
perceived as a threat. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2003), Advisory Letter 4, p. 26.]
A judge displayed sarcasm and derision in remarks toward a pro per litigant in a civil harassment
matter. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2001), Advisory Letter 6, p. 20.]
A judge made demeaning comments to a pro per defendant that impugned the defendant’s
intelligence. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2000), Advisory Letter 3, p. 21.]
During a court session, a judge made harsh and intimidating remarks to one pro per defendant
and used inappropriate humor in the judge’s remarks to three other pro per defendants. [Com. on
Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1998), Advisory Letter 11, p. 27.]
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Judge Ormsby was disciplined for conduct that included his treatment of an unrepresented
defendant who appeared before the judge for arraignment on theft charges. The defendant told
the judge that he was unemployed and attending school. The judge forced him into an
unnecessary colloquy regarding what he was learning in school and questioned him in a manner
which was demeaning, visibly embarrassing the defendant in open court. [Censure of Judge
William M. Ormsby (1996).]
A judge made harsh and demeaning comments to an elderly pro per litigant. [Com. on Jud.
Performance, Ann. Rept. (1995), Advisory Letter 1, p. 24.]
A judge spoke in an excessively harsh tone to a pro per misdemeanor defendant. [Com. on Jud.
Performance, Ann. Rept. (1995), Advisory Letter 3, p. 24.]
A judge joked with court spectators about having persuaded a pro per litigant to pay a mediation
fee in a family law proceeding involving child custody issues; the joke appeared to be at the
litigant’s expense. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1995), Advisory Letter 32, p. 26.]
When a pro per litigant said that she had been given certain information about court procedures,
the judge said, “Your beautician tell you that?” The commission found the remark rude and
demeaning. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1993), Advisory Letter 26, p. 19.]
A judge yelled at a small claims litigant for not asking questions properly. When the litigant
complained to the judge, the judge replied, “I can yell at you as much as I want to.” [Com. on
Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1989), Advisory Letter 7, p. 23.]
A judge was rude to pro per traffic defendants, rushing them, cutting them off and intimidating
them. There was other misconduct. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1988), Advisory
Letter 10, p. 12.]
Addressing an obstreperous traffic court defendant, a judge made a remark which appeared to
denigrate the defendant’s national origin. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1988),
Advisory Letter 13, p. 12.]
A judge who dismissed a civil case was advised of the need for care and patience in dealing with
pro per plaintiffs. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1987), Advisory Letter, p. 10.]

Abuse of Contempt/Sanctions
In addition to other misconduct, a judge failed to give a pro per litigant an opportunity to respond
before holding the litigant in contempt. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2014),
Advisory Letter 24, pp. 23-24.]
In addition to other misconduct, a judge imposed sanctions on a pro per litigant without
providing an adequate opportunity to be heard. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2013),
Advisory Letter 19, p. 22.]
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A judge had a pro per litigant taken into custody without following proper contempt procedures.
The judge claimed the litigant had failed to follow an order by the judge, but no clear order was
disobeyed. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2011), Private Admonishment 8, p. 24.]
In addition to other misconduct, on the date a criminal case was set for trial, after relieving the
defendant’s attorney, the judge remanded the defendant for failing to obey the judge’s order to be
quiet, without following any of the procedures for contempt. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann.
Rept. (2011), Private Admonishment 3, p. 23.]
In dealing with an alleged indirect contempt – for conduct not occurring in the court’s presence –
a judge failed to provide due process by not giving the contemnor proper notice of the contempt
charge and appointing counsel as required under the circumstances. The judge immediately
remanded the contemnor to serve a jail sentence. The commission took note that the contemnor
was a difficult litigant. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2004), Advisory Letter 8, p.
23.]
During a hearing on a petition for a restraining order, the respondent [who was not represented
by counsel] began yelling and acting aggressively. Judge Guy-Schall ordered her out of the
courtroom. The judge later asked her bailiff to see if the respondent could reappear in court and
keep herself under control. The bailiff reported to the judge that the respondent had said that if
the judge would not allow her to tell her story, she would probably “go off” again. In the
respondent’s absence, without citing her for contempt or returning her to the courtroom, the
judge found the respondent in contempt and sentenced her to five days in jail. The order failed
to state facts sufficient to constitute a contempt, as required by law. [Public Admonishment of
Judge Lisa Guy-Schall (1999).]
A judge imposed sanctions on attorneys and pro per litigants without notice or hearing for
violation of local delay reduction rules. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1999),
Advisory Letter 10, p. 22.]
In addition to other misconduct, a judge improperly jailed a traffic defendant for contempt.
[Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1989), Private Admonishment H, p. 21.]
Judge Furey was removed from office for conduct that included his treatment of an individual
who appeared before the judge to request more time to pay a traffic fine. Another judge had
previously imposed a sentence of $300 or 10 days in prison. Judge Furey denied the request,
telling him “it is $300 or 10 days today.” The litigant pointed out that others in the court were
obtaining continuances, but the judge warned him to say nothing further and remanded him to
serve the 10 days. As the litigant was being directed to the lockup, he muttered the word
“tremendous” under his breath. The judge immediately adjudged him to be in contempt of court
and sentenced him to five days in jail. The litigant then articulated a long voiceless palatal
fricative (“shhh”) that the judge believed was followed by “it”; he again held the litigant in
contempt and imposed a sentence of another five days. Later that day, a deputy public defender
interceded on the litigant’s behalf and persuaded the judge, on the litigant’s apology, to purge the
contempt and grant him a continuance to pay the balance of the fine. The Supreme Court found
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that the judge’s abuse of the contempt power, as well as his impatience and hostility toward an
unrepresented defendant, constituted prejudicial misconduct. [Furey v. Commission on Judicial
Performance (1987) 43 Cal.3d 1297.]

Delay
In addition to other misconduct, in a criminal matter, the judge failed to rule over a period of
nine months on a pro per defendant’s motion for appointment of an expert. [Com. on Jud.
Performance, Ann. Rept. (2013), Advisory Letter 20, pp. 22-23.]
A pro per family law litigant brought a motion to modify child support which was heard the
same day as the opposing party’s motion to modify spousal support. The judge gave the parties
two weeks for further briefing, after which the motions would be deemed submitted. Two
months later, the judge decided only the spousal support motion. Two months thereafter, the pro
per litigant began inquiring about the child support motion. The judge took no action until three
months later, when the judge ordered a further hearing on child support issues. [Com. on Jud.
Performance, Ann. Rept. (2010), Advisory Letter 23, p. 27.]
Judge Spitzer was removed from office for conduct that included delay in ruling on a submitted
matter. The judge presided over a small claims trial de novo and took the matter under
submission. The judge failed to decide the case for nearly six years despite numerous inquiries
by the parties and members of the family of the plaintiff. The judge conducted a second trial de
novo in order to resolve the matter.
The commission noted that Judge Spitzer’s failure to act deprives litigants of resolution of their
disputes and grievances through the court system. “Litigants who are not represented by
counsel, as is the case in all small claims actions, are especially vulnerable when a judge fails to
take prompt action in their cases. [Inquiry Concerning Judge Robert G. Spitzer (2007) 49
Cal.4th CJP Supp. 254.]
A judge inordinately delayed decisions in two related small claims matters. In mitigation, the
judge implemented a tracking system for submitted cases. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann.
Rept. (1996), Advisory Letter 34, p. 26.]
A judge failed to rule on a small claims matter for 10 months. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann.
Rept. (1993), Advisory Letter 12, p. 18.]
In addition to other misconduct, a judge took 110 days to rule on a small claims case and signed
a salary affidavit incorrectly stating there were no cases pending for more than 90 days. [Com.
on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1991), Advisory Letter 25, p. 13.]
A judge delayed six and one-half months in deciding a small claims case. [Com. on Jud.
Performance, Ann. Rept. (1990), Advisory Letter 15, p. 22.]
A judge delayed 107 days in rendering a decision in a small claims case. [Com. on Jud.
Performance, Ann. Rept. (1989), Advisory Letter 14, p. 23.]
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Disclosure/Disqualification
A judge made injudicious remarks about a pro per defendant that suggested bias. When the
remarks were cited in a motion to disqualify the judge for cause, the judge struck the motion on
the grounds that the judge was not biased and no reasonable person would think that the judge
was biased, thereby ruling on the merits of the disqualification motion, rather than having the
matter decided by an assigned judge as required by law. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept.
(2016), Advisory Letter 24, p. 29.]
A judge made remarks about a pro per criminal defendant – impugning the defendant’s
character, referring to the defendant as a fraud, and accusing the defendant of being willing to
make false statements to the court – in an attempt to persuade the defendant to waive the right to
self-representation. When the defendant raised the judge’s accusations in a statement of
disqualification, the judge improperly struck the challenge rather than allowing the motion to be
decided by another judge as required by law. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2014),
Advisory Letter 26, p. 24.]
In addition to other misconduct, a judge denied the defendant’s motion to disqualify the judge for
cause. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2011), Advisory Letter 25, p. 26.]
Judge Watson was disciplined for conduct that included failure to disclose information relevant
to the question of disqualification. The judge presided over a bench trial in three consolidated
unlawful detainer cases in which the defendant tenants were unrepresented. The judge had been
a defendant in a lawsuit filed by tenants in a building owned by the judge, which the judge did
not disclose to the litigants. The warranty of habitability was an issue in both cases. The judge’s
failure to disclose the litigation was determined by the appellate panel of the superior court to be
an irregularity that prevented the defendants from having a fair trial. [Public Admonishment of
Judge John M. Watson (2008).]
While a motion to disqualify a judge was pending, a fellow judge ordered the pro per criminal
defendant who had filed the motion to be transported to court daily despite the absence of any
scheduled proceedings. The judge’s conduct appeared to be retaliatory. [Com. on Jud.
Performance, Ann. Rept. (1996), Advisory Letter 8, p. 24.]
A litigant mentioned in open court that a certain attorney had helped the party with advice and
information, prepared the judgment which the judge was being asked to sign, and had
represented the party in previous cases. The attorney was the judge’s child. The judge made no
disclosure of that fact. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1992), Advisory Letter 10, p.
14.]

Ex Parte Communications
In addition to other misconduct, the judge exceeded the scope of the authorization for ex parte
communications in a Marsden hearing by discussing the merits of the case and the defense,
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stating negative opinions about the governing law, and giving advice to the defendant. [Com. on
Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2016), Private Admonishment 3, pp. 26-27.]
Before a pro per defendant was brought into the courtroom for a preliminary examination, the
judge permitted the prosecutor and the complaining witness to talk to the judge about the
witness’s fear of testifying. The judge then encouraged and ordered the witness to testify and
made remarks that gave the appearance of lack of impartiality. In addition to engaging in an
improper ex parte communication, the judge failed to promptly inform the defendant of the
discussion or give the defendant an opportunity to respond, as required by the Code of Judicial
Ethics. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2015), Advisory Letter 7, p. 25.]
In addition to other misconduct, in a criminal matter, the judge engaged in an improper ex parte
communication with the defendant’s investigator. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept.
(2013), Advisory Letter 20, pp. 22-23.]
In addition to other misconduct, a judge engaged in ex parte communications with a witness.
The judge improperly inferred the consent of the pro per parties from the fact that they did not
object when the judge stated the intention to telephone the witness. [Com. on Jud. Performance,
Ann. Rept. (2011), Advisory Letter 26, p. 26.]
A judge granted a defendant’s motion to vacate the judgment in a small claims case based upon
an ex parte contact. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1995), Advisory Letter 28, p. 26.]
A judge twice amended a small claims judgment dismissing two defendants after receiving
information ex parte from one of the judgment debtors. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept.
(1992), Advisory Letter 3, p. 14.]
In addition to other misconduct, a judge received ex parte communications in a small claims
case. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1991), Advisory Letter 25, p. 13.]
A defendant in a small claims matter requested a continuance by letter to the judge. The judge
granted the continuance, informing the plaintiff only when the plaintiff appeared for trial. [Com.
on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (1989), Advisory Letter 19, p. 24.]

Non-Performance of Judicial Functions
A judge handled the multiple cases of a pro per probationer without the files and without
ascertaining or reciting the case numbers on the record. The judge failed to implement
previously promised action in the cases, including vacating future court dates. This failure,
combined with errors by others, led to the probationer’s being arrested and incarcerated for more
than a week. [Com. on Jud. Performance, Ann. Rept. (2009), Advisory Letter 20, p. 20.]
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